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Office Memorandum * united states government
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A]^^i(^^IMOSfT [
DAT«i October 31, 195

S

W. A. BRANIGA^^^

VNKN^N SUBJECT, was^,
Paul^etersen, ey*ii.==^

Paul Smith •

SSPIONAGE ^
^

1 1 ^
PURPOSE : ^ —

y niB. w«^

; To advise that Director of Bun^au of Prisons,
James Y* Bennett, has no objection to confrontation
between John ^Mennp^^Oraaf^ and Bar^wif^ld at Lewis burg
Penitentiary^ y ,

V

BACKGROUND :

Per authority granted in memorandum from Urm
Branigan to Ur* Belmont dated October 21, 1952, Ur* Frank
Loveland, Assistant Director, Bureau of Prisons, SOLO
Building, Washington, D* C*, was contacted ,on October 27,

1952, by Inspector Carl E* Bennrich and Supervisor S* F*
Linberg of the Espionage Unit*

jj

Ur* Loveland was advised of the Bureau^s desire
to confront John Henry de Graaf with Harry Gold at the
Federal Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pa* Ur* Loveland stated
that he saw no objection to such a meeting, but advised, ;

that before he granted authority he would like to clear
the matter with Ur* James 7* Bennett, Director of the
Bureau of Prisons, who was not immediately available* Ur*
Loveland stated that he would telephonecall y contact Ur*
Bennrich later *^

^
In the afternoon of October 27, 1952, Ur* Loveland

tel ephonically advised Ur* Bennrich that Ur* Bennett was
agreeable to the confrontation between De Graaf and Gold
at the Lewisburg Penitentiary* Ur* Loveland stated that he

1 would immediately advise Warden G* W* Humphrey at Lewisburg

[
that such a meeting is agreeable to the Bureau of Prisons* Q
RECOUUENDATION:

That the Philadelphia Office be advised of the

“''''"‘txVlS
///

_ wntf A 1QS» - /}

to a letterIf you approve, there is attached' hereto a leiter
to the Philadelphia Office advising them of the above informa-

T' W ' ^EL:m em^ K
Attachment \ y ^

65-59191 U
/



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Bfgpfyt PleoM

FUtNn.

federal bureau of investigation

riiaison Office, Ottawa, Canada

[

October 10, 195^,

is u.-:c:-;.:s^5fz3
exsept
CTr'i;;;v.7EE

Director, FBI

sfe<iRET

"
3^

BOJ«^SWfaAC~ REGISTERED
SPKIAL^ELIVERT AIBIWIL

r.tAscS^f':T£Ssi^N

3: UNKNOWN SUBJECT, w^BtCCASSlHCWjpM...^^^
Paul^etersen, Paul^mith
TTQDTrjMAr'lP _ » Jki ^LtJT//jUf. / LESPIONAGE - R

.

Bufile 65-59191'. Iffm
Bear Sir: Classified fiy

,

Declassify on; ^ OADR

ReBulet September 23, ,1952, requeeti^ that the Bureau

be advised as to what would appetr to be thej^sb procedure to

follow when inviting de Gra^f to the
that de Graff has volunteer^to tirave) to tto Uhitgijtates *tor

tha^best procedure to invite de Graff the United States

for me to personally contact and discuss this mat^r with him

at M^re^ to work out arrangements for the trtp. ^
It will be recalled that it was Siting the interview of

de Graff by Special Agents Robert S. Plants and Cl«to.8 P. Silver-

thorn that he denied any Soviet espionage operations^ the United

States and volunteered to travel to the United Sta
nyone t

9 ^7/ ^
'W.



^ ^
to be no reason why the confrontation

of de oraff by Black and Gold could nnt, Bm(.p PP 31^

The details as to travel arrangements, escort, if
necessary, could be worked out after the above preliminary stepshave been taken and de Graff intex*viewed* ^ ^

^ P

Ho action is being taken relative
instructions are received from the Bureau.

:en relative^ tfc

ihe Bureau, g tt

?eiy tnily yours,

this matter until

enn H. Bethel





^AMomFMM NO.

^/i.6fH0fa%dUfft • UNITED STAT.^ GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

f ) *. •-

U i

c

Q
Sj

li
W o
O ^
Xfu ^w «5
tr* W
On

8

*T/ie Director

D. M. Ukdd

VNKN^N SUBJECT^
Faul'^eteroen^
i^suJO^aitft
ESPXOUAGS - B

DATE: December I, 1952

Philadelphio from, Montreal^ Canada^
Thuredav^ December 4, 1952. to conpr^ont Bxack and ilojLd in

attempt to resolve impasee in thfe 003^0 ^iureau mill
yi/ Me a7-aar^Ji far -ferin^ TOU wiJI Oe aavioed
of pertinent developmental

PURPOSE i

To advise you that John Benry de Oraaf will
arrive in Philadelphia from Montreal, Canada, 10:07 a^m»,
Thursday, December 4, 1952, to confront Thomas

BACIGBOnmt Dul2::'y r-; qADR F-rs^ ^

In April. MSS. Thomas Black and Sarrtt Gold.
B»0confessed Soviejf espionage agents, fere exhib

ahOtoarfDhM otUehn Be nign dt> araar/ form goi

nags agentm
'±viet ss^is^ {pi

•PM » *» * •ft
S-

a» B«imo thttr Sogi«t etPitaaoe superior
jaUM.

hotMl
pastsgraphs

suserior mas interested in industrial ssnionaa^T^ ThiSmr
•5<yri#r. ma tfftg Ttfli ^6bigi sspioaage superior

S£5^T recorded • 71 i'
^ / 7 / _

M-
*wr

65^59191

EL:me I ^ INDEXED -7»^ .

^)|n flawlEieS h/ aiSS SgA^falt U (,m(73

dec 15 .^2
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office iffrhorandum

M.,,

'

M
t/j-
UNITED ^aTES fp.^EaNM^NT

Director, fbi

OM 'i SAC, PHILADEiraiA (65-4336)

(65-59191) S^^ET

'olw

Mf r,u I

. Mr. ^lawjn-

IDBJBCT:. . UNKNi^ SUBJECT, waa^i;
‘‘ PAULTPETERSEN, - PAUL^MITH,
ESPioHAOE - R . ;

(New York OrlglnV -

Enclosecl herewith 56
of the report of SA CHARLES P

Enclosed report 6eTfB .fo:^lS

confrontation between JOHN HENRY DIS

and HARRY GOLD. BLACK believes DE G
but hesitated to say so definitely.

irrf . V. I

. --'i

the results of the
THOMAS L. BLACK, . .

*

is not PAUL PETERSEN,". J'

GOLD believed DE GRAAP ^ V
to be PETERSEN but felt less certain of his identification afterj
confrontation was finished than before- DE GRAAF vehemently,
denied he is PETERSEN or that he ever operated as a Soviet
agent in the United States. GOLD subsequently, on 12/18/52,
voluntarily advised, after
DE GRAAP Is not PETERSEN. l-NCL^SSlFrED EXCEPT

KIJEHE shown otherwise^
‘

'

THOMAS L . BLACK is not certain of the daues Ox
association with PETERSEN but estimates he met PETERSEN in late "1

1934 or early 1935- His association continued until approxl- }

raately the beginning of 1937 or 1938- HARRY GOLD Is more ; / 1. *]

definite about the dates of his association with unknown sub-^'

Vv^Ject- GOLD states the dates of his association are accurate\
^ince they occuired at the same time as certain events in hla

,

life which he remembers and which are a matter of record. i
gold's association with unknown subject was from either Octo-
ber or November 1935> until July 1936. During the period
October or November 1935 » GOLD claims he met unknown subjec.^

CPSiWSM ^
ENCIS - 6 .

wttSHWO]
REGISTERED MAIL . P<gjsy^^^:J)ADR

cc: i - New York (65-15334) (INFO.) (ENCLS - 4) {R.M,
1 - San Francisco (65-4277) (INFO. )jENCL
1 - Los Angeles (INFO
1 - Washington Field
1 - Anchorage. (100. _ _ „

i 1 - San Dle^b; (INF0.)(ENCL-1)(R.M.)

I

){R.M-)
, , ijR.M.)
NPO.UENCL - 1 )(R.M.) , : •

- IHR.M.)
'

1-1540) (INFO. ) (ENCL - l)7R.Mrj

W^/JS~
31 1952 -

m 27 1953'X63JAN 27





director. FBI «r»CT \

Even aiid GOU) now feel DE 01^ is not , both

still Bt^ there Is a close resexnhlance between early 1930 Photo- ,
i

graphs of DE GRAAP and unknown subject,^ In view of this

semblance « the Bureau may desire to still pursue the Issue furthey |>

to definitely eliminate DE GRAAP as a possible suspect, - .
- H

It is therefore believed that the next logical cour^

to follow in an effort to attempt to definitely establish the

whereabouts of DE GRAAP during pertinent joer^iod would be an inqu

?^lgned statement taken in liarcn 1952, and as set for

Pages 90 and 91 of the report of SA ROBERT S, PLANTZ at New Tone

dated 5/8/52, entitled, JOHN HENRY DE GRAAP, ESP-H. The more

DE GRAAP was pressed for accurate information at this, time as \
compared with his stbry in March 1952, the more confused he

seemed to become. After intensive questioning, it was apparen^^ ?

Mfl storiefl of March and December 1952 regarding theJ^^^HB •

not reconcilable. DE GRAAP was obviously "reSCTimg^

^G^rylnffto make his story coincide with the facts that have

come into our possession recently. The whole problem can probably
^

be attributed to a defective memory, plus the fact that DE GRAAP :

in repeating his story so frequently, has confuse^l^^^^^^^^^
DE GRAAP claimed that his present version of the
as set forth in enclosed report, is his best recc
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• FEDERA4^4R5^^l^^gATION

VMS CASK OfUaiNAVKD AT KEW YORK

RKKHIT MADK AT

PHILADELPHIA

UNKNOWN SUBJECT, imfl.,

Paul Petersen, Paul Smith

“(wsnr
P. SILVERTHORN

ESPIONAGE

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

THOMAS L. BLACK, *a<3inltted Soviet Agent, and HARRY GOLD, con-

victed Soviet Agent, Identified early 1930 photographs of

JOHN HENRY DE GRAAP as their Soviet superior knovm to BLACK

as PAUL PETERSEN and to GOLD as PAUL. DE GRAAF when interviewed

by Bureau agents In Canada In the spring of 1952, denied that

he worked as a Soviet agent in the United States, and volun-

teered to confront anyone who claimed he was their Soviet su-

perior in the United States. DE GRAAF invited on 11/25/52 to

United States to confront BLACK'and GOLD. Confrontation be-

tween BLACK and DE GRAAP held at Philadelphia Office on 12/4/52.

Pertinent points BLACK remembers about his association with
Unsub, discussed during confrontation which lasted from 12:15

p.m. to 2:45 p.m. BLACK had opportunity to observe DE GRAAP

standing, walking, and to compare relative height of DE GRAAF

with his recollection of PETERSEN, After confrontation, BLACK .

stated he was almost certain DE GRAAF is not PETERSEN, but
hesitated to say so definitely because of certain similarities.

Only similarity BLACK could name was that DE GRAAF and PETERSEN
smiled in a similar manner. BLACK subsequently contacted and
stated he has changed his opinion regarding early 1930 photos

of DE GRAAF and now feels these photos are not of PETERSEN,

BLACK pointed out that DE GRAAP is too tall to be PET^SEN.
Confrontation between HARRY GOLD and DE GRAAP held 12/5/52 at .

U. S. Penitentiary, Lewiaburg, Pa. Pertinent points GOLD re-
called regarding association with Unsub, discussed during con-
frontation which lasted from 9:45 a.m. to noon. GOLD had op-

portunity to observe DE GRAAF standing and walking for a short

approved and

^ n
(C
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or THIS REPORT

JX)PIES DESTROYED
RS42NOV2119SO

(See Page B)
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PH «S5-4336

STOOPSIS OP PACTSi (Continued)
, Av

'

unsuo* xjn uti

^o^Mvi^TOai

distance. Aa coxifrontatlon began, QOW Identified
^

UK QRAAP ae his first Soviet superior in the U. 5*,
PAUL. At concluBlon of confrontation, GOLD stated
that he felt less certain of .his Identification
nov that he has talked vlth LE GRAAF than prior to
aeetlag him, but still felt he Is identical with
Unsub. DE GRAAF

f^Q^BERO or LOUIS WOSK and never heard of
^

ROSE TOLINS. On 1^18/52, HARRY GOLD voluntarily ad-
vised that after considerable thought, he has changed
his opinion and now believes PE GRAAF is not Ideirtloal
with tftisub. GOIDts opinion two not identical Is not
based on LE GRAAF* s actions or his discussion with
BE GRAAF but on fact that BE GRAAF is much taller
than Uhsub. and BE GRAAF *8 hazvis are much larger
rougher than Unsub >s,

- R U C - A

Copies of this Report :

» - HEMABK (H.M.

)

1 - ANCHCmdE (INFO.) (R.M.)

' ^ KTOo'^iiiwf)
^
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PH 65-4336

DETAILS t

- BACKGROUND -

THOMAS L, BLACK, an admitted Soviet agent. In a
signed statement dated June 5» 1952^ at Philadelphia, Pa.,

advised that In late 1934 or early 1935 # he met a^^nnamed
PAUL PETERSEN through his Soviet superior, GApCr^VAKIMIAN.
BLACK, during his association with PAUL PETERSEN, also knew
him to be a Soviet espionage agent. Shortly after becoming
involved with PETERSEN, BLACK Introduced HARRY GOLD, convicted
Soviet agent, to PETERSEN in New York City. He could not re-
call the exact circumstances regarding the introduction of

GOLD to PETERSEN.

BLACKS 3 association with PETTERSEN was from late In .

1934 or early 1935 until late In 1937> or possibly January 1938.
He was uj^ble to fix dates more accurately than th^. BLACK
identified two 1932 photographs of JOHN HEN^D^'U^P as the
man he Imew as PAUL PETERSEN.

HARRY GOLD, convicted Soviet agent. In a signed
statement dated May 8, 1952, at the United States Penitentiary,
Lewlsburg, Pa., advised that In late October or November 1935>
he was Introduced by THOMAS L. BLACK to a man named PAUL,
During his association with PAUL, which lasted from approximately
•ctober or November 1935 until July 1936, GOLD also knew him
to be a Soviet espionage agent. GOL® also identified 1932
photographs of JOHN HENRY DE GRAAF as the man he knew as his
Soviet superior, PAUL, GOLD also Identified 1929* 1934, and 1945
photographs of DE GRAAF as being the Individual he knew as PAUL.



brand of cigarettes and asked him why.
When BLACK told him# PETERSEN scoffed and
said BLACK was "fighting windmills#" and that
this situation was childish.

(10) BLACK recalls he introduced HARRY GOLD to
PETERSEN, referring to PETERSEN only as PAUL.
BLACK could not recall any other circumstances
regarding this Introduction,

r {ll) During one of his meetings with PETERSEN,
BLACK said the subject of the Moscow purge
trials was mentioned. BLACK expressed some
mild disapproval af the conduct of the trials
and made some remark that If things like that
were going on in Russia, BLACK was considering
Joining the Trotskyites. This remark was
made Jokingly, but It angered PETERSEN. They
parted without making an appointment for a
future meeting. Subsequently, PETERSEN con-
tacted BLACK and told him It would be an ex-
cellent Idea for BLACK to Join the Trotskylte
Movement and that this would be perhaps his
true sphere of usefulness.

(12) BLACK also recalls a couple of times when
PETERSEN and he ate at Gafanttls, an Italian
restaurant near the Pennsylvania Railroad
Station, New York City, and Luchow^s, a Chinese
restaurant In New York City. BLACK also re-
called having dinner on one occasion in the
dining room of the Hotel Martinique in New York
City, with PETERSEN.

INYTTATION THE UNITHD STATES
'

On Woyenhsr
^ ^ 1952# HENRY w (©ME, #

CMadaA Accepted an Invitation come to the United States -

to edntrp^ TBCmS u BLAtaC aid HAIOT GOLD. 1© (©AAP ^

scheduled to an?lve In nxiladelphla at 10:07 a.m , December
1952*

. 'sE(t<n7



ra 65-4336 mm
THOMAS It. BLACK Has recontacted on December 11, f

-

1952, In an effort to determine what his present opinion is
of the 1930 photographs of DE ORAAF. BLACK at this time
advised that he had changed his opinion regarding the photo*
graphs of DB GBUIAF which were taHen In the early 1930>8.
BLACK advised that his Identification of DE GRAAP prior to the
confrontation was based mainly on the 1932 photograph of
DE GRAAP Wearing a hat. As a result of the confrontation,
BLACK states he has changed his opinion regarding the early
1930 photographs of DE GRAAP and now feels these photographs
are not of PETERSEN. The early 1930 photographs of DE GRAAP
resemble PETERSEN, but BLACK believes it is Just a coincidence

.

that these photographs are similar to his recollection of
PETERSEN. BLACK again pointed out that DE GRAAP is too tall
to be PETERSEN. BLACK emphasised that as a result of the
confrontation, he does not believe the early 1930 photographs
of DE GRAAP are PETERSEN.

RE-INTERVTEW OF HARRY GOLD
REGARBING HIS ASSOCIATION WITH

UNKNOWN SUBJECT

HARRY GOLD, oonvicted Soviet agent, was re-interviewed
by SA W. JAMES WOOD at the United States Penitentiary, Lewlsbusg,
Pa , on December k, 1952, for the purpose of refreshing his
recollection as to the unknown subject In this case and In an
effort to obtain further data which would be of assistance in
Identifying or eliminating JOHN DE ®IAAP as the unknown subject.

GOLD stated that the dates he originftiiv
as to his Initial and final meetlnRs witti nifl
^AUL, were poflBiblv.nnt ton howeveiT thia ^
are set for^th below . «lnee he has been mentally
reviewing hia_eQnta.cts with PAUL and has refreshed p
1 "

^

aoUD stated hla first meatlng with his
'

was oDA lN^Bd^ dr ThurMts,- sf -4^
' whaa .bii 'IfotiiBr, .iMric.iror ttw



date as late October or early November 1935* The reason he
recalled this date so vividly was that JOSEPH GOLD only worked
one week for this company and then quitt .

00IJ5 recalls the following points about his meetings
with PAUL, his Soviet superior:

(1) The first meeting ocpafred in the evening
a^ter GOLD met at the Pennsylvania
Station in New XarkXity, They proceeded to
32nd Street anti 7th Avenue, irtiere BLACK in-
troduced GOLD to PAUL. GOLi cannot recall
vrtiether BLACK used any other name than PAUL
in Introducing him. Sometime later, BLACK
had mentioned to GOLD that PAUL’S last name
was SMITH,

PAUL told GOLD he wanted every bit of infor-
mation on chemical procesBes and particularly
wanted a list of what the Pennsylvania Sugar
Company, where GOLD was employed at that time,
had available. At this first meeting, PAUL
wanted to know about the absolute alcohol
and butyl alcohol processes available at
the Pennsylvania Sugar Company. He said that
ethyl alcohol was needed because the Russians
could blend it with motor fuel and extend what
motor fuel they had, GOLD recalls PAUL often
thankfed him for the work he had been doing
"on behalf of the Soviet tkilon." At the first
meeting, PAUL told GOLD that at their next
meeting GOID was to bring a photograph of him-
self as well as a dossier which would include
all past history of GOLN.

(2) The pecond meeting with PAUL was held on
Saturday of the same week at which time GOID

T 7: 7 ; t'T: wenf to New tbrk City from PhiladelpMa
turned over to PAUL a dossier and photogra^.



PH 45*^336

•

•• ' .-' -.I *'j

There weiifi two or poseilDly three meetl^e n

between the eeconfl meeting mentioned

and Thanksgiving November 1^5-
meetings were held to determine how OOLp was

.

going to get the butyl alcfhol Information and

how he would forward it to PAUL* OOI^ TOS

scheduled to give Information on the butyl

alcohol brocesB to PAUL on Thanksglyli^ Pay,

1935i but he did not have the Information at

that time and the meeting was not held.

Between ^anksglvlng Pay and the first

of Pecember 1935, GOLD met PAUL cnce and they

made arrangements for a later meeting .
Arrange-

ments were nade to meet on the first Thursday

of Pecember 1955-

A meeting was held on the first Thursday of

Pecember 1935* Just prior to this meeting,

GOLD had taken a great deal of material from

the office of Pr REICH at the Pennsylvania
Sugar Company. He turned this material over

to PAUL. PAUL took the material and told

GOLD to *klll a few hours -in a motion picture.

Later on In the day, OOID again met PAUL and
PAUL returned the material to him ,

PAUL '

told GOLD that the material had been copied

by Amtorg. OOLP recalls he was Impressed
with the speed at which this large nttiSB of

blueprints end documents apparently had been
copied. GOLD took the material bask to Phila-
delphia and went to evening school that night.

Early the following morning at about ai 36^

or 5i00 a.m, , he put the material baak Im the
office Dr. REICH* GOLD stated he was able
to accurately pln-^polct the above date because

- ^ i^uamed the «te»:yii lai
at the time iSr . IftiKIH was in New York Dlty
attendllse the Ihitlonal Exposition of Chemletl

hel^ In t^e







The confrontation between JOHN HENRY DE GRAAP and
HARRY OOLP took place In a small reception room at the United
States Penitentiary Lewisburg Pa Also present in the room
were SA W. JAMES WOOD, SA ROBERT S. PIANTZ of the New York
Office, and the reporting agent. The confrontation began at
approximately a.m., on December 5, 1952.

The photographs of JOHN HENRY DE GRAAP, which were
taken in 1929» 1932, 193^» and 1945 > were placed on a table
between DE GRAAP and GOLD. Initially, HARRY GOLD referred to
the two 1932 photographs of DE GRAAP, particularly the one
with DE GRAAP wearing a hat and stated, ‘'This photograph is
a photograph of a person who introduced me to Soviet espionage
in October or November 1935, In New York City, and that person
is you.” DE (HlftAF vehemently denied that be had ever met OOli)
before or anyone resembling him. D& GRAAP asked GOSf wtqf
thought he was the person. G0X3 stated, ”Your voice Is tha
same; the contour of your face is the samei your si^le is
exactly the same.” QOID continued, ”I knew you as PAUL, T '

did not know your last name. TOM BLACK at one time said your
last name was SMITH.” DE GRAAP asked GOLD if he ever noticed
any scars or marks on unknown subject PAULAS face. GOLD said
no. DE GRAAP then pointed out a small one*lnoh bioa scar op .

the right side of his face, which was caused by a snail olne
explosion in Ahlen, Germany, in 1921. Tjwo moles on the lower
part of left eye were pointed out to GOW. GRAAP showed
GOLD his X^t hand, mentioning that the back part. As not quite« full M bis right hand and this condition was hj a
bum amy years ago. GOU) said be never noticed

VSi'

:
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Blnoe they occurred at the some time as certain events In hie
life which l^-rwnanberB and which are a matter of record.
For ®3CMipljar GOLD said the date he met PAUL, his brother,
JOSEPiyfiGtD, went to work for NOPCO. This was possibly late
Octo^^ or early November 1935. GOLD added the reason he re-
members this 80 vividly was that his brother worked only one
week at NOPCO, GOLD then proceeded to described all of hl8
meetings with unknown subject PAUL to LE GRAAP,

Inasmuch as OOID had mentioned the transmission ©f
material to PAUL from the Pennsylvania Sugar Company, DE GR*'
asked GOLD If this was the usual procedure, GOID indicated

Ions it had been done this wav.

DE GRAAP denied he ever had stomach trouble and In
answer to a specific question, stated he did not care for
liquor or vodka. He preferred a good bottle of wine with hla
meals and occasionally a glass of beer In the summertime,

GOLD then proceeded to a^tln discuss some of his
meetings with PA» detal^. The ooTdSrontatlon toded
twelve noon, -

and walKi^ tcap ashbrl aetenoe, and to'cioiely^ obs#^



OOLPtS COMMENTS AFTER CONFRONTATION

follotrs I

After the confrontation, HARRY GOLD advised as

"The general features of the man, allowing for
the difference in years are almost exactly those of the man
I knew. His nose, bis eyes, his forehead, his mouth, particular-
ly as he talks and smiles, the way in which he holds his head,
a little to the side, are those of the man I knew, almost
exactly. The voice is almost exactly that of the man I knew,
the intonation and accent,"

GOLD described DE GRAAP's walk as similar to that of
PAUL, He stated that the set of DE GRAAP^s shoulders as he
walks is the same as PAUL and the way DE GRAAF holds himself
while walking is the same. ^QJX' sal
noted 1

"^or 5*9 # whereas DE GRAAP Is about six feet.

The 1932 photograph of DE GRAAF wearing a hat,
according to GOLD, is exactly the same as he recalls PAUL, v
GOID also noted at this point that there has been a great
change in the fearly 1932 appearance of DE GRAAP as compared
with current photographs, GOLD stated he felt less certain
of his identification now that he has talked with DE GRAAF
than he did prior to meeting him, but he still felt he is
identical with the unknown subject, PAUL,

DE GRAAP, as mentioned previously, vehemently denied
In the presence of GOLD that he is identical with unknown subieot
PAUL, DE GRAAF mentioned also that his movements during this
pertinent period, October 1935 through January 1936, can be
verified in ^azll.

. RB-INT*KHVIEW OF DE GRAAP

;

UOHji Wsmi |B ms re-lutwviewed by 84
.114181 9M pii& rep^idg Hgcmt on Deciasber 6, 19512, at thw"

Phi'ladel^la ^flce DE GRAAF continued to vehemently deny he

- 18 -



Is unknown subject, PAUL PETERSEN or PAUL SMITH. LE GRAAP
claimed that HARRY GOLD at the end of the confrontation
acted as If he was uncertain of his Identification of him.
The various poealbilltleB of PE GRAAP' s operating in the
United States for a short period of time were brought to
PE GRAAP* 8 attention. He continued, however, to deny that



INFORMATION CONCERNING HARRY
POLIOS CHANGE OP OPINION

HARRY OOU), after requestixig to see an agent, volun-
tarily advlsea SA W, JAMES WOOD on December l8, 1952, that he ha^
given serious consideration to the possibility of DE ORAAP
being Identical with unknown subject, since the recent confrMjta-
tlon. GOLD stated he has changed his opinion and Is now firmly
convinced DE GRAAP Is not Identical with Unknown Subject, GOLD
said the 1932 photographs of DE GRAAP with hat on, had so con-
vinced him DE GRAAP was identical that he was certain of Identi-
fication in hlB own mind at the time of confrontation. GOLD
stated It took much consideration before he was ready to admit
to himself that the two are not identical. GOU) said his opinion
that the two are not Identlcea is not based on DE GRAAP»8 actions
or his discussion with DE GRAAP but on following two points:

, V still feels his original estimate of
unknown subJeotVs height, specifically 5'7t” to 5t8« or 5^9”,
Is correct whereas DE GRAAP was definitely much taller than

2. pE GRAAP *e hatuls are much larger and rougher
OOID thought if unknown subiject 1« Idmti-
ibdve^eeorlbed photograph very ^

V«iiiy much hli
U)g unQeoeBsarr investigation required of the Bureau
atetalcea Identifloatloa.

'
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- ADMINISTRATIVE

he Info of all offices

Information copies have been disseminated for Anchorage
Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Pranclaco in view of the fact

\

that these office

Information copy of this report la designated for
Washington Field Office in view of the fact that this office
has on numerous occasions been requested to check passport
records regarding the various names that have arisen In the
DE GRAAF case.

e detailed infox*m
e foun

n thd^ceport or ba Kuawr s, PLANTZ, New York, captioned
JOHN HENRY DE GRAAF, was., ESPIONAGE - R, dated 5/8/52,

which -cime appropriate copies w
e^eslgnated for theTlles of the various offices which have

opened aases on unknown subject, Mr, DAVID; ROSE TOLINS, and
unknown subject, .wa. LOUIS.

AT HAHRISON. N. Ji

* Will contact i>. M. CARTER, Personnel Slreetor«

- 28 -



National Oil Products Company, and attempt to establish the
dates of JOSEPH OOUD’s employment by that company* He was
reportedly there for only one week in either October or November
1935, It Is important that an attempt be made to definitely
locate these dates inasmuch as this period of employment fixes
the date accurately when HARRY GOIiD first met unknown subject
PAUI*, It is pointed out that JOHN HENRY DE OPiAAP^s whereabouts
can probably be accurately ascertained if the date of JOSEPH
aOLD*e employment is learned. HARRY QOID previously advised
that his brother worked only one week on the night shift and
he was packing aluminum stearate. The foreman of JOSEPH GOLD
had been "an Irishman named JOHNNY." HARRY GOLD thought his
brother was probably employed in the packing and shipping
department

.

THE NEW YORK OFFICE
AT NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.

Will attempt to determine whether the NatloxMil
Exposition of Chemical Industries was held at the Grand Central
Palace In New York City during December 1935. It is noted
that this flats become important as it fixes the time that OOID
first turned over information' from Pennsylvania Sugar Company
to unknown subject, PAUL.

IMPORMAOT

XLENTIT? OP SOURCE OESCRIPTIOM OP
IKPORMATIOH CATION

Letteir from Legal
Attache,
to Olreow '8atea
9A^52»,. eaptioMd

a.

•tiOttlif

^9/2^58

a9 -



FEDERAL BURE) F-JWVESTIGATION

f /MVORTMAMAT

NEW YORK ; Jfim

date WHEN
MADE

f 7 IQRI

rt»IOO FOR WHICH MAO«

12A-6 ,11-16,
iR-ofi/trnt 1/0/

mBPORT MAPKW
^ FRANCIS W. ZANGLB
a ^

UNKNOWN SUBJECT
Paul®Petersen

,
vast Paul^mith,

cHMtAcnii orCM

BSPIOHAGB - R

P
W
o
P4
H
cX
r-J

A

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS;

u ABMINISTRATITE

No Identification of subject
effected either during discussion
ritr^i^^ylGOLD of^rom^indlv^di^l^^y'J

A"

'h
•c'

. /V

known to fARMAND LABISV^^lLDMAfnin
espionage work, or in displaying to

GOLD additional photographs# GOLD
viewed a 193^ group photo of Amtorg
etaployees and picked out two persons

who somewhat resembled the man he
knew as PAUL SMITH*

BETAIIB:

fiassifirf by isl&SS^!j(r^

Occlasst^ on:

YorkAt New York City. Nev_

!^^SHO*!io-.BEr>v;i5E. ^ review of the FELDMAN-OVAKIMIAN case file

was nade in an effort to turn up suspects for instant unknown

subject. A photo of BORIS L. ERMW, was; Elaan and tot^
Splina, was shown to HARRY GOLD and also a photo of VLADDOT

jj^^IDMAN was shown to GOLD, both with negative results.

i. I » 'cOPH* ^fTthis RIPORT

Bureau (65-59191)
1 . Los Angeles (Info*)
2>- Philadelphia (65-^336)
^1 - San Francisco (Info*)

V/ashington Field ( Tn fo

I

DO NOT WRmi IN THKCB *PAC1S

jumuniR recorded-m
INDEXED - (SS

(Enc.-l) •§





HARRY GOLD vas interviewefl on January 9»
1951 In the New York City Jail, 100, Centre Street, New York
City hy SAS JOSEPH C. WALSH and FiyifNCIS W. ZANGLE* As no
photo of GUSEV has as yet been lodated, the description of
GUSEV was discussed with HARRY*^OLD, At this time GOLD
stated that it sounded a great 'fleal like PAUL SMITH, Inasmuch
as he recalled that PAUL SMITH often wore a brown gabardine
topcoat and had trouble with his stomach. GOLD stated he
definitely recalled that PETERSEN had light brown hair, »diile
GUSEV Is described as having dark grayish black halr«

It Is noted, however, that tdien THOMAS W'^SIack
described Instant unknown subject, he said he had dark graying
hair.

GOLD also noted the height of GUSEV was
probably more than 5 ’6-1/2".

A group photograph allegedly taken in 19^4
of Amtorg employees wasachlblted to HARRY GOLD. GOLD picked
^ut two Individuals whom he said somevdiat resembled the
tinknown subject, but he said he could not make a positive
identification, A copy of this photograph is being sent to



# \

ire 65-1533**

the P^iladelchia office for exhibition to THOlttS li. BLACK

ae ^Slcl^Sickefont by HAKHY G^D ^

photograph and numbered 6 and ? identity of ttiese

Individuals is not known at the present time#
.:t

- v;

ENCLOSURE: TO PHILADELPHIA (1)

1 copy of a 1934 photograph of Amtorg

employees*

P E N D I

- L
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KY 65-15334/ .

LEADS
Copies of this report are being sent to

Los Angeles, San Francisco and Washington Field in accordance
with Biareau instructions*

PHILADELPHU ,

At Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Will exhibit to THOMAS L. BLACK the group
photograph enclosed#

Will interview THOMAS L. BLACK concerning
the possibility that PETER D. GUSEV is identical with instant
unknown subject#

NEW YORK

At New York City# New York

Will continue to e3diiblt photographs of
possible suspects to HARRY GOLD*



Office Al!?. - ? unit:'1^1

TO DCffiCTCfR, FBI (65-59191)

SAC, philatelhiu (65-4336)

30VERNMENT

DATE: 7/20/53

4
SUBJECT: Pauf^tersen

esPIOHAGE -H
II,

^
E3PI0HAUC - n

, —j—r

V

- • '*-v 'pv-:-. V
7-, -y -C

*'

Be’ Hew'ToA letter' dated; 6/'3i/53.’v,- 4 y
“
;E «.«W;;nae to tte WduU &res&e \o ^

Tsf^^S ?.
at PhUadeli^

the above- captioned matter*

. report sets £f
confrontation of JCHN ® pifeparatlon

possibly not too accu^^ ^t t^t^prtor^to^^^^^
ep^OT,“ and

DE GBAAP# lie had mentally
accurate* GOID then fnr-; -

•believed the dates h” Lst meeting with "PAT3L*», •

in view of the above. GOID «1U not be recontacted.
;

MOCrfeb
BEfliaTgntrp •hail

)

cc t 2 - Hew Yorlc (65-153A)

63 JUl



Office Mje'nwfdnduffl • united STAiES government

TO * Director, FBI (65-53^91) 10/19/53

I SAC, Kew York ^

sDBjBCTi UNS0B, was: Paul Smith, Paul Petersen
• ESP-R

been noted that the photograph of ^
Srg.Tg’^-j well-known radio commentator during the 1940s una former ^
^^uthor of a newsletter, bears a slight resemblance to

V ngjfegAAF whose photograph was erroneously identified by BLACK

TVano^Oblib as instant Unsub, and further that, with ^e exception

of the age, the description of STEEL, including tM German back-

ground, fits that description furnished by HARRl^on)* 1

Records of INS. NYC, reviewed in 19Ul<-> reflected that

STEEL enterid the US on &/3l/3h, and in December 193it he - \ .

described hJrself as: born 8/3/O8 at Elberfeld, Germany, height

51 10”, weigh" 155 lbs.,, complexion fAtJe> eyes gray, hair brown,

nationality^ German. ^
r

,
-^4

Concerning the blrthdate of STEEL, as compared to

I § 1 GOLD’S 'Statement that Unsub PETERSEN was age 30 to 35 i^^ 193«# LI

IS "It la to ba noted that STEKL may have appeared and acted older tv

iS^than his actual years A confidential^
J £; gthat as of

STEEL, currently an SI subject of the NYO, sfnc'S^

ad miscellaneous Communist associations, '

J

2 - Philadelphia (Enos. 2) (RM) (65-

IIIDBIED:» IjL?"—

AENtGE COPIES DESTRpYE

R342N0V^ 11961

RECORDED -Sirnpa^l^^rr^P
STROYED,.., • wLIA.LI m



Enclosed herewitJi for Philadelphia are two photos
of STEEL." PhiladelpMa is requested to. exhibit these photos/
of STEEL HARRY GOLD and THOMAS L. BLA!CK and to dispusaV
•STEEL’S description and background with them for a ppsslbla ' -

Identification of/,Unsub PETERSEN or any, other of their unknown
'^perlors.r v

,
-/r



jCOFlES

DESTROYED

I

FEDEkiL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
SEOTRITE JMFCfiUlTION - (JOlimHHTTin

Porm No. 1
TMrS CASE OW««NA-nDD AT

I
.

PHILADEIPiOi;

NEff YORK

: SUBJECT
ktereen .

,

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

;

I
OAT«WH«H fCTIODfOF WHICH •AD. RtPOST MAD* HY .

'v n)^^3 W2^.n/U.6/S3
-wm.es c. cabbou (cr»)

.

-^1-=—

y

\ .
cmaeaciw Or cai*

'

NOPSISOrrAwi®?; ... - 7 . .. -i

ffiOMAS 1. BUCK aAHABET C30ID advised JOHANHES Sim ideatloal -1th

urimown subUct or any o£ t^ir Soviet eplottage auperi^B.
. , ,.

XtKUSSlXia BCC
. ,

'

;

'

IJETA.ILSJ At pbiXadelphia^ Pft-
^

, a /• ,

~
In furtherance of an atto'npt to identify u^own subject, •

.lioKos PAUL SMITO pAUt PETERSBN, artio -as IHOJaAS autertor fro-

?l3k ^ S’l935 1937 or possibly' January of, 1?^. « ^ VT

^iiiTOEiMlrar^Kas exhibited to BUCK, a self ad^tted SoTiat.^
photograg of

stated ?bat-STm terinitely

descriptive and background date of STEEL famldied to B^CK#

thar^m was not identical with any of his Soviet espionage aj^riors.,

.
^

‘ .- r ..ro
' it u-isbure. Pa. - t-

on Octobe
he following investigation was conducted by U UYNE <i, HOOT

23, 19531
“ ' ‘ '

,jDrf October 23, 1953, a photogr^h of JOHA^ OTEEL wm e^bi^
to HAEESTaoiD, inmate, Ohited States Penitentiary, lewlsbi^g, and hs

^ated^^Wy that SIEEL is not identical to any of his un^TO s^*-

torsf HfSatS hrdoes not know smi personslly but k^s of to ttoojMh

his MlLi which was pubUshed U the «IhUadelpbia Record* in the late

1930*9 and the early part of 19u0.; . ..
^

0

'wUEXED^a'

l-SC-iO?"

’

NOV. 131. 1353

^ - Los Angeles (Info) (Registered lail) W - L pOtAtO-

3 - New York (65-1533U) (Registered Mail) jW CV IT
1 - San Francisco (n'l' irTTirTiiriQf Ti |,ir trirril MnlirV -r— i

i. If —feA-itI

1 - Washington Field (]hfo)(Regist»red Mail) jgr |

3 - Philadelphia (bg-)i3V))
.. .7, ,« oisr.i.»n» e

r«OPl,TY OF FBI-THIS COKFIDEBTIU BEPOBT A«0 !« CO«1W

n , 'IxUV 2. ( 1fS:gu^TYIfftXRMATI0N - (2Q5JFBiS*f»AL:TY INPORMkTIOH - CeNPfflSNSAl



- V,, ces. foreh.aa, «d oval-

‘ Tx'mKS of face is stmH^ +Vkat STEEL i® identical to unknO^ ,»

^r'*’5V''^



Office M.em(^andum • united states government.

» " Director, FBI (65-59191 )

>|^C, Bew Tork (65-15334)

3/1/a

75266 -^

: Re6ulet to TOT 2/11/®^ reqtwetlBf that irip^fp^ot
relatlTes of RCI^/»OKRG®>jfuBENSB ' lAian [5??* J

effort to locate edditloptt photographs of HIBENS for
ojchlhltion to jMRT^OLDr in the Philadelphia Office

•

LDF to the Philadelphia Office* V

ROBBJS l8,^ubject of case entitled, •RlJBEN;S*KOBIHSON/*i^i-

r

Passport Case, Passports and Vleas| IS-R% .Bulet s^ed that^^S^S^-
this lead ahpuld be. handled expedltiouslyi'•!i>*^'‘^^



#

SAC^ Kew l^rtc April 23» 1951

tixWStfilTf FBI

TTHSKOffB SUBJSCT, was., :

Fftxil Smithy Paul Petarsan
ESPIONACS - R
(KI file ,65-15334) ‘

:

"

Reurlet 4*10-5lf putting instant ease under a pending
Inaotlva status, and the report of SA Francis W« Zangle 4-10-51

at KIC attached thereto,

FroB a rerleu of reflet and refrapy It la not clear as to
whether or not the photo of Otto Eats, furnished to KIC by Bulet

>13-51# was ejchlblted to Karxy Gold,

,tf the photo of Eats furnished by Bulet 3-13-51 has not been
shown to Qold, this should be done before instant case Is placed in a
pending inactive status.

/



Office Menmandum
TO

'^OU
Director, FBI

SAC, New York

• UNITED STATES GOVERN^tx-.

DATE: April 10, 1951

SUBJECT UNKNOWN SUBjECViwas:
Paul^mlth, Paut^^etaraen;
(Bureau file #6S“59191) y. ^
There are enclosed herewith two copies of the report of

SA FRANCIS W. ZANGLE dated April 10, 1951 at New York, New York.

preview of this case reflects that THOMAS L^^LACK
1

|

and HARRYji^LD are the only persons who are able to positively
”

identify me subject. GOLD and BLACK have -

photogr aphSs. ^vailable of Rus s ian ^^'^^nal s

numerous other suspects as were suggested from
pertinent files. To date no identification has been

effected*

Since there are no present leads outstanding, this

case is being placed in a pending inactive status until such

time as further information develops or until either GOLD or

BLACK make an identification from pictures which are being

shown to them from time to time in other espionage and security

cases.

Encs. (2)

cc; Philadelphia (65-W36)

F^^:AVK
65-1533I1.

\
:-4.

7 recorded • 121
”

^ED-lZl
\

ClasMfisd Si
DectasiKy om /tO

ip (I ..

^
it li cJ

K-?. rnrOPtCATION CONTAII®^
f ’-'j::tASSlFIE0 IXCLPI

<

iAPRll 1951 -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

TH^CASE ORIGINATED AT NEW YORK NYncE NO. 65-15334 AVK

REPORT MADE AT

NEW YORK

DATE WHEM

lJio/5

PERfOO FOR WHICH MADE

L 3/55W51
report MADE BY

FRANCIS W. ZANGLE

Trtui

UNKNOWN SUBJECT, was;
Paul Smith, Paul Petersen

CHARACm OFCAA

ESPIONAGE - H
,

SYNOPSISOP FACTS:

ADMINISTRATIVE

Photo of OTTO KATZ exhibited to GOLD
with negative results • "Portrait
Parle” description of subject as
furnished by GOLD shows wide variance y

“riSif^wTOK CONTWNE

Kii I?

DETAILS: At New York City

On March 5th and April 4^^# 1951# HARRY GOLD

was interviewed by SA^ JOSEPH G» WALSH and FRANCIS W« ZANGLE*

A ohotograph of OTTDx^TZ, with alias ANDH^^^^IMON , was exhibited

to* HARRY GOLD and he 'stated that the photogra^ bore a strong

resemblance. to PAUL SMITH, but that he would like to hear

what THOMAS L. BLACK had to say about it before he came to

any conclusion one way or the other#

After Philadelphia had advised by letter dated

February 26, 1951 that BLACK did not identify the photograph

of OTTO KATZ as PAUL PETERSEN, HARRY GOLD was interviewed.

He stated that he still thoug^it the photograph bore some

resemblance toySA9&T but that he was certain that it was

not Identica3^ith PAUL SMITH#

AT^FtOVeOANP T’nPT'PC! T\
FORWARPgPt VUxilSiO V

fl342N0V.2a..lS60.

COPIES OP TH» REPORT ‘

Bureau (65-59191)
1 - Los Angeles

^
1 - Philadelphia To5-4336) (Xnfo)

’ 1 - San Francisco (Info)
-I f TTH J

2 - New York

MTiTiyriif 1

f
- -

'

P

V y

'INDEXED • 121

PBOPEHTY OF FBI-THIS C

AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED.
a. «. aoviuaun nuMToia Ofnci is—A93S6-1
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NY 6S-1S334

^ As BLACK had stated that PEmSEW did not have stomach ;

trouble and was on the. contrary a gourmet who liked and enjoyed

good food, GOLD was questioned about his. statement that the
; ,

subject had stomach trouble* . GOLD stated he was sure of this

because he recalled when he and the subject met, they often»

times met at a restaurant, possibly Childs Restaurant at ‘

Columbus Circle or on upper Broadway, and the subject always

checked a list of accepted food which he carried with him '

before he ordered* GOLD also recalled that there was a waitress

at this restaurant who seemed to know about the subject* s diet*

GOLD stated that he could not identify the waitress*

Inasmuch as THOIIAS L. BLACK had furnished a description,

of the subject which followed the Bureau pamphlet on personal

descriptions, the same pamphlet was used in order to obtain

a further description of the subject from HARRY GOLD* To

better appreciate the variance In their views, the description
furnished by BLACK is being set out again hereinafter.

Description furnished by Description furnished by

THOMAS L« BLACK HARRY, GOLD

Forehead

Vertical
Medium low
Medium wide
Hairline slightly .curved outward
Wrinkles strai^t and broken

Forehead '

Medium
High
Medium
Hair thin in density
No peculiarities recalled

Nose

Large (deep) root
Concave line
Base slightly upward
Medium length
Medium projection
Fairly wide

Nose

Small root
Straight line
Horizontal base

. Medium length
Medium projection
Medium width ..

Ears

No recollection

Ears

Close to head
Medium large

- 2 -
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Lips ‘N
'

*

" '^'•. ‘•*;-

Medium. upper lip
Slightly .thick
Normal position
Straight mouth line
Slightly large mouth

Chin

Normal slope
Large square size
Hedlum length "

Beginning' of double chin

Face

Round except for square chin

Lips

Medium short upper lip
Slightly thick

.

Normal position
Straight mouth line
Medium size mouth

,

Chin •

Normal slope .

Medium size
'

Medium length
;

No peculiarities

Face

Between oval and round

Head

Round and sli^tly flat on top

Head

Round

PENDING

r

0

- 3 -
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Jfyi • UNITED > GOVERNMENT

TO \ Director, FBI DATE: 5/3/51

^^FROM i . SAC, New loric

SUBJECT: SUBJECT was^ ;

Paui^ yeterson, Paul^mithi '

.. ESPIONAOE • a ; j,
•

Bufile 65-59191
;

J
....

/ Rebulet U/23/51*

/ Photo of OTTO^TZ furnished NIC ty Bulet 3/13/51 exhibited to

KlC with negative results*

^ ......
^

'

' •. C-'y

FHZtVBU

6S-1S33U

'All INFORMATiON COKTAlNfl)

HEREIN !.S UNCLASSIFIED

‘ii

L
um 5
8

iSI

;*.3



BEaXST£B£J) AIR MAIL

July SO, 2961

Mr* Wenn ‘ >
0/0 The Comaiooioner ’

Royol O^ncdion Mounted ^Hoo
Otioma^ OntariOg Canada

John Edgar Hoover, Rireeior
rederal Bureau of Inaeotigation

Subjeoti OMKHOWH SUBJECT, wao,
foul PeUroen,
Paul Sntth
sspioM/as • a

Tou will recall that the unknown o object of thio i

caae wao the Soviet eepicnage superior of convicted Soviet agent

Barry Cold and con/eeccd Soviet agent Thomas Black, was, during

the period 1936 to 1936^

Reurlet 20-7-50 setti
View with fi> (Johnny) Dg^ro,

ionage agent an

the results of an inters
IZraa Paul Pe

[^’Sviamn* -

ie was alao

^ealXfy a phc^ogrcp^ of aarry uuzu -unv the

ptMtVof Theme X. Week looked vaguely /aailiar to

Ae hoe fr evtously been pointed out to yoUf both Thome
t» Blaek and Sorry Gold have utewed a photograph of SeGro/f and

both thought that DeGraff bore o resenblanee to the unknown eubjeet*

Slack hae etated that he feele almet certain that the photo of
BeGraff ie identical with the tmknom eubjoct, Paul Petersen, I

|

In view of the abovet it ie believed that&Gi^fjfhould
be reinterviewed b^ou rathejathor^j^J^her of

reflecte that both^i&t^^^m theSMU^'p expressed^^Vllingneee

to have BeGrnff interviei^Sb% a repreaentative of the Bureau,

HCOS '

.f SI isS 'fS
05-59291 '

tsieeeiZL. 1 ^

“’“tt- Snclpm^

t' ^EINISUKCI,
J... lyj^gUOHUOrHZRft’ISE.

en:



Ther0 or» tneJtaed heren

th0 foUovtng in»0aUgaHo0 raportti
your in/ormttou

PhiladeXphia report of SA WiUiau
daUd JiUy SB, 29S0, in tho 0000 onUtXod
•Thomas L, Black, vast Espionage - H.

Philadelphia report of SA Bobort 0,

doted Jluflitat at, 1950, <n the «“«• •»**!*««*. M
"anknom Subject, ms Paul Smith, Paul Petersen/ l^\

Espionage - fl*"

If the above reports are dleee*<»^ted to th(

the administrative pages should be remved

(jL thorough interviea of IVchiV^

- V pertinent period «hould be o
. B fits 1et ^duVing~or Star ^the pertinent period sMuia ce obtained in order

^

thot they nay be exhibited to BJacb end Qold^

coacient

Previous information furnished by you conceratnp

BeOraff indicates that he ms a top level intelligence agent and

intelligent individual.

Imu

• a •
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Office
Memorandum

I

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO *

FROM I

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, Philadelp^a

gNKNQp SUBJECT, ^as.
^

PauiRmith, Peul'i-etersen

ESPIOWAGE - R
(Bufile 65^59191)

6/20/51

n’/d-

ects

ifsWd 1.0 considered DE “^^":forthe publicity given GOLD whereas

self-involves^nt and 3^CK.
,

,
.-

little publicity has been given no

V, PETliJRSEll through ,GAI§^<3lWZIMIAN

BIACK has stated that he to
Bureau consa^r h^nS

It is also suggested th&t the ^
^.hrough^he liaison

J

t^gent in Otta>»a,

RGj/tgm
65-4336 /
CCS Hew York (65-15334)

M
Cta$sifie4 fc»

flec<ni% ««! OAM
recorded • 91 \k^:^

VS'K
V

Att. 1 1t^’OKMATtON CONTAluSTNy, .

H5:?Ei:: T5 ’.•?i"LAS?l?IKr) except

WHERE SHO’.^K Ot«l3?fflSE.
‘

indexed. 91

??to



Office ykm^cmdum • united states government

ro . DIRECTOR, FBI
“A”' September 18, 1951

FROM * SAC, V/F6

SUBJECT: SUBJECT, was.

Paul^^Q^iith, _
Paui^etersen / J ®

ESPIONACffi - R •- '" tr
(Bufile 65-59191)

Reference is made to the report of WALTER C^ETTITO, Jr., dated
^

August 20, 1951, at Hew York entitled.

MALISOFF has been identified a

In view of HEBO’s associations with MALISC^, the latter a knoim

contact of GAIK BlfevAKBilAN, a known Soviet ageny it is believed Mvisable

l^Slfhia Offlce-^spl^' to-V^ARR^IB and ">'•

enclosed INS photographs of HEBO in an endeavor to effect an identification

of the unknown subject.

IHS records refieot that EAITOAN REBO waribwili July

Vesteroig.' DeiiifiMct ariS that ho frw^itwed \ther StatM » JawMTT®*-
,

1027, traveling on a Danish pas^rt. He never iMBmm. a

^ fr.h'UZ? untUA9U9 he S|»|^"«»e greater nimfcer of y^ai iij|iijg^^tt^;^gU«es

On Av3e’6, 1937, hh obtained a re-eftry permit from INS to

oiimiSit It is to be noted that EAREI GOLD'S impression was^ that unknoiar
•

s^j^PADL mentioned something about going back to Genn^ and CiO^’a /

contact with unknown subject was in the summer of 1937. aocordtag td"

Ite files, is 6 feet, 1 inch taU, wjighed 182 pounds in 1937, has hair

described as light brown or brown, HM' hner blue ey^,

RECo:^r.an - 24

H«B/met G.I.R.'B
' ^

6C: Jjis Angeles
'.>/^Philadel0iia (65-Ji336) (Ends.) |-y -tq A

ixW'lJlewark (65-^257) iJv/^ \
^

^ Ww Ydric (65-l533li) (Ends.) T H ; ' • * . n i r
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Office
Mm^andum • united Iates ooveenment

TO . director, FBI (65-59W)
DAtB: 2lX$/S^

prom . SAC, PHIUDELPHU (65-U336)

subject: D1!S}»> «*.

espionage - R

R« New lork lottery kted w

—r:"’-- «•

. * -<=- nf THCMAS L. BLACK irtU. Toe held in a»>«y«n« t”

The InterTlgw of TH^ n» ^ ^ ^ata.
..ridltional photogreiiJS and bacKgroui

CGt



'oiu Mmorandum • un.te#staies government

„ seIet
from sac. New York (65-1533U) ^ 0 p

SUBJECT: was., Paul Petersen,

* paul^^Ath
ESPIONAGE - B

SUBJBCTi

Herept of SA WILLIAM R. YATES, 4A0 /52 . New York.
j^(

Ki .'^

i'.GJ

"!

\ (Sasrs:*:^
0 W. .av->W““®4a<

COPIES DESTROYED \
R342N0V2 11960



NY 65-153311

and IHOMAS r XBTirv otJ
snown photograpna of HARRY

uao
I..\^LACK aI3ng with numerous other photos. Hewas not aavisea of their identities or of the fact that thAir

"rwas^unibli'^tr?^®
acqualntea with instant subjeounable to identify them as anyone he ever knew. Heidentify the photograph of G^IK BAhALOVICH

PAUL PETwpcpw discussion regardingrAUL PETERSEN, \tRaAP statea voluntarily that if it could
knerfh”®^®

» would be most willing that th^persons Shfknew the boylet agent, patti. pt;t.kPc:-..m
0<!» rsonol I XT

IjE GRAAP, is n^t ioeiT

r





?S:vi?r ^ S&o :

likewise could not identiftr the photograph
of GAIK s ..a; .

--
: •

.-.. >• v,

- MCLOSGR^'* &) PHI^PgLPgU -VJ. '^\

":
: - 5

'

pjiotograpiiV'^f ' informant which are to be ^ -^4

exhibited to THOMAS U PEACK And HARHT GOU). These photographs
bear the 'oat e thejf, :iere Take%^-^ should^be ^
returned to the Hew York Offlee

.
When 'they are no J.ohger heeded*



Mr «-i5334

INPOMAHT

T -

MISCELIAHEOUS

ADMIIflST

jom mm: DE GR^^, Who^was InterVleiad)
by SAS ROBSBT iS, PIANT2 and ;C7TiffT.ie53 ^ M
SHiKBTKORK, irsaw York Otfle^ at '

< ^ I

Montreal, Canada - -j

Coplaa of this report are being sent to fieldoffices In accordance with existing Bureau instructions.

' FHIIADELPm J f t
" - '

' ^ ,

^ ^liaoelphla^ Pennsylvania

exhibit the five photographs of /jOEK HENWDB GRAA^to THOMAS t. BLACK and HAHRY GOLD in an eff^t^toascertatt if these two Indlviauals can identify tts GRAAP
espionage superior, PAUL PcTiERS^ or PAUL*^ /

NEW YORK

At >ew York Clt



•TiMtfAXD NO. «•

Office
Memorandum • united states government

Director, FBI (65-59191)

SAC, New Tork (65-15334) il^U

^^^DATB: April 23, 1952

sy^ECT; DHSUB, was*, Paul Petersen, Paul Smith

' ESPIONAGE - H

Pa Philadelphia teletype to Bureau and New York, 4/21/52,

and repor/of Siffl R. YAtIs, 4/10/52, New York, in captioned

case*

erenced teletypesta

ipnia 01 rice

iUi coNTAirrsD

HSREtJJ IS ^’TCWSSIFIED EXCEPT

cc )

C ^ a UWfc

nRoime)-75
INDB(B) - 75

W*R24tt5,

i^lassHjr on: OAI

WHY;BJA COPIES DESTROYED
R342N0V2 11930

aiyilL



Letter to ttie Olreotor
NY 05-15334

By letter datea 10/25/50 to PdiladeljWa rrcm the

Bureau Ln the captioned caae the Burfiflli eflnriiUflflfl

the f8Ct)that
xia furtner# ^
a to -reveal' tha't BLACK vas ever

outside l^r^t;rlta?es It Is not believed probable that

GBAAP^^i^^jew THOHAS L. BLACK.

It vas'^lndicated In the Bureau

that BLACK* 3 name meant nothing to^E *

face was jraguely familiar to him. —i ^ J

Referenced Philadelphia teletype further l^wVea
that Philadelphia Is of the opinion thatf^ GRA^U^ ^
name PAUL PETERSEN on at least one occasion and «ferred t

aTreaulett^ dated 7/20/50 In the HARRY GOLD case.

A search of tto pertinent sections of the HARRY GOLD

file In the Haw York Office has failed to disclose any

reference to PAUL PETERSEN or PAUL SMITH In any Bureau

communications during pertinent period.

By Bureau letter to Hew York dated l/^5/52 in tta

captioned Lse, a ejpy of which was f^l^hed to PhU^^^^

the Bureau a
advised that
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

THIS CASe OHIOlNA'm) AT 65-U336 BBI

rwnoopom sMca

6/^,20}7/3, 11,12,
21}6/7,9/50PHUADEUUtt 8/2^/5c| 21}8

EEimiFIliM
UNGIOTW SUBt^BCT* was. Paid Smith,

Paul%©torsefl

BOBEHT G. jmsm

SYNOPSIS OP PACTS:

I-

liPi

- IjsRRI GOID In signed statement advised he -wA^

Sovrtot espionage ty THOMAS 1. BUCK. The first Soviet

s^srioi* of G0ZJ3 known to him as PAUi SMITH. Informaticai

f}' of an industrial nature furnished to SMITH by GOU) in.

K period from 1935 to 1937# GOID unable to recall exact

name of initial Soviet superior at time of introduction.

K ' The sum of $30.00 furnished to GOU) as expense money by
.

SIXTH. Description of SMITH furnished by GOLD. THOaiAS

t. BUCK states PAUL PETSRSEM, to whom he introduced

GOLD, was BUCK^s Soviet superior frcm 193$ to 1938.

j Information of industrial '|iature furnished to PETERSEN
^

BUCK. Joined Socialist Workers ^rty at suggestion

\
SOVIET superior PAUL PETERSEN and ‘conducted espicjnage

•;>- activities against Trotskyites for Soviets. Description

I

' ^ of PETERSEN furnished by BUCK. .

DETAILS* AT PHUABBLPHa. PA.

GOU)»S PSALDIGS TTCTH PAUl SMira

I'M
HARRX(WLD cffi May 22, 1950, admitted he received A-bomb infoption froa

JULIUS KUUaOTCHS in 19U5 for transmission to the Soviet Union. GOLD is b^rently

in Federal Sstody 'at Holmesburg Coimty Prison awaiting trial. He has been chargee

with violating Section 32, sub—section A, Title 50, D. S* Code

During the period following the arrest of HARRf GOID, on May 23, 1950, and

his incarceration in the Hobaesburg County Prison,

im

AP.AOVED AMO
rORWARDBk «

MdhmT r"
oorasoFTHiaiivairr

3 - New fork ^ \
ill]

a.** i ^ ;—

»

^.4 .,

SE3TV



PH 6<-l4336

and RICHARD £• BRENNAN continued to interview GOLD for infoimatdon
relative to his espionage activities*

On June 2, X9$0p HARRy GOLD fiauished the following signed statement
concerning his introduction into espionage activities to the aforemen-
tioned Agents I

“Philadelphia, Penn*
June 2, 1950

“I, HARRy GOLD, hereby make the following voluntaxy state-
ment to T* SCOTT MTI.IER, JR. and RICHARD B* BRENNAN, vho have
identified themselves to me as Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of investigation, U* S* Department of Justice* No
threats or promises have been made me and I realize that I
do not have to jnake any statenent at all, and any statement
I do make can be used against me in a court of law, I realize
that I have a right to counsel*

“In about Feb*, 1933 I was given a position with the Holbrook
Manufacturing^Gompany in Jersey City, N*J* I took the Job
of THOMAS L^^LACK who had resigned to accept another position*

“Shortly thereafter I attended a Communist Party meeting
in Jersey City, N.J. at BIACK»s request, and with BLACK*.
BLACK attempted to get me to join the Communist Partyj this
attempt was in a very tentative fashion*

“In the Spring or Summer of 1935, BLACK Was employed a
chemist by the National Oil Products Co*, Harrison, N.J*
At that time I was employed by the Pennsylvania Sugar Company,
PhUa*, Penn*, and had continued iry association with BLACK
out of gratitude for his getting me a job during the depression*
At this time BLACK asked me if I could get information from
the Pennsylvania Sugar Company relative to processes* BLACK
said that the Russians would be interested in gett^ the
informtion* BLACK explained to ne that he was in contact
with a Russian Mho was with Amtorg, I believe, and that he
(BLACK) had been giving this Russian chemical processes of *

the National Oil Products Co#, his emplcyer*



PH 6$^h336

*’BI*A.CK e:q>lalned to me that I inDuld have a chance in this vray
to help the Soviet Ihiion along the z^ad to Industrlallzationt
From the. first time BUCK maitioned this, until the latter part
of 193^,' "we had several discussions about supplying the Russians
with infoimation* We discussed how we could get material blue
printed and photostated#

win the latter part of 1935 I went to New Tork City BLACK,
where he introduced me to a man by the name of PAUL SMITH, yjho
was either a Russian or a Dane* We met in the vicinity of
Penn* Station and shortly thereafter BLACK left PAUL and me.
PAUL and I walked down 7th Ave during which time PAUL told me
that "Uie Soviet ttiion was interested in solvents and particu-'
larly in a process involviiWthe manufacture of absolute ethyl
alcohol on which Dr. GUSTAV^REICH, the chief chonist at Pennsyl-
vania Sugar Company, was working* PAUL set the time and place
for our next meeting vrtiich was about 3 weeks later*

“The above contact T/ith PAUL was to begin ny working for the*
Soviets* During my association with PAUL which lasted until
the early pai^ of 1937, I furnished him vith information on
chemical processes, principally those used by the Franco-American
Chemical Works, a subsidiasy of Pennsylvania Sugar Co*

”At this Initial contact, PAUL told me that I was never to
sea BLACK except on Ills (PAUL'S) instnictdons. However,
throu^out ttio j^ars I did see BUCK on infrequent or'iisions
In violation of these instructions# D^^ing one of t? e times
BUCK described his Russian contact to mo and I am si,. ^ ^hxt
it was By Russian contact who 1 knew only by tiie nane cf/SAil*
and with v*iom I was associated from about 19m to 19l4U with a
lapse of about 7 months from the Spring to the Fall of iQlil,

«0n sever^ occasions BUCK told me that he had lost contact
with the Russians and wanted to know if I knew how he co\2ld
get in touch with them* I was never able to tell him how he
could do it.

«Dur^ the period of 1937 to the fall of 1938 BUCK let drop
the information that he was engaged in tiylng to hunt oEut
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• 0 • J

TROTSKI’s principal contacts in this countryj this was on behali
of the Hussxans*

«As far as I knew from what BIACK very Infrequently may have
told me> his last contact with the Hussians was sometime In
19hh^

.

’’The last time that I saw BLiCK was about six weeks ago*

have read the above statement consisting of this and three
additional pages and am signing each page inasmuch as ^1
of the statements contained therein are tame to the best cf
ny knowledge and belief*

/s/ HAHRT GOU)
Philadelidiia, Penna*
June 19^0.

^Witnessed:
RIGFARD E. BRENI'IAN

Special Agent, Justice
Philadelphia, Pa*, June 2, 1950

T. SCOTT MIIiER, JR.
,

Special Agent F.B.I*, Justice *

Phila*, Penn, June 2, 1950.*

i

GOLD has said that in his relationship and dealings with P-; 1 SMITH, he
primarily furnished information of an industrial nature to SiJITH for
submission to the Soviets* He met ailTH approodnately six or ei^t
times during the period beginning in 1935 and ending sometime in the
Surame^of 1937 T^dien PAUL turned GOLD over to his (PAUL's) successor,
STEV^/^WARTZ.

On July 3> 1950, HARR! GOLD advised that he did not recall exactly the
full name ty '»diich PAUL was introduced to him by THOMAS L* BLACK. It
should also be noted that THOMAS L* BLACK has advised that in late 193U
or early 1935j when ho introduced his Soviet contact PAUL PETERSEN to
HARRI GOLD in Hew York City, he is not sure how the introduction was made,
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that is vihether PATJL 'was introduced as PAUL PET^IRSBN oT inst IVlUL*

BIACK has also advised that this is tiio only tiiaa that GOLD, PAUL* and

BLACK were ever together*

PAUL SMITH Tdio GOLD stated -was his Soviet superior lii the period from the

Pan of 1P35 mtll the Stanmer of 1937 gave him vaiying small sinns of

money* He estimated that the total amount that ho received from PAUL

SIOTH Tffas approximately fcO.OO*

In connection "with the saiqs of money GOLD advised ihat he received, he

furnished all of his contacts receipts. This procedure of furnishing

receipts began with his initial Soviet s\;perior PAUL SMITH* GOLD said

that PAUL SMITH suggested that he sigi another namo other than his onsn

to these receipts, but to continue xising the same name ’tAienevor^to sigied

receipts* The name that GOLD signed on all these receipts wasNEGHEN*

He did not sign any first name or initial* ^
GOU) has furnished the following description of PAUL SMITHt

Aget
Height*
Wei^tt
^s»
Hair:
Face*
Nose:
Brows:
Chins
Builds
Manner: ’

Dress:

GOU) has been tanable to identify SMITH from any available photograph*

30 to 35 (1936) <? >

S» 8*» to 5» 9”

Approximately 165
Li#it gray
Very light brown, almost blond
Fairly broad
Aquiline, regular, strai^t
Very li^t
Square
Sto'cly, broad shoulder;
Pleasant, ingratiating
Neat and conseznrativo

- 5 -
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of the period dm*ing ^ich he contacted OVAKBilZdla it appears that he

vae introduced to PETERSEN eaa*ay ih 1935* He continued to conUct

^TERSEN until shortly before his injury Jn a laboratory e^losion

at the National Oil Products Company vhich took place March 10, 1938

•

As related ty BLACK on June 20, 1950, ?ETERSEN*s first move was to ydon

BLACK away fran tte idea of going to the Soviet Union to work. This,

was followed by a short jpcriod during vftiich, according to BLACK, PETERSEN

appeared to be testing hto by assigning rather single jobs ifoich were

in the nature of consulting work involving somo research and some lab-

oratory work.

Very early in the period of his association vrtth PETERSEN, BI<aCK intro-

duced HARRT GOLD to PETERSEN • BL.\CK said that the exact sequence of

events in this introduction Is confUsed in his mind, biit he believes

that the introduction of GOLD to PETERSEN occurred very shortly after

he himself met' PETERSEN •

Before BLACK had met PETERSES^, and T^ile BUCK aid HELIER wore still

seeing OVAKIMIAN, BLACK, HELTER, and OVAKIMIAN had discussed the pos-

sibility that HARRI GOLD would also be interested in securing employment

in the Soviet Union. GOID was at that time emplpyed at the Pennsylvania

Sugar Ccm^any in Philadelphia, having returned there following his employ-

ment at the Holbrook Manufactuidn& Company in nr'rthem New Jersey* It

is BLACK'S belief that FERDIKAN^pELIER first made the suggestion of

employment in Soviet Russia to GOLD. At about this same time,

as i^arly as BLACK can remember, HETJER lost interest in t’ e idea of

going to Russia and dropped out. Shortly after BLACK had m introduced

to PEIERSEN, and apparently as the result of arrangements orbed by

HELLER, HARRI GOLD came t^ BLACK'S apartment in Newark. B^.GK is uncertain

of the date. GOLD ssys that it was in the latter part of 1935 • From

BLACK'S apartnent he and GOLD went to New' York, where, by pre-arrangGsnent,

they met PAUL PETERSEN in a restaurant and BUCK introduced GOLD to

PETERSEN. BLACK believes that this meeting took place in Oaffanti's

Restaura^, near the Pennsylvania Station in New York ^ity, and that'

while he used HARRY GOLD'S full and correct name in the introduction,

he probably introduced PETERSEN siB^Jly as PAUL* Approximately a week

or two aftor this introduction, PETERSEN instructed BLACK that in the
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lie siltBjt l»i» ftieijd^p '•(itts 8/jaff OOiD -aii^

"jft the early pai^ BUOit'S ai8a<4(atlott id.'rti PBjSilS® toe iuggeetjM

Kdp jia4e toat he neve e^>f th« ei«rtoen^4a Setthi*

toea toarlug vlto 5®HEsj^BSSEl*JJN to erter to nakeJb^elf ne^

aeailableto travel anAo reeeive telephone calls and vieitore \dth-

out Interruptioru

The latter part of 1935 or early 1936, ^CK eulaaitted

autobiography- In addition, BLACK submitted blographiea rt^ehes

on VERA uith whom HEUER had been living! Dr# KARL STEIK,

BUcic^S wpertw at NOPCOj FBEn/Wfi! and ERNEOT SKESSmm, a •

feUow ennX>yee at NOPCO, with 'toom BLACK was Uving, All of these

sketches were submitted at PETERSEN'S request# "

In the early part of 1935, PaTERSEH told“ *hat he had e Job for

him to connection with a Jewish group, wd that to ^
8iB«ment It wuld be neeessaiy for BL/#CK to beeome a Jew te^rarlly,

and perhaps even marry a Jevdsh girl, PETERSE^ s^d it ®

necessary, if BIACK was not already circumcised, for hia to have the

operet^ performed. BUCK went, after considerable del^,

PAUB^I^INGER* whose name BLACK secured from the feet LUTOTG^

z larr;: t^pHSuS;

trhiap
both LUTTIICER and UJIDI that he was going to marry ?• “
became angry. He said that BUCK should not have gone to IWTTItCra

because to ms in trouble with the Communist Party, ^ t * he

not have told either doctor that he might marry a Jewish rl. He hM
already told BL.JK that the assignment was to some way t. to wm^ed
with work among Jewish refugees who were Peoplo.

then instructed BUCK that it would be lii?)OBsible for him to fulflU

the assignment, and it was never mentioned again, _______

In the interview on June 20, 1950, BUCK said that ^rly
^PgTfcRSEN

enci at.jftn with PETERSEN, in a general conversation he mentioned to PaTbRSbN

u

<
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'that ihe Westin^uae ^ctric Cow S^remSEMS U^t ^ air^ -S toSed
,ras Wtereated ^ ttis pwducU reflector,

s5 ssj.SLr»r4ra-™ *r|s
instliicted that he wanted toe lau?) assenhLed ®?gV - T^to

« «-=«»•* ““
7th Averi'vje, New Tork*

s fLsvi2^«“s« sf;r»s^
checked the s\itt case in the baggage room of the .

a^toat'flS'ERNKfSE®sSnafllviSg^toto°to a?toe Kewark apa^««»
HABRZ CDLD on Ang^ist 7> 19^0, advised the

2^ ^ay
rTT An installing a metal framework tn a snit case in si , -i a way tn^

“cW KortahL. Ite eaployiDent of OTU)

«flf^^+atpd according to CX)LD, and came about only because GOLD went to

^tit toSk on toat weekend. To toe host of GOLD'S reco^ctton,

to t^ Chelsea Hotel to New York City. He has advised
.

that he has no knowledge of nhat BLACK did with the s cas •

“For this work BUCK received approrimately $25.00 tom

+ha emenses of too equipment T*ich he had purchased. To B\?^rt^
paym^ BUCK turned over to PETERSEN the sfles slips vivich he had

received#

t

- 9 -
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AMINISraATIVE PACE

In accordance with instructions forth in Bureau letter dated July 11,

'

1950, the photo^'aph: of was shown to HARRT a)LD on Ju3y

12 i 1950* HAERf GOLD advised ^tlie picture of GREIMKB somevdiat resembled
his contact SICTH but was not PAUL SMITH* He stated that GEREINKE

appeared to be too young to be identical with PAUL SMITH.

The photograph of QREINKE was exhibited to THOlvlAS L. BLACK on July lU,

1950» BLACK advised that GEEIl'IKE was not PfeTERSEN. The photograph was
of a younger man than the FETERSEIJ he knew; Ho also stated ihat I^ERSEN
had a square face Pereas dRSIHEE's photograph indicated that his face
tapered at the j aw.

The Bureau by letter dated July 20,
,
^$0, daptioned HARHI GOLD, ESPIONAGE -

R, enclosed photographs of JOHITOlf/D^GlAAP, was. and requested that these
lAotographs be exhibited to G0LD,'5lACK, and HELLER.

Tho two photographs of DeGRAAF were shown to GOLD on August 7, 1950.
GOID rejected the photograph showing DeGRAAP dressed in a disorderly
manner. He stated that ha could never recall his contact SMITH ever
having been arything but a neat dresser. He advised that the smaller
photograph boro a greater resemblance to the individual he knew as
SMITH merely because it showed DeGRAAP in a neat mannor. He was unable
to identify this individual as PAUL SMITH.

The two photographs of DcGRAAF were exhibited to BLACK on
’

'^st 9, 1950.
The enlarged photograph BLACK said, upon examination, loo} like RAUL
PETERSEN. He said the largo full face looked like him, hx . he could not
recall ever having seen PETERSEN with the sloppy collar appearing in this
picture. PETERSEN was always a neat dresser according to BLACK. PETERSEN,
as HACK knew him, appeared to be the same age as the individual ^oso
photographs were shown to BLACK. He, stated that he could not positively
say that it was PETERSES, but it was his opinion -that the large photograph
was PETERSS^. 1...

i n .
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AEKINismTIVE PAGE (Cont«d)

Regarding «io smaller j^iotograph, BIAC^ stated that thig^ pJioio^apU

bpre some rxasoniblance to PETERSEN, bat ft did not looi^ tot fttich like

hinj He did not believe that this Individxial was KJTERSEN#

RSFERBNGBi Philadelphia letter dated June 1> 1950, captioned UNKNOVW

SUBJECT, was*, Paul Smitli; HAEKf CDLD informant, ESPIONAGE

R.
Btareau letter dated Jialy U, 1950# captioned PAUL PETERSEN,

was., Paxa Smith, ESPIOMAGE - R.

. 15 -



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Please Ri^erta

FiUNn,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Liaison Offioe, Ottawa, Canada
October 7# 1950

Director, FBI

Re: tJNKNGgm SUBJECT,
Paiir^etersen, Pau
ESPIONAGE - R

Dear Sir:

rmFTTmTTW.
REGISTERED
AIRMAH^

aliases
th

US'/

&Ai'/

Rebulet September 14, 1950, requesting tha
ofJill2^^r?V9al, former Soviet espionage operat<

nterviewjd oonoernlng his possible

H
r and

M

\s
\
{

deJ^Ea^^ - - - _ , , _
_ _ Icnowl^

Thomas I,>rBraolc, both of whom apparently operated
in thS New York area \indor the direction of a Soviet superior, known
as Paul Petersen alias Paul Smith during the narlod to 1938. rO



iT,

SAC, FBIUDBU^A

BxaxcTos. m
October 26, 1S60

UirOO(«9 SC&rsCT,
.$ea) P0t«raca«
ftel ateltb

KPtoniGS - I
(miadcIphlA m« 65-4556)

to miwMphia <»t*4 MptMlwr. 14, 19&0.

Th# Usiioo Ag«it at Ottaaa, Canada, haa ajxlaed that

5 i

, ographi 61 TIobcc U BXcclt and Harry
were 4tfhiUt*d to hia. I>« Graff stated that he did not rsooenias
the photograph of (Sold as acyoiie he ever aet*

De OmIT was aot sc posltlTe lasofar as the phetograt^ ly 1

of black were oonberoed* When 51aok*a photo^aph was shown to hia,
^ '

de Graff stated that i^le the asM scant nothing, the face did look
Taj^uoly faailiar but that he could not remember ediere he had oose
aoz^o^^^a^^lTldual or a person of similar facial characteristics*

Ualson Agent at Ottawa that this ehould not
bo tak«i to mean that de Graff has identified black. Ere Graff pointed
out la thie regard that he had operated in a very wide area except
within the i:cited States end s»y hare encountered Slack la sose
other aouatrr*

.V.

\

{

\

I

In Tiew o£ _ fact thrt de Graff t^ates
i further ainoe inrrestigatiuno^h^homu,

ia^ oase rewe^X that Slack was ewer ooteide the United
States, It is not bsllsTsd probable that de Crmff knew Ihomaa h*
Slack.

u
\

§
Cl

tpn eonoemioc dohnny de Graff ahoald be handled
nature and ehould aot be diseealaated by any

.-,0^2
^ -

RECORDED 38 / * r
****"**^ *^5^^

inrDiMnMaiaiKneF^ •

• -
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DETA1L9; Af yASHIMMOK . P. C.

• -j The Investigation reflected In this report
the poHilve Identlfloation of JOHNNY de ORAAF by HA: ^
TO01iA^8JL$y|I4^^ the unlmoTO subjeot of Instant base vho vas

Bed npon
3iP_and

their Soviet Senlonage Buperlor from 1935 to 1933* Photographs
. this ld<.entl-

rella^
of ae 'QiSKP thken In 1929 and early 1930 were used In

ueualp^j^
‘

connoted In an endeavor to solve the Issue of whethe r or no'

de ORAAP was in the United States between 1935 1933*

M

(THIS IS NOTTO B]

if

the fplloving schedule contains the various names by
which J0HNNy^e)S^R4^ has been known. Theee names were furnished
to the “ag^bxe#Y:ndI<5ated for a check of thetr records. The results
which were negative have been designated by the letter "N" and
where information was received and reported herein, by the letter

the fact' that ihfolmiatlonr was received does not necessarily
Indicate that the information is definitely Identical with JOHNNY
de SRAAP. bash marks indicate that the particular agency was not
checked Under the name indicated. The letter "P* indicates that
the results of the check are pending, that is, they have not
l^eh received as yet:

INS Coast
(iuard

Informant Pass-
T<^1 port

N
N
N
N

N
N
N

N
r
N
N
N
M
I
H

N
P
N

IT

H
N

I
N
N
N
N
I
N
I
I

N

JOHANN HSINRICHNde ?

JOHANN HEINRICif'AM^bt]
^ohNnx ^ ~de'
JOHNNY teHAP
LUDWl^T" ^ fmEHEYER

MfiSSLZr

;CRUBER
ALFRED
HERl^ANK

HXSHn
BRUNO

jK MATfERir'
jilSCHNEIlSEr*
^^ANI^USSET
wio»^
Imme^IAN

JO^^S H. NT^d^R.
{This liame^hbt knora as alias
of JOHNNY de ORAAP. Obtained

.

from INS Baltimore records.)

- 2 -
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UMKNCjp SUBJECT, was. PatiTsmitto,

paul^etersen

CMAMCnAOr CMS

GSFIONA^ • R

I

.yHor.i*orrACW. [tWHAS L. BUCK on l»/l7/52 advised be

PETSISEN spoke with a German accent* BIACK una

^

to recaU any identifying marks or scars* He

/ recalled PETERSai took small steps when walking*

Oi^ PETEJISBN iB5)ressed BIACK as .being a man of anthcitd:ty5/^^^^ -

On 6/S/S2 BIACK in signed statement idea^tified

photogr^hs of JOHN HENRY DerStlAAP as idenUcal witrj>2Sf^ ^ '

the person he knew as PAUL i^^ESEW d^^^
through 1937* FERDINAND P. KELLER on 6/10/52

‘ '

/ advised he could not identify DeC2UAF as anyone

i he had ever met or seen before* HARRY GOLD on

b/21/52 identified JOHN Wm De(»AAF as being

identical with the person he knew as PAUL. GOID

on S/ls^/^2 furnished additional irformaUwa

concerning his contact PAUL* On 5/8/52 GOID^^

furnished signed statement identifying photographs

rBTAILSt At Philadelphia* Pa*

On April 17, 1952,’ THOMAS L. BLACK was interviewed \ji tte writer

for any suppleitental information he may have concerning PAUL PETERSEN*

BUCK said he recaUed that PETERSEN told him on one occasion,

"We definitely do hot uce/last names in this businest."

rememb^ed this for GAm07AKIMIAN introduced the u.’aiom subject to him as

PAUL PETERSHI, PBTERSEN^gs annoyed at OTAKUSIAN for his last

' name and so stated to BIAC**

|

—
, ^ CO » ^ ^

pSbvmwioTo—

8

R^j
|

^Ed:Qi8
" ”

INDRElkSS
- *^^fROPKHTrOF FBI"
TUs confidential report and its

contents are loaned to you by tiie

FBI and are not to be distri^ted^

outside of agency to whidb loaned. Ct

Philadeltdiia/f65-4336)
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a/c
;

ary chance of ay gaini*« en?)loyffient in Sofviet R\jssia was nil. I

/
believe Petersen's interest in me was to draw me into

t— espionage work.

“Shortly after becoming involved with Petersen, I did

introduce Harry Gold to him in New York City. The exact circum-

stances and wethod whereby Harry Gold became Involved I do not

recall* ^ introduce Hairy Gold to the man I knew as

Paul Peters®*!*

associatioris with Petersen were frcm late in 1931 or early
until late in 1937 or possibly January of 1938» I am unable

to fix these dates more accurately than this*

w “During my association with Paul Peterson I knew him to be a
.5oviet espionage agent of some importance. I knew him to be a
Soviet espionage agent because of the requests he made of me.

“On April 17, 1952 I was shown a series of photographs of a
person whose name I did not know. In this series of photographs
there were two dated 1932. One of these photographs show a man
wearing a hat, the other is a photograph cf the same man without
a hat. 1 have been told these are photograjdis of John Henry
deGraaf. 'Without any reservations on ny pert, these are photographs
of the man I introduced to Hairy Gold as Paul and who was known to
me as Paul Petersen. I have also been shovn photographs of this
same man dated 1929# 19ii5 and 193ii and believe these photographs
to be identical with the man I knew as Paul Petersen.

“This is to certify that I have read the for-goir^ statement
consisting of 3^ pages* I have placed ny initials at the bottom
of each page. The information contained in thev ^ pages is to
the best of ny knowledge the trutii.

a/ Thomas L. Black.

“Witnessed by
Robert G* Jensen
Special Agent, FBI
Philadelphia, Pa,“
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At Lewlsburgi Pa«

HARRY GOLD on April 21, 1952, was shorn a series of photographs

of JOHN HENRY DeGRAAF by SA W. JAME3 WOOD, GOID positively idenUfied
the photographs of this man as being identical with the person he knew as

PAUL,

On May 7 and 8, 1952, HARRY OOID was reizAerviewed by SA W. JAMES
WOOD and the writer.

gold was asked if he was able to recall an3rt^ing additional
concerning this contact of his, GOLD said that he believed PAUL had told
him he had been in Germany, and he discussed happenings there with some

authority. He also said he believed PAUL spoke German, He believed PAUL
had some knowledge of Denmark and believed PAUL may have spoken Danish,
GOID based this be^ef on a recollection of having been in a restaurant
in New York City with PAUL and PAUL speaking Danish to a waiter there,
GOID believes he was told by PAUL that it was Danish he spoke,

PAUL, according to GOID, spoke with the accent of a cultured
European, GOLD could not define this accent more clearly than this, QOU)
said he was certain PAUL was not of the Jerwish faith.

Relative to the type of clothes PAUL wore, GOID said he was
always neat and well dressed. The clothes were well tailored, possibly
custom made, and did fit PAUL well, GOID could not recall if they were of
American or European style,

GOID also said he recalled that PAUL had a duck waddle, short•step
type of walk. Ho had no recollection of any identifying scars or marks on
PAUL,

GOLD said he could definitely fix the ti ^ of his first meeting
with PAUL by association, GOID said at one time in 1935, in October or
November, his brother JOSEPH had a job lasting one week at the National
Oil Products Canpany, in Harrison, N, J, GOID met PAUL in the middle of
this week in New York City, On the Saturday following this first contact
GOLD again went to New York City and fvrnishsd PAJ L with a cos^lete
biographical sketch of himself, GOID said when he returned from New Yo^
City late that Saturday evening hia brother JOSEPH was at home, Toni^] fioTiD

—

told HARRY GOID that he had been unable to hold the position and had b^^
let go.

t On June 5, 1952, THOMAS L, 6IACK advised he had at one time helped
JOSEra GOLD get a job at NOPCO, but JOSEPH GOID had not stayed on this job
for any length of time.

-J-
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As to the tine of his last contact with PAUL, GOU) says it was

shortly after hie gradiaation from Drexel Institute of Technology in June

of 1936, GOLD recalled boasting slightly to PAUL of his grades, and after

graduation PAUL asked to see his record, QOID said he took a record of his

grades and courses to New Tork City and gave this to PAUL, He did not see

PAUL after July of 1936,

It was i)ointed out to GOID that the possibility of a mistaken

identity should be considered, as this problem had arisen in connection

with the sijccessor of PAUL* GOID stated, **If I am wrong in this identification

I am willing to take another thirty years, and I do not like jail^* It was

also pointed out to GOLD that the person he Identified as PAUL was acttzally

a bigger man then the PAUL he described. GOID stated, don’t care if he
la 10’ 2”, that is the guy I know,” These comments of GOID were made
relative to the photographs of JOHN HENRY DeCBAAF,

On 8,' 19$2 , GOID furnished the following signed statemeitt

WMay 8, 1952
Federal Peailtentiary
Lewisburg, Pa,

«I, Harry Gold, do make the follovdng voluntary statement to
Robert G, Jensen and W, James Wood, Both of these men have
identified themselves to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, I know that I am not required to make any state-
ment, X also know that any statements 1 make may be used against
me in a court of law, I also know that I am entitled to benefit
of counsel,

^During the period from the late faU of until the middle
of October 1935, I furnished Thomas L, Black ‘ cchnical information
relating to several research developments at he Pennsylvania Sugar
Company} at this time I was employed by the above firm as a routine
chemist. From the first there were difficulties involved in copying
blueprints and the voluminous reports. Black and I discussed ways
and means of getting this copying done, either by blueprinting or
photo copy methods. Then about the middle of October 3935, Black
cazoe to ay home in Philadelphia and told me that he had succeeded
in making arrangements for the copying of such data as he and I
could obtain for the Soviet Union, I knew Black was collecting such
data on behalf of the Soviets, It was on this basis I was delivering
information to Thomas L, Black, I am not certain at this time of
the exact arrangements or mode that this copy wozk was to be done
in New York Ct’ty,

6 -
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"Black also told me that the Sofviet Agent to whom ha was

transmitting the data I submitted to him was pleased with the data*

He also told me that this Soviet Agent wanted to meet me for the

purpose of setting up a system wherety I would supply even more

material for the Soviet Wiion.

"As a result of this conversation with Black in Philadelphia,

I came to New York City in the period sometime between the second
week of October and the second week of November 193^* The day

was either a Tuesday cor a Thursday* The time was in the early
evening, about 7 P* U. The place of meet was on the southwest
comer of 32nd Street and 7th Avenue, I met the Soviet Agent in
company with Black* I was introduced as Harry Gold* The Soviet

Agent was introduced to me merely as Paul* Black stayed with us

only a few minutes, being dismissed, after the introductions, by
Paul*

"At this initial meeting Paul told me the infotmiatioa I had
submitted proved highly useful to the Soviet Union* He said he

wanted to convey personal thanks from the people that this material
had proved to be of great value. He also said more data was
required, particularly on industrial solvents, which he understood
the Pennsylvania Sugar Company manufactured* He wanted to know if

I would be willing to furnish such data to him. I agreed.

"As a result of my agreement, arrangerrents were made vdiereby

I would deliver the data to Paul in New York City, He would take

the material, have it copied and return the original material to

me on the same day.

"I was also told that at our next meetiii;'?, to take place on
the following Saturday, I was to furnish him i a complete
biographical writeup on nyself*

"As a result of this initial meeting a series of meetings
with Paul followed. These subsequent meetings varied from one

week to approximately two week intervals* They were generally
held in New York City. At these meetings, I normally transferred
information to Paul or arrangements were made to transfer icaterial

at a subsequent meeting* These meetings lasted until approximately
late July 1936*

#

f "On Apcil 21, 1952 I was shown a series of photographs, of a
person vdiose name I did not know* In this series of photographs
there is one ojf a man with a hat on* I was told that this was a

- 7 - <
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photograph taken in 1932 of one John Henry deGraaf* TVithout any
mental resarvations on my part i^atsoever, I know t!at this is
the man I knew as Paul* I have also been shown photographs of
this same man taken in 1929, 1932, 193l| and in 19W* These
photographs are identical with the man I originally met in 1935
and knew as Paul* He was sy first Soviet superior in espionage
work*

"On Msy 8, 1952 I again viewed this series of photographs and
do restate that John Henry deGraaf is identical with the person I
knew as Paul*

"This is to ceirtify that I have read the foregoir^ statement
consisting of four and a half pages* I have initialled the
changes made therein and have placed rry initials at the bottom of
each preceding page. The information contaii^d in thl^^tatement
is true to the best of ray knowledge and belief, Y

s/ HanX^ld
May «>^952»

"Witnessed byt
W. James Wood

FBI, Phila.
Robert Q. Jensen

FBI, Philadelphia
May 8, 1952«

^PEHDINQ-

\

y
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^UNKNOWN RUSSIAN NO. CME, OT rORKj
HARRI gold, IKFOiRliaNT

JOHN J* O’BRIEN

ESPIONAGE - R

SYNOPSIS or FACTS:

/ - jt/j/c
c - c

a

HAR^ GOLD advised tixat in late October, 19l!i9 he iras contacted
at has Philadelphia, Pa# home hy an unlcnonn individual, wh<m
to describes as a Russian# 3h response to subject's qiiestlon.
(SOLD said he had no material for him# Itoknown individual
questioned GOID about his testimony before the New York Federal^^d Jury in 19^7# and also wanted to know Aether or not CKKU)

ever been questioned since or whether or not he thought he
TOs bei^ followed. After further discussion, subject gave GOLD
^tailed instructions for a meeting between GOLD and contact
(not identified by name), which meeting was to take place on the
first Sunday of December, I9U9 In NIC. GOLD explained he did
not foregoing meet in December, and has not since been con-
tacted* Description of unknown individual contacting GOLD in
October, 191*9^301

s

//a'

•••••'M33TFIEDKtCtPT

DETAILS* admitted SovielKespionage agent,^ following information to Special^ents RICHARD
B* BRENNAN and T, SCOTT B42LLER*

<7, He advised that in early July, I9t*9, he received
was typev/rittea and on a plain piece of white p

"s a plain vdilte envelope* The letter addressed
Philadelphia residenoe had a return address

letter which
enclosed in

GOLD at hia
of/*»St* George Hotel"*

i

n or THts ivoicT
^ ’Burean

.

2-Philadelphia
a-Washlngton Field (.1^5518)

, l*safi iVaifcisco (Info.)n l-Los Angeies-(Inf<i)

j

DOHOTWKrm/THMarAcai
|

/A f ECORDED-13

jutia-tase

S,M
NDDCEO 13

1
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envelope was postmarked Brooklyn, New York. This letter^ substance said
hoped HftHffif was well and the writer was looking ^rward to seeing

H4RHr so«i. The letter was signed "JOHN". GOID stated he/did nothing as a
TOsiat of this letter, and believed he had destroyed it. that late in
OotobOT, pl*9, at about 8«00 p.m., (on a Saturday night) he was sleeping on asofa in his Philadelphia hcane. He said that his father was sleeping upstairs,wh^ his brothOT, JOSEPH, was out for the evening, GOLD answered the doorbell,and <^e^ a stranger, who said, "Hello, HARET", and said something in anMcent Tdttoh (KM could not understand. GOLD said he started to close the doorwhen the ^n saU, "Hemenber JCSffl and the doctor in New York". GOLD stated herealized what t^ was and so invited «xe man in. This individual titmadiaf-giy

.inquired of QOM as to who was home and upon being assured that GQU)<S fatherTOS asleep, sat down on the sofa and began conversing with GOLD. GOLD advised

i ^ ^8 a Hussian. The first thing this individual said
} ^ was. Do you have any material for me?" GOLD said that he did not and

COLD, the man looked puzzled and then asked
quertions of^ concerning his general welfare and his present place of eamloy-

r
^ *^8^ reason as to^

^ said that he knew GOID had testified before the Grand Jury in

a 1^ ^ wanted the faU details of what GOLD had said.

A/r
explained hOT he bad testified, at which time this man gave the definite

r ^ ef .OCOD'D testimony. The man
\1 then wanted to knowhow, if QOID were questioned, he could Bvria<n his useof^ n^ FRAH^&SSLER in dealing with BHOTHMAN, QOID told this man of the

to the KB3 agents when he was questioned about this.^ of FRANK 0»BRIEN, and Agent SHANNON
^ questioned him, and had in addition fumshed the

®® ^® ProBeoutors who questi^d
'

''^® Individual then
tad been questioned since IJi*?, idiether any^ OOID13 been questioned about G0U5 since then, and vdiether

followed. GOLD stated that he had advised

I
^ *‘’® ®^®®^ because he had not been questioned

J According to GOLD, the Russian was disappointed^ he^ Industry, The Russian then told GOUDSa--^
'0/\K

’"®® obviously referring to KLADS^feH^-SiM^JjjLl,

HI to the doctor, who was in
|U Russian then advised that the doctor sent his regards to QQLDtae Rus^

SEMI
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^^taew
ttere had been any h{nt whatsoever by the Grand Jvay that

hixi'b of knowiedffp n#* •fK^^/i 4.

wsthor op tioi; the Gr&nd Jiary geve any^ orno. ^ satisfied with GcmJ
• ^thou^t GOLD was a very iolno^fimre

worst, the Oand Jury
\ r were weU, and that

^sian told GOLD that JOHN and SAM
OOID on °°“® f sent to

^ «J0HU» which ^e knfto mrn
>»ontioned the Jnly, X9h9 letter signed

I
appointment. When GOLD asted’about'*S^L^

had not kept the

^ should have gone to tha am<a»*cya«r«r 4.4
^^^Ssnients^ the Russian said that QOUQ

>* after the releipt oftL Sr 0^^^! rf"T <1^
Ts^^the letter. The Russian then mentlnnp?+h^*

first Monday after the receipt of •

J seafood restaurant at
^ emergency meeting place was the

. i explained Sto a^ ^ elevated line. GOLD
the Russian* e version of thia pm

^to a discussion about the accuracy of
that it had been i^ssib^lo^^n™"?'

meeting place. The Russian then LidNr Baris Ihe^^ Ite !hL
^

““f?
appointoent with OOID afthe

told OCU) that after this mStSl
in December, 19k9» The Russiao

' other month, on the fSS subsequent meeting would be held every
place at lOtOO a.m. at the^^Stre^etoo^ t^p?®®^*“

meeting was to t^
right hand comer, ;Just as one le^ef the
have a curved stem pipe in his isouth and pvtit T instructed GOLD to
S cigar to his mouth/ tS ^t«t^u^f».tS^i“®«^f^
you direct me to the Flusbtoa Hosnitai?*

approach aid aay, "Can
gotog that way, c^ ^ '"^-s7x am
contact would look like, or whether

ilesorlption of idjat tha
said at this first meettoroS !u®

^ woman. The Russian
Russians would merely tb! ***** possibly the
Ite Russian told OoS it ^ **® arrivedfor tbs Settog.
the night before, not toS totfa to^ *“ ^'>***‘ °i*y
durtog the nighti and abort ^ "bum around New TorfcCii^l--^
New York ly several means of toansportatlon^w^

pass ihe meeting place once without stoDoW the meet-
to OOID, the Russian aet up an emergency

>]\

^^^toen GOI iT) desired to aooeleratft tha .i-j^

~~
'

wanted section of tha "New York TW^Su^^Lj^t^
ad la the Si

±u
3 -

JP
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SI 65-1531*0

^ substance, -Blochenist, age thirty-fit9
, eslres position an Industty or research. Quality of work prto^allLt^resfc",

lnstruotions^^rt^^respTO^rt^tor^a^fl^°“??^ gave a phony address ulth

October io)iO
unknown Russian contacting him In late *

and RICHaSi E, BIffiNNAN.
C^^^OVIEV to Special Agents T. SCCXPT MUIER

Shove oou,ersatL“Ce1^'^S"^^^^
L°

^ ««
indmdual is identinai trt+h

^ sifl)Ject, It is to be noted that this

idio Is aseoSrted ^ith thrfi^of^Af S^&°fsWith offices at 25^28 lilst Avenue. Lone TsTnnrt ? ASSOCIATES, fiigineers,
St 85-03 57th Ave^, laboratories
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GOID furnished the following description of unknonn Russian
who contacted him In late October,

mn

Age
Height
Weight
Hair

Syes
J^yebrows

Glasses
Facial Contour

Moustache
Beard

Bftdlly Characteristics

Speech
Brass

Other Noticeable Traits

itO to 1^2 years
5*6» to S*7”
160 pounds
Dark blond, -thinning, coaibed

straight back, parted in middle,
well groomed
Blue or grayj probably blue
Light
None
Broad brow, cheekbones fairiy
high, nose straight and
prominent, mouth medium sized,

*

lips average thickness, chin
wide but not outstandingly so.
None
Light in color and texture after
day's growth
Neck fairly large, size 1? or
larger; shoulders broad; cheat
full; general build well pro-
portioned and muscular looking;
hands fairly broad; -well kept
Accent that sounded Russian
Dark suit which gave appearance
of being foreign cut, altlK>ugh
this might have been caused by
hat being -worn aemi-Homburg
6-tyle; shoes fairly pointed and
black
Subject smoked American brand
clgaret-fces*

- 5 -
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7-17-50

dBSmbfy

UNKNOWN BllSSTAH NUMBFR_ONE. NEW YORK. HARRY^OLD, INFORMANT,
.

'\ ESPIONAGE R. RENYLET JULY THIRTEEN LAST. MOTION PICTURES SUPPLIED

BY NYO WERE SHOWN TO GOLD TODAY AT HOLMESBURG PRISON. GOLD CHOSE

NYC, AS BEARING RESEMBLANCE. TO SUBJECT. F.HESf

HAVE BEEN APPROPRIATELY MARKED AMD ARE BEING RETURNED TO NEW YORK.

WERE ALSO SHOWN TO GOLD BUT,

WAS MADE FROM THEM. GOLD STATED THA^

GENERAL RESEMBLANCE OF UNSUB

TALL ASt,^^^HAl>^^ARS

•^^0 IDENTIFICATION

iLSO BEARS

CORNELIUS

WA PLS HOLS

, BUT GOLD SAYS THAT UNSUB WAS NOT AS

NY AAD PLS

NY PH R 4 NYC CJJ

copns pestboybo
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'-<n L i“ ®«“f«tlen with the heading ef this seetien ef the repeH. it
'wm be recalled Inasniach as 0003 elalned te have been centaoted hr the^Ject BOMt^ la December, and subsequently met with him ia Oeteber. 1*

*• determine whether" St^t^aSiwre available ef individuals arriving after. Oeteber, 19li9,
^ ^

,

irf, .
gayiat mTICTMS BBCM m( XORK Am' DBPARTIMO Q. 'sr

OCTOBER. 19li9 - MAT, iQgn

r-rt

ceSLs«, t^^em “If^e Seviet Hatienale lisW lfthritaSraS^«^d'St^!^^
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. It P5illadelphia* PaimBylTrania ' vv ’

^ -* /..•• -^\:5 -i'fs -

^
••’" *‘ *'

> :
" ..vTiii. in accbidaace with the iaetructioM oontaliied ia Hew toii

letter of October 1950 again displ^ to OOID the picturos avi^b:U in
"

'.s,-

yonr office of SARfCHSV* It is thaa^t this further appertonitjr should
be offered to QQU) to study these photographs, inasmuch as be has eat

'

several eccasioas in the past commented that SAKTCHEV resembles the subject,
and it is thought at this time the descriptleQ ef SAHfCHBV, as set forth

'

in a previously mentioned letter in instant case, should be made available ' ^
to QQII) to aid him in his decision in this aatter* ,.;>i ’ ^ : ; -x

mriw:

it Hew forka Hew Yoric
ts’~i

Will endeaTor to locate photograjaifl of the felloning Bossian
nationals and snbBit saaw to the Philadsljihla Office for dlspls^ to EiRST

IITKHiTT. ilZESiKmonCH RIDmCHB7
WBIIAI PETROVICH BELANOV ,

' .• .

SDZKA VENEDIETOVICH CSEIEV '
^ -v"

amsx iBNisovicH zhdrik '• • >

SEllER TABASOVICH BAZAROV
'

'

VlCraE IVAHOVIOH UKHACHBV
BCEIS FEDOROVICH PQDTSISOB

'

IVAN VASUIEVIGH UBifiTTJfntrw '

SmOBEI GAVEIIOVIOH OAVKIZDV
VUDOCnt laNATIEVICH SUKSEHEO ><,'

VASm ANQSEBVICH NGROZOV ^

p-’'.

'

" OSOUSAH iroOROVICH

.Cei^es of this _

Office in view of pending investlgatien te be conducted by themj^^j^mentined:
in referenced Washington Field report, idiile copies have also been designated
for the lM& ingelea and San Francisco Offices for lafoimation purposes in vier
of GOlC^S testimexgr in this and related Eosslan matters that may possibly be
pertinent to both ef these offices in future inrestigatlons conducted by them
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HELLER ADVISED THAT IN NINETEEN THIRTYNINE HIS JOB AT AMERICAN

BATHER SHAKEY DUE TO THE DISCONTINUANCE

••MMNWiNAND THAT HE flUOTE FILCHED UNQUOTE A NUMBER OF

formulas regarding PHOSPHATE COATINGS. HE HAD DOROTHY^ISVTELL AND

VERA KANE TYPE COPIES OF THESE FORMULAS AT THE APARTMENT OF BLACK IN

NEWARK. HELLER EXPLAINED THAT THESE FORMULAS HERE GOING TO BE USED

IN CONNECTION WITH A BUSINESS THAT HE AND BLACK PLANNED ON SETTING UP.

THE PLANS FELL THROUGH AND HELLER REQUESTED KANE TO RETURN THE COPIES

BUT SHE DID NOT DO SO. HE ALSO MENTIONED THE MATTER TO BLACK BUT

DOES NOT RECALL WHAT ANSWER BLACK GAVE AS TO THE WHEREABOUTS OF THE

COPIES. AS A RESULT OF THIS RUN AROUND HE SAID THAT HE HAD A FEELING InI

THE BACK OF HIS MIND THAT THEY MIGHT HAVE BEEN USED FOR ESPIONAGE. IN

NINETEEN THIRTYEIGHT HELLER WAS IN GOLD-S APARTMENT IN NEWARK AND THERE

WAS ALSO A YOUNG JEWISH MAN PRESENT WHO WAS A ROOM MATE OF BLACK-S.

THIS PERSON HAS KNOWN ONLY A%||(<IOHll L. AND HAS ABOUT TWENTY YEARS OF AGE

AT THIS TIME HELLER PROCESSED SOME PANELS WITH A PARKERI2ING PROCESS

USING THERMOIL GRANADINE. AT THE TIME OF THE PROCESSING THERE WAS SOME

MENTION ABOUT SENDING THE MATERIAL TO AMT0R6. ALTHOUGH HE COULD NOT

RECALL WHO MADE THE SUGGESTION. HE THOUGHT THE SUGGESTION WAS MADE FOR

BUSINESS PURPOSES. ABOUT NINETEEN FORTYFIVE AFTER HELLER-S DIVORCE

FROM DOROTHY^ HISHELL, HELLER VISITED VERA KANE IN NY AT WHICH TIME KANE

TOLD HELLER TO STAY AWAY FROM HARRY GOLD, BECAUSE GOLD WAS QUOTE A

BAD EGG UNQUOTE. HELLER ASKED KANE WHAT SHE MEANT BY THE STATEMENT^

BUT KANE WOULD NOT EXPLAIN. NY REQUESTED TO ASCERTAIN IDENTITIES

END PAGE THREE V



PAGE FOUB

TnD background of AGNES, SYLVIA AND DAVE AND CONSIDER POSSIBILITIES OF

INTERVIEWING THESE INDIVIDUALS REGARDING HELLER-S ACTIVITIES^ NY

SHOULD ALSO REINTERVIEW VERA KANE HE INFO HEREIN SET FORTH RELATING TO

KANE AND HELLER AND OBTAIN A FULL EXPLANATION EE HER STATEMENT TO HELLER

THAT HARRY GOLD WAS QUOTE A BAD EGG UNUUOTE. [aLSO ASCERTAIN KANE-S

DISPOSITION OF COPIES OF FORMULAS MENTIONED BY HELLER^

CORNELIUS

CORRECTIONS

PAGE TWO FIRST WORD SHOULD BE — FURTHER

PAGE THI.XXX THREE FIRST THREE WORDS THIRD LINE SHOULD BE --

OF CERTAIN PROCESSES.

END

ACK IN ORDER

WA PH RIS WA SMS

NY PH RQ 13 NY WVS

c
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DIEECTQR, TBL June 29, ISSO.

at Newark, New Jersey, ftoa approidjaateOy 1933 to 1937. Iii 1937 the
; sabject becaste enployed as a chendat for the Ameilcan Cheoical Paint

Conpafly of Anbler, Pa. He is currently enplt^red by that concern as
' ^ ^chnlcal Representative traveling extensively throu^out the easternporUon of the Itoited States and Europe. HEXLER, who has been inter-

V-’ offices of tbe PhiOsdelphia Dlvlaion,has d^ed that he/has^er been west of Des Moines, Iowa. m^T.T.igp
introduced HAHRX^U), an a<^tted espionage agent, to THOMAS Lr^LiCK.

. ?? e^lonage agent of the 1930*s. HELCEB is described
as follows I -

/ , f \ -

^ ^

^ -'K
. •; “ Weight 165 •

.

^ ^ ^ ;
Hair Dark brown

{ Byaw V
. Blue^-gray- ~ -

Build Medium
Scars and Marks One inch scar on f>Mn

His address throti^out his entire ragildynent nith the teerlean aimLcaI~
P«ant Conpany has been indicat^ as 199 Test Che» Street, Philadeljhia.

;
are n^s.^di ajjpeared la the aforemenUon^' address

I j
book of the subject*

, : ^ {

W' ' BuantcBg I

'

' M300. Horth Jackson Avenue '
; '

) i"-.. /

‘Apartment 1.
' “ "-"4 t~

* Wilmingten, Delawaw. ; . \ v '

^

^ - HEI^ stated he knew HBiSISI dvadag the irar ahd she iwrked in i'

^jert ww noabie to l^ttfsr' this name.-^ meeptinp th«'wiW
the individual was from Delaware.

'C "-KZ

-<I
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ADKHaSTRATIVE PAGE

Special Agent SEARL made no attonpt to question HELLER OU
further at this time in view of the location of the interview which had been ^

designed only for purposes of exhibiting photograjhs to HELLSl*

It was noted in displaying photographs, HELLER would advlj?e

hastily that he did not recognize the photographs long before the pictures
were actually within his visual range*

*#**»*

/ A copy of this report is being forwarded to the Los Angeles,
San Francisc^^tdd Washington Field Offices for information as a case related
to the HARgg^Lh. investigation*
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
PonuKo.!
THIS CASE ORIOiNATSD AT PHILADELPHIA MUB NO. 65-43Ad AMS

PHILADELPHIA ln/28/50

miODKW WHICH MMBC

UA0>27/5Q

FERDINAHD PHILIP HELLER,

mOPOm-MAOKSY

mUAM H* NAILDB

CNARACnOI or CASK

ESPIONAGE B

SYNOPSIS OP PACTSi

to fc

&6r}CZi3U^

HELLEH presently residing lynnewood I

Gardens, 7632 WHHams Way, RlJrfns
Park, Pa* Interview with HELL2S r^
fleets subject recollects furnishing
aaterial to GAIK OVAKIMIASr rather than
epETj^SEN** Ksdiaustive investigation
fails to reflect HKLLSl engaged in act!
vittes with Russian represerttatives
other than industrial espionage during
period 1933-0.939* No evidence of any I

espionage activities subsequent to
12/8/a. ^

prf^ent^ reside
presently negotiating to purchase a houee in Anhleir.th® generaljrtclnity of the Aioerican Chemical Paint Company, his place

^ to the fiussians* During an inteirvieir on J^e 21 19^ ^
subje^ ad^se^ JACK WAIi»^ and SA HOBEBT B. MASTSIS that on or abojrt October1934» h^ HHXER, joet an individual whose name was believed to be>i^rEHSfWidio was a friend of OVAKDCCAN* At this meeting PETIRSM asked for the telep»ne

DETAILS:

I'M

wraa racsTROYED / mm^£C0KD£u • 99

J
-

RaiHRsSm
IjjlllllllH

PROPERTY OF FBKTKI5 C0RFJ0CIIT!AI REPORT AND ITS COHTERTS ARE LOAREO TO YOU B'^E F8LARQ
A6ENCY TO WHICH lOAHED. r C.r-:.'’*#.-'

SESUrJiV

NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE OF



PH 65-434^

of TOJiKft prbvididi and «^so statod that

hd tornod over the above-«entioned aaterial to PE“

. On Sept«aber. 8, 1950, FEEDIHAI© HELL® advited Si HOWABD

i. SKAHL that he, HEIXEE, had fflieinfomed agents of the Federal Bureau of

Inrestlgatlcn rigardlng hie activities and that he wanted to clarify eon^
;

information deviously, furnished in connection with the meeting between '

HELLER and the Aatorg it’ jresentative, PETERSES. In connection with this

meeting, HELL® stated, ^Actually there was no forwala or information given

to PETERSES. All he wauated was THOMAS L. ,
BUCK’S telephone number." Mhen

questioned further regarding this nattw, HEUER advised the writer that

to the best of his recoUection he did not actually turn over ary material

to PETERSSH, but stated that the material heretofore mentioned was actually

turned otrer ly HELLER to GAIK OVAKIMIAH^ ' ^
'

' Exhaustive investigation of the activities of FERDINAND;

HVT.T.VR failed to reflect any activities subsequent to 1939# idiich wofuld -
,

indicate contacts with any Russian espionage agents. During occasion

trooL 1933 nntil 1939, HELLER did take part in certain Industrial eiq>ionage

activities in that he participated in furnishing industrial information to

the Russians. There is no indication that HELLER has associated with Russl

espionage agents subsequent to Decanber 8, 1941, which would be a necessity

to bring him within the Statute of Limitations.^ ,,,

f

Investigation has reflected that toe subject’s statement

„ his activities are basically true, Althott^ he originaUy made
J ;

Gal contact with Amtorg and was instrumental in THOMAS L. BLACK and

OLD ..becoming associated ^th the Russians, there is no indicat

T.T.TO ^i&8 ever accepted by the Russians as an espionage agent. In

toia connection it is noted that THCmS L. BLACK described FERDINAND HELL®

as being unacceptable to So'viet agents due to emotional Instability, affairs

with wiMnen, and drinking.
, . 7

In view of toe foregoing, it is felt that further lavestiH^

gation is unwarranted, and this case is being closed. -
. |

-
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'’*? '^FHlDmAMD PHIilP HKf.TJB borijA^-ii*^ )rt. Hdladelphl^ ];

''xja'*; attraided mUdelphla Jpubllc graduating from

Northeast High Schoolln 1926,. Graduated from Penn^^..
^

vania State CoUege with B.S. Degree In Chemlstry, 1930

and attended University of Virginia 6 iflGnths in /

1921 Icept regular. resioence at 199 W* Chew St»,

‘ ir-Ss^ Hiila* Br^Jloyed as part time cleric at U.S*P*0., Phila#

1929* ficployed as Chemist at Pennsylvania ^ugar Coj,

Philai and its subsidiary, Franco-Amqrican Company at

.Slv^ Carlstadt, N.J*, 1931-1933. ttoemploy^ '

': ^^few months with Beese Brothers, KrC.lAte 1933—1937, enplnywl^
^ " as chemist with Celluloid Corporation of America, SewarK>

,

vacationing 3 months in Miami 19374 ployed as C^st,
American Chemical Paint Cocpany, Ambler, 1^7 to date.

,

' Married DaROTHJHWSlSELI 19U3, ^^or^l9Uf. *-

•’

K' ROS0'^^0*’GETTIGAN, Camden, N.J. At Penn State with

\ i ^ ^ formed liberal club for study of Atheism, a
V \ 193?o3 associated with "pink elements", including BIACK

and residing at latter«8 residence in NIC.

A / Attwide(rSader alias mSD BWxCm, Commnist Workerujchool

V ' V •• 193U and participated in waterfront picket line. Umilo

W V» ^ residing at 33$ W. Uth Street, NIC, KANE^s residence, ,
.

' r KELUai and BLACK desired employment as Chemists in sussia y |

.
and applied at AMTCRO TRADING CCSIPORATIDN, NIC. Contac^

|

’ f \ ^ a -initiated for both HEtLER througji GiBt-WWaMIJUl, AJ^O
^K\d ‘'Vpfflcial, Both "staUed off"in favor of becondngcon^t-

i\\ a\ fing chenlsts for AJtrCRG in OSA, HHIBR interviewed yolan- •
.•

^f^tarlly on 6/16,17,19-22/^ at HdOa, Si’^^cons^t to ,L_^

\ A' search of prenOses, 19^. Chew St., coveted 6/\6/fO, .
. ;

S n\ g.^ J i.U-.', wgr.T.m provided HiWStflMJfe (adaitted Soviet espionage ageBtii-i

t»v^-N0/?^^name to AMTCRG, encouraged GOLD^s cooperatlcm ?dth USSR, and
/
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Cl

aided GOID in securing BLACK^s former position at HOLBROOK

yMUFAtrrURING CO* Industrial processes obtained by BUCK
from NOPCO rewritten by HELLER for submission to OVAKIM^
of AJfTORG* HELLER reports meet 10/25/3U with Soviet Agerfc

using: nans o#-«rERSEN, a friend of OTAKIMIAN. BUCK
reports HELLER ’xmacceptable to Soviet /gents# due to

emotional instability# affairs with women and drinking.

Separated from BUCK 193U-193?. In 1939 HELIER requested

that BUCK forward AWSlICAH CHMtCAL PAIOT CO, processes to

USSR* VERA KANE# HELLER and BUCK prepared information in 1939

and lattw~delivered to «JACK«# his Soviet superior# HELLER

enthused at reception and secured all ACP processes to fcr^

ward to Soviet, BUCK unaware of HELIER’s possible more

recent Soviet Agent contacts and HELL® denied personal con-

tact with Soviet >^cnts since 193U, Subject as Business

R^esentative# A?/HHICAN CHEKICAL PAIKT COIPART made trips '

through Europe' during Septenbor-December 19U9 and in Key*June

1950# Interviews of HELL® terminated on 6/22/50 pending

coiJ5)letion of major interviews of THOMAS L» BUCK *

p •

Copies of Report (Cont’d)

2 LOS ANGELES (Info,)

2 LOUISVILLE
2 Vim (Info,)

2 raWAUKEE
3 NEWARK
2 NEW HAVEN
2 NEW ICRK .

2 PITTSBURCH
2 RICHMOND
2 SAN FRANCISCO
2 SEL'TTLE

2 ST, LOUIS
2 WASHINGTON FIELD (Info,)

5 PHIUDELPHIA (1 65-U332)
(1 65-U356).
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Details: ^
.

I, ^\S1S FOR INTESTIGA^TIOM

On Jyme 1, 1950, HARIQC GOLD, an admitted espionage agent, •

art-risBd Snecial Agents T. S. MUXER and RICHAKD E. BHEIWAN th^ his original Inteo-

doction in 1933 tl THCMAS L. BLACK had been made by FERDlHi.tfl^^l^> to GOIO

as KRED gOII)

'

stated. HELLER at that time was an emplcyee of the P^syl-

vania Sxigar Company. GOLD repori^he has no knowledge of espionage activities on

the part of HEUEH.

n. BACKGROUND .

A* BIRTH

' HELLER has advised that he rras bom Dececiber 12, 1907# in

miadelphia, the son of UARIE a'dtti and Fnffim'.® He state! at the time

of his birth his family resided on North Street in Philadelphia.

AT HfiRRISBURG. PEMSYLVANIi

On June 16, 1950, Special Agent ¥IIXB15 J. HIGGINS, JR. ob-

served at the offices of the Pennsylvania State Bureau of Vital Statistics, State

Capitol, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, birth registration #177-070-07, ^^ch reflects
^

that lERDIWAND PHILIP HELLER was bom on December 12 , 1907 at PhiladelpM^

vania. This record reflects that he was the son of FERDINAND and MARIE HAIM HELLHK

and that the father’s occupation was indicated as a driver and the mother s js a

housewife. The records reflect the residence of the HELLERs at the time of the

subject’s birth was 2003 Nor^ Marshall Street, Philadelphia, Pcnn^lvania.

B, REUTIVSS

heller has advised that he has the following relaUves:

IIVRIE HAIM HELLER, mother, residing at

199 West Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

ngriSXLER, sister, same address

HENHf "ffeLLBR, brother
S72?’fe^':Aiaerican Street,. Philadeljdiia, Pennsylvania.

FERDIN*\ND HELLER, father - deceased
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all matters concerning HEU£R»8 travels^ copies of letters from AMERICAN CHEMICAL
PAINT COMPANY to their customers would be furnished KELI£R*

RCMIG stated that during the period of the war and since,
the AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT COMPANY has held no government contracts which were
of classified or restricted natui% ShoiJjl sny material of a classified
nature beerr received, it prdbably would not have been given to HELLER for
the sia^^le reason tnat it is ‘generally known that he is talkative and not the
type of person who could keep secrets to himself*

ROMIG advised on return of the subject from his last trip
to Europe, HELLER had coannented that he would probably be interviewed by the
FBI because of the fact that he knew HARRY GOLD*

Regarding HELLSR»s trips abroad, ROMIG pointed out that
reports coming back from the company's licensees in Europe were favorable
concerning HELLER and as a res\at the /iMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT COMPANY is now
formulating plans which will mean HELLER will take another trip similar to his
first, durtng the fall of 1950* In this connection, ROMIG explained that HELLER
has extensive experience regarding rust-proofing and is very valuable to the
company*

ROMIG stated that the European licensees of their concern,
to the best of his knowledge, are anti-Red in their political beliefs#
OERHAKDO>;COIiAllDlK, German representative at Sehoenbach, Dillkries, in particular
is extremely anti-Red, probably bordering orv-Taaoism.

1 - . . .
advised that HELLER, for a number of years, has been a

HATTnwff^n??
enployed by NOPCO, formerly known as

NATIONAL OIL PRDDUCTS COMPANY of New Jersey*

^ SHELLENBERGER, Export Manager, AMERICANCroaC^ PAINT COMPANY, advised his contact with the subject has been on a
limited basis, although he has known him since 1937, when HELLER came to the

SHELIENBERGER, however, made available correspondence from the
AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION, ^to CHEMICAL PAINT C0?»FANY ^diich will be
mentioned in detail later in this report.
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111. ASSOCIATION WITH HARRY GOLD

k. QoiD»s cammrts

HARRT GOU>, admitted espionage agent for USSR now awaiting trial

was inter7iewed Jdne 1, 1950 ty Special Agents T» SCOTT MUXER and RICHARD

E. BRENKAH. At this interview GOID said he first met THOMAS L#. BLACK in 1933

at the HOLBROOK MANUFACTURING OCMPPM in Jersey City, New Jersey. GOLD stated

that he met BLACK through an acquaintance, FRED HELLER, an employee of the

PBNKSYLVAiaA SUGAR COMPANT, Philadelphia. GOLD advised that he was aware of

no espionage activities on the x^^rt of HELLER*

GOLD stated that in 1933 he had lost his position at the

PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR C<KPANt a«i through HELLER was sent to the HOLBROOK MANUFACTURING

COMPANZ to secure the position which THOMAS L. BLACK was leaving.

HARRY GOLD, reinterviewed on JUne 13, 1950 by the above

mentioned agents, stated that the subject was the individual he referred to as

FRED HELLER who first sent him to Jersey City, New Jersey tn January or February,

1933 to secure employment with the HOLBROOK MANUFACTURING COMPANZ.

GOLD advised at this time that his associations vdth HELLER
were limited. However, in 1933 or 1935, in an apartment in Greenwich Village,
New Zork City, he, BLACK and HELLER were visiting a friend of HELLER, whose name
he cannot recall. GOID advised that at that time HELLER was defending the
Soviet systen whereby children are placed in a day nursery while their mothers
were working in adjacent factories. GOID advised that from the ensuing Conversa-
tion he gathered the impression that HELLER might have been a Communist# He pointed
out that BLACK and HEUSR were Socialists while attending Pennsylvania State
College.

GOID advised the last time he saw HELLER was either in 1938
priofr to going to Xavier College, or in the summer of 1940, after GOID had re-
tumfsd from college.

GOID has advised that in recent years each time he asked
THOMAS L. BLACK about HEUER, his queries were brushed aside.

- 23 -
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B. BUCK<S VERSION

On interview of June 20, 19S0, THOKf.S L. BUCK of 1926

North 6th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, an admitted So^ei espionage agent

of 1930* s, advised Special Agents T/ILLI/OI B. TffiLTE and ROBERT KOIiffiS that in

February, 1933 he planned to leave the ornploynent of the HOLBROOK MANUFACTURING

COliPANy in Jersey City, New Jersey, to take a position vd.th the NATIONAL OIL

PRODUCTS CCaSPANI, now referred to as NOPCO. HELLER was aware of this change and

asked BLACK to assist in securing this position for HT^RET GOLD, who was unenplpy-

ed« Through the efforts of BLACK, GOLD managed to secure the position which in-

volved sinple chemical testing and analyses.

BLACK stated that HELLIR, in 1932 and 193li, became interested

in securing enplpyacnt in Russia and enlisted BLACK* s aid and interest in this

project. HELLER contacted .GABC OVAKBCIAN of AltTORG TRADING CORPOR/iTION in New

York and arranged for an interview at vrhich OVAKIMIAN requested information as

to BUCK’S and HEUER’s backgrounds and as to their knowledge of chemistry.

BLACK stated that they Mere ’'stalled off in their efforts’* and were requested

to act as consulting chemists providing industrial information to iJoTORG.

%

HELLER and BLACK provided information and the former was

very enthusiastic, hoping that he and BUCK could get to Russia* At this time

HELLER’S relations with VERA ICU® were becoming strained and HELIER was irritable

and impossible to get along with. OVAKIMnN made inquiry as to the reason for

HELLER’S actions and was told by BLACK that the general condition was due to

emotional instability, excessive drink, and that HELLER was not the type desired

by the Soviets,
»

About this time OVAKBOAN asked the subject and BLACK if

they had any friends who could provide information to the Soviets. As a result

of this inquiry, HDIJER suggested the name ofJiARRY_GOID and subsequently con-

tacted HARRY GOLD in’ Philadelphia. BLACK stated that the subject had persuaded

GOLD to come froa Philadelphia to New York to meet OVAKHIL^I. Through HELLER’S

persuasion, GOLD became agreeable to requests made by officials of AlfTORO, and

in BLACK'S opinion, developed GOLD’S interest in cooperation with Soviet Agents,

C. HELLER’S VERSION

HELLER, on Jmo 16, 19^0, advised fecial Agents WHLIAM H,

NAYLOR and ROBERT E. MSTERS that while he was employed at the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR

COMPANY he saw HARRY GOLD occasionally and recalls that GOLD was laid off several

t

- 2U -
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times. At about this time, in late 1933 or the beginning of 1934, THOHAS L.

BLACK offered HELLER his position at the H0I£R00K MANUFACTURIJG OOMPANT as

BLACK was going to work for the NATIONAL OIL PKfflUCTS CCMPANT. HELLER declined
the offer as he was not interested in the job, and accordingly, arranged for
GOLD to take the position. HELLER stated at this time ho was very sorry for
GOID and would have done the same thing for any other acquaintance wIk> might
have been out of work.

HELLER, on June 21, 1950, advised Special Agents HOBEHT £.
RASTERS and JACK WALDMAN that G0ID*s name was first mentioned in connection with —
furnishing information to Soviet representatives at the meeting between BLACK,
OVAKEMIAN ani HELLER and was held at LS0N*S RESTAURANT, 239 West 48th Street,
New York, on October 21, 1934* HELLER mentioned G0U)*8 name as an individual
interested in going to Russia and as having knowledge of the distillation of
alcohol. HELLER stated that he thinks BLACK got in touch with GOLD who was in
Philadelphia at the time; hovrever, admitted it was possible that he, himself, had
written a letter requesting GOIi) to come to New York.

HELLER stated that he has no 3?ecollection of seeing GOIi) in
the period of late 1934 to January, 1937 and beHevea the last time he had any
contact with GOLD was at a chemical convention or sho;/ in New York City, which
he believes was held in 1941 or 1942 at the Grand Central Palace. HELLER re-
calls that this meeting was purely accidental and that subject was accompanied
by MORRELL ;^UGHERTY and one other individual, name imknown to HELLER.

17. ASS0CIA™N WITH GAIK OVAKIMIAN i r-* 'T

AND EFFORTS TO WORK FOR AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION

A. BUCK»S COMKENTS,.

On June 20, 1950, BLACK advised Special Agents WILLIAM B.
WELIE, JR. and ROBERT W. TOIMES that in late 1933 he and HEXLER entered into a
series of general discussions on the current economic situation, each expressing
the desire of obtaining positions as chemists in the Soviet Union. HELI£R,
being unemployed at this time, was extremely anxious and as a result agreed to con-
tact AMTOHl representatives. The following is a direct quotation of statements
made by BLACK concerning his and the subject*8 preparations for contact of the
AMTORG representatives in New York:
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e

he^wss given «the run, arotmd"* He said that .K/NE had kept th^ :and ^^9^5
he did not know their exact location now* He stated that they” may have been
used in seme espionage activity but was unable to provide details*

In addition to the above HELLER recalled a visit to THOLL'^S L*
apartment in Newark whesn ho and H;«RRY ^0^ and an individual kno^'only

as "JOHN L." were present. He states at' that time his notes concerning .'iJERICAN
CHEHIdX P.klWT COiff/iNY formulae involvir^ the Parkeriaing process vrere Tfritton
into report form. He recalls again that there was same discussion concerning
tho possible turnover of this material to ;ifT0RG TPL'DING CORPOrukTION. IIo was
unable to rocall vrho made the suggestion. "JOHN L." has been idaitified by BLACK
as CHARLES-^IEFIELD. his room mate* -

G, VriSl7ELL>s STXTmEm

On Juno m, 1950 Special .‘.gents R03F31T ‘;7. HODGES and
THILLL'il B. 'JELTE, Jr. intorviowed lixss DOROTHY vaff-TiXL of 105 E* GoiTcn Street.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. HIssTTi^'.'liX’ advised she had met HELLER for
tho first time in 1937 and started going v/ith him socially at that tine, and
that they were narriod in 1910 and subsequently divorced in 1915* She stated
that sho mot TH0M*‘.S L. HLVGK in 1937 or 1939 at a party in BL‘XK*s apartment
in Newark, New Jersey. Sho pointed out it was custom of tho subject and
hcrsolf to drive up on weekends to visit BUCK, which during the period of 1937
to 19h5 occurred approximately once a month. During these visits sho had heard
tho subject and BUCK disc\issihg chemical problems on numerous occasions,
exchanging formulae, and ideas, in tho field in v/hich each of them was working*
She pointed out that BUCK was an organic chemist and HELLER chiefly an inorganic
chemist, and that the cxcheinge of foimulae was believed by her to be for the
purpose of gathering data and information for going into business at a later date.
Sho pointed out that BUCK and HELLER had planned many tines to go into some
chemical business for themselves. Howevor, this had never materialized because
of a lack of capital and because BUCK and HELL£R wore theoretical men and not
practical in their operations.

She recalled on several occasions that she heard BUCK and
HELLER during that period of time (1937 to 19U5) discuss the rUTOBG TlfiDING
CORPOUVTION. She was not certain as to what their particular discussions con-
cerned, but recalled that it dealt with the desires of ;jn!0RQ. She stated that
tho needs and desires of /JITORG TILLING CCRPOIf.TION wore not part of the subjcct*s
and BUCK *3 schooe to go Into business, and does not know tho purpose of these
discussions. Sho did. not recall hearing HELLER or BUCK state that they were
connected in any way with JISTORG C(KP;;NY. In addition she stated she has not

22
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VI. ASSOCIATIONS WITH THOMAS L« BLACK

A'. GOLD*S GOMMEHTS

HARRT GQID, on JUne 13# 1?50, when interviewed hy Special
Agents T. SCOTT MM®"and RICHARD E. BRENHAM advised that BUCK ani HELLER
had been close friends since their attendance at Pennsylvania State College^
State College, Pennsylvania. He stated that BLACK and HELLER were Socialists
and that HELLER may later have become a Communist* He advised he drew this
conclusion from conversations of 1933 or 1935# in New York City# when GOID,

•

BLACK and HEIXER were visiting a friend of HELLER. GOLD stated through efforts
of HELLER and BLACK# he had been able to seciu?e employment at the HOLBROOK
MANUFACTURIMJ COMPANY in 1933.

B. BUCK>S COMMENT

On interview of June 20, 1950# ard on June 22# 1950, conducted
by Special Agents WILLIAM B. WSL1E and ROBERT W. HOLMES# TiKJMAS L. BUCK provided
the following information concerning his association with HELLER:

BLACK stated that in the period of 1926 to 1930# he became
acquainted with HELLER in the radical movement at Penn State. He advised that
HELLER and he were the instigators in the formation of the "Liberal Club" which
was formed in about 1929# and became eissociated as a charter club of the AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ATHEISM. BUCK stated this club was not
successful.

After leaving college, BLACK went to Newark, New Jersey, where!
he became a member of the Communist Party. During this period HELLER visited on
several occasions. BUCK pointed out that HELLER then resided in Philadelphia.

It was in the period 1932-1933 that BUCK interested HELLER
in associating with VERA KANE, as a result of >diich HELLER became a close frieid
of KANE and moved into the KANE apartment at 335 West 11th Street, New York City.
BUCK pointed out that KANE was employed at a law firm at that time aai was
supporting a number of her friends who were in the East looking for work. As
previously stated, at the reqve st of HEIXER# he had secured employment for HARRY
GOlX.at the HOLBROOK MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

In late 1933# BLACK and the subject entered into a series of
discussions regarding the economic situation and became interested in obtaining
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VERA KANE. He pointed out the reason for the separation was principally due t ^
“jealouily on his part, concerning the attention TH^ASL^^CK had been giving

to K&HE. He advised this separation occurred in October, 1934*

' He advised he later became reacquninted with K-'-NE,^ meeting

her occasionally, and shortly after he became separated fron^ROm in

about 19lS, KANE came to Philadelphia to see him. He stated the visit was of one

day's duration, which time 7fas spent in eating, drinking

believed it was at this time he made inqiiiry aboat^^^JB
that ho should not associate vfith GOLD any more. HELLER stated K^NE

.

a ”bad egg,** but on inquiry would provide no further information and avoided further

conversation concerning GOLD.
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arMTHiSTRATITC PiiSE - Continued

THOiaS t. BUCK ajid laREr.OOID both agree that BUCK introduced

GOLD to the man who ifS^n BUCK' s Soviet sqserior and who became GOID'a Sog^g^
superior; BUCK knew this man as PABL FETERSEN. GOU) knew this ^ hs^PAUT^IT^

althou^ ha later said there was sraije doubt as to whether the last was act^I^
SMITH# BLACK and GOLD have independently furnished descidptions of this maivia^iS ma^e to^ut to be a falrlj stocky man, S'S- or 5*9 taU.

vary to some degree but are generallyconsistent, b earing in mind that .toe incident

took place some fifteen years ago. Their descriptions, however, do not in ^
respect correspond Trith that given hy HELLER of the man v^om he niet u^er we
name of PETERSEN and there is no reason to bellove that the last named is laentlcai.

with tho Soviet superior of BIACK and GOLD*
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TELETYPE

lb. IwM

Mr. CW—
Mr. CteTia-

Mt. Klclioll .

^KINGTON 14 CHICAGO 1 FROM PHILA 6-20-50 ^
DIRECTOR AND SAC DEFERRED ALL INFORMATION /DIRECTOR AND SAC ... .DEFERRED

jg UNCLASSIFIED

, 0 DATE^il^ll—BY:3^1^F^
FERDIKj^ PHILIP HELLER, U>. FRED HELLER, ESP - R. HELLER INTRODUCED

HARRV^OLD TO THOMAS./if^LACK, SUSPECTED ESPIONAGE AGENT, ABOUT

FERDIK-

HARRVWGOLD TO THOMAS^ SUSPECTED ESPIONAGE AGENT, ABOUT

NINETEEN THIRTYTHREE. CURRENTLY EMPLOYED AT AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT

CO., AMBLER, PENNA, WAS BORN DEC. TWELVE, NINETEEN SEVEN, PHILA.,

PENNA. RESIDENCE IS ONE NINE NINE CHEW ST., PHILA.

HANDLE AT ONCE. SUTEL

AND SUREP. PHILA ORIGIN.

CORNELIUS

4 eopnsa destkoybd
R424 NOV 21 .1960

ACK AND HFC PLS

PH R 14 UA CW

RECORDffi - 50

INDEXED -50

t

I i

R RELAY TO

5};'JUL24i48
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THOM I.^UCK, SOSPECTED ESPIOiaOK ..

V /r^V
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I
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO Director, FBI
datej jtm® 2U, 1950

PROM * SAC, Philadelphia.

F^IMMD PHILIP TO«T£R, ^

Feni^Uer, Frecf^rger
espionage - E , ‘ - *.

iSb

B., Fred HeUer,' . ....

- Q% Xi

In co4»ction tiith the'seareh of *^^0^*^*
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on June 16, 1950, hy SiS ROBEKT B. ana

. ^

unT.T.TAi/r NATTrOP i a address book, containing numerous
.

i^tain^HEIim, when questioned on June 20, 1950,

to the names appearing in the book, made comments ehicb are being set

after each name* ^ > ^v : V,. "s

m

nested that the Bureau and each ^
•EKla le^r conduclT a seardipf their indlceToT^he names

with or possible^ e^IoSSge actl^IgsT^

For the information of offices idiicb have received no previ^

S*
uoiM. I

* TSi.‘sr:i.S«'Ti-^».a
wTSilat fov the AMEraCAN CHEMICAL PAIMT C^MX, of

ia ct^ntls emloyed by this concern as e technical repres^tlTO, twTOt_

w ^SeS Sc^out the Hhited States and BELIEE has conslsten(|ly

in interrto* that he has been west of Des Moines, Iowa*

wRTJ.TiR is described as follows

t

Bair
Byes
Build
Scars it narks

.5*9"
"

165*
Dark brown

:

Blue - gray >

-

Uediun ‘

1** scar on chin

N

Hia address throiiAout his entire ai5)loyiiiei*. with the AMERI^M CHEMCAL
,

COMPANI has been indicated as 199 West Chew Street, Philadd.phia, Penn^lTanial

HASias ..

65-l*31i8 ^ -

RPRRTAL HELlVm
COPIES DESTROY^

R 424
Cleveland (enc«)(AUSD)

Indianapolis (enc*)(AMSD)
/

W ^ / '‘iff

RECORDED -

INDEXED - 100
. .

-r
*

Louisville (enc«), (.AMSD)

Mewark USpecial B^ivery) ; .

Pittsburg (enc,) (Special Delivery)

St . Louis; ^ ep<?.H’W^) #
7



Dtrectop, FBI
June 2kf 1950

As assistance^ a photogr^h of the subject^ ehich vas taken in is belxig

forwarded to each office 'rtiich previously has not received a copy of this

photograph*

the subject introduced HiBR^SOLD, an admitted espionage agent, to

/<HACK, a s\i3pected esplonage^gent. HELLEE has been associated with BLACK

since "approximately 1930 and has stated that he and BLACK approached AlffCRG

authorities in «cw fork City in the early 1930* a relative to possible employ-

ment as chemists in Russia* This eB?>loyment never materialized; however,

BLACK admits participation since that time in idiat he terms "Industrial

espionage," and ™.TJgR has admitted to very limited participation in 1933 -

193b. Interviews on a voluntary basis are currently being conducted hy the

Philadelphia Office. _

Following are the names which appeared In the aforeaeotioned notebook of the

subject*

Chicago

JAK^i(HKDG£GOCK
2 Uohawk Drive
Clarendon Hills, Illinois.

Vs

heller states HEDGECCXJK Is a business acquaintance whom he met in 19U8 - 19k9f

and a chief engineer of the McCOOK DIVISION, REYNOLDS METAL COJSPAnY, McCook,

Illinois.

MARGE^^ONES
lOU F:ine Aveniie, Riverside, Illinois*
Telephone Riverside 3083.

mrr.T.TgR stated JONES is a rece^ionist at the McCook Division of the REYNOLDS

METAL GQMPANI, and that he has known her since 19U9*

CLAIEfifePEIJEBSOH^,

lvb09 M* Harding, Chicago, III*

Telephone Bittersweet U-OSoU

heller stated PEDERSOtt is a very close personal friend wh<»ft he has known for

years and dated frequently. It is noted that FEDEBSON was mentioned in HELLER s

TflU as being the recipient of a financial bequest. HEU«ER advised that he

has told PEDERSON much concerning his past life.

-2-



fEOERAl BUI^WU OF INVESTIGATION ,

U. S. DtPARWtHT CF iliSTlCE

CQMHUHlCATtOKS SECTIM
rjzfl

JUN22t950

TELETYPE
y^jD

TELETYPE

y /TmS^iVGTOV 10 HEWARK 4 NEW YORK 7 FROM PHILA. 6-22-<

^^IRECTOH j^ro SACS .
URGENTURGENT

Mr. nmtmumitW.

Td*. Baoai -- -
,

m. ir«<n»AWi_

FERDINAND mt IP^HfXLER, WAS., ESPIONAGE - R* HELLER A^MVED
t

PHILA OFFICE ONE PM TODAY AND WAS INTERVIEWED UNTIL

FURNISHED FOLLOWING INFO IN ADDITION TO THAT PREVIOUSLYSO^^^

HE’ STILL INSISTS HE SAW OVAKIMIAN Cafl-Y TWO OB AT MOST THREE TITOS AN

that he passed chemical FORMULATIONS T(^ETERS5N ON ONLY ONE OCCA^

HE NOW BELIe/eS ON PROBABLY 0^ OCCASION DURING THE SUMMER OF THIRTY

THREE HARR^QLD VISITED VERA kA^TAPARTMENT DURING COURSE OF A

GENERAL PARTY, BUT REMEMBERS NOTHING FURTHER ABOUT THIS INCIDENT. ,

HE IS POSITIVE THAT GOLD NEVER VISITED KANE-S APARTMENT ON ANY OTHER

OCCASION WHILE HE WAS THERE. GOLD HAS INFORMED AGENTS THAT HE DID

VISIT KANE-S APARTMENT ON ONE OCCASION WHILE HELLER AND BLACK WERE

I THERE AT ABOUT THAT TIME, AND HELLER AND GOLD HILL BE QUESTIONED FUR-

THER RE THIS. HaLER FURNISHED CONSIDERABLY MORE PERSONAL DATA CON^

CERNING HIS OWN FRIENDS, ACQUAINTANCES AND BUSINESS ASSOC^TES WHO

WERE IN POSITION TO KNOW OF HIS ACTIVITIES FROM THIRTYTHREE TO DATE,

AND SEPARATE LEADS WILL BE SET OUT TO INTERVIEW THOSE WHO MAY HAVE

PERTINENT INFO. THESE

WILL BE CONDUCTED TOHlGHT|^^j£O^TOT^S^^ FO^ER WIFE OF;^_LE f,

WHO SHOULD BE CONVERSANT WITH MslSlVItilJ^'lF^ THIRTYSEVEN THRU
-0 • WHO SHOULD BE CUNVEKJ>«ni wiin ni- -

FORTYTHREE. HaLER DENIED THAT HE EVER*BaONGED TO CP OR TO.FRIENDS

END PAGE ONE



FEOeWl BUREAU OT l^TSTieWON

0.8.MPARTIIIENT0FJU8n»

COXaUHlCATIOHS tltfM

'JUN19

Mx. a*9«—
Vx.

llt. VUb^ <

f MtaM OoBtfr .

WASHINGTON 11 NEW YORK 5 NEWARK 1 FROM PHILA

'^WECTOR AND SACS

yFRDTNAND P. HELLER. ESP - R. HELLER VISITED PHILA OFFICE thKET]

FORTYFIVE AM THIS DATE, IDENTIFIED PICTURE OF FRANCI^PLAN AS
.

PROBABLY INDIVIDUAL KNOWN BY HELLER aS^^NES AT FIVE TEN HUDSON

S ST,"^ NY. DESCRIPTIONS TALLY. NEW YORK REFER TO PHILA LET
^

^ APRIL TWENTYFIVE, FIFTY, RE FRANCES KAPLAN, AKA MISS AGNES,

^ matter •" C, PHILA FILE ONE HUNDRED DASH TWENTYONE NAUGHT

^ ^^^AUGHT SIX. HELLER ELABORATED ON STATEMENT OF VER'IP^^^NE RE HARSJL

S BEING OUOTE A BAD EGG UNOUOTE BY RELATING THAT KANE VISITED .

Ss jhSlER at PHILA IN NINETEEN FORTYFOUR SHORTLY AFTER HELLER-S . :

g^“:EPARATlON FROM DOROTH^3|f^WaL AND APPROXIMATELY ONE WEEK BEFORE;

i 1^5: TELLER WENT TO CHICAGOi , mLER ALSO RELATED IN REGARD TO GOING IS§^5: TELLER WENT TO CHICAGOi , HELLER ALSO RELATED IN REGARD TO GOING^^

^WSSIA^THAT IT WAS HIS IMPRESSION KANE PLANNED TO GO WITH HELLER •

SS'^ ^nVi^ACK. 'regarding KANE-S denial THAT SHE EVER LIVED WITH /
dS!5{ELLMrHELLER STATES THAT ONE MR^^RENTS PARENTHESIS FIRST

NAME UNKNOWN PARENTHESIS, THE LANDLORD AT TH^E TOI^OTITC WE^

ELEVENTH ST.j

END PAGE ONE . ^
recorded - 71

INDEXED

5rJUL24^
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FEDERaDBUREAU OF INVEfJiGATION

THIS r.A.SE OMGINA.TED AT

REPOfiT MADE AT DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY
MAtSB

7 /oti/<f\ AA7.‘^n.7/<-7/<n FRAMCTS ^ MIGLE ^

TITLE

FERDINAND P, HELLER, was.
—£

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS! ii

uo

^ s°

? -9

VERA KANE, old time friend of HELLER, now employed in

New York law firm, described Bohemian group of individuals

who used to frequent her Greenwich Village apartment in

early 1930* s# Group Included FERDINAND HELLER, iBHCMAjS L»

BLACK and many others# KANE stated social questions of th«

day were discussed, but d^ied knowledge of any Conanunist

or espionage activities among members of the groA^» KaNB

stated she had done typing for 'BLACK or HELLER, but said

she never typed any reports for them which were to be turnii

over to the Russians. She also denied knowledge that

BLACK or HELLER contacted any Amtortg official* She said

she has not seen HELLER since the end of 19UB# HARRY

DAIALIAN, former associate of subject in 1930* s, advised

he considered subject, BLACK and VERA KAl'IE, as Communist

Party sympathizers and believed all three mentioned

knowing an Armenian who was head of Amtorg. He stated

he was not aware of any espionage activities of tte

subject# 7^

/V

/v

PROPERTY OF FBI.—-Tl^ confidential report and it» coxSidms

to be distiibut^ dnfside of^gency to which loaned.
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KANE telephoned the New York Office on June 19, 1950, at which
time she was questioned relative to hej^nowledge of any of the espionage
activities of BLACK or HELLER. She she did not kncTw anything concerning
this and denied ever meeting KARRSJ^LD. She said she did not recall BIACK
discussing with her any offer to go\to Mexico in connection with Trotskyite
penetration by the Communists. She said she may have done sone typing for
BLACK or HEIIER but could not recall typing any reports from Nopco or any
of BLACK'S or HELIER's employers*

KANE said she kept diaries almost contin\;ially since the early
19308# She kept the diaries because her doctor ordered her to stop ^
carrying so many details in her head, and he recommended that she keep a
record of anything she feels she has to remember. She said she was on the
verge of a nervous breakdown at that time due to the combination of an
unsuccessful marriage and the birth of a child. She was so upset at that
time, she said, that she took some special vows which included not wearing
any color except black and white and she said she has adhered to that up to
the present time. . The diaries that she has kept, she said, were written in
her own peculiar and obsolete stylo of shorthand and that she would be
reluctant to turn them over but would gladly search through them in order
to refresh her recollection concerning HELLER and BLACK and the related
activities. Throughout both of the above interviews with KANE, it was
noted that she was more partial to BUCK than she was to HELI£R.

On June 26, 1950< KANE again telephoned the New York Office and
stated that she had been searching through her diaries and had found a
reference to meeting BLACK for lunch in January 1945# She said that she
had l'2<5h with BIACK; JOHNilWClIX), who was in the Army at that time; and
FRANj^LUMACH, whom she saii she has known since before 1930. ^FLCMA
a government inspector at that' time for some eneineerinp j' ta govegg^^ent :^gp^ctor at that' time for some engineering .pro;50ct.~ 'l!le

presently resides irT Riverhead, Long Island, where ho is attempting to
build up a law practice, but, according to KANE, has had little success so
far. She said FLUMACH knew BIACK through her.

She said there was also a note in her diary that a few days after,
FIUMACH came to the Chateau Restaurant in downtown New York where she
always had lunch. On this occasion, FLtBJACH was accompanied by two men who
were listed in her diary ae^IKEN andf^l^RSKY, both of whom she believed
were Russians. KANE said she recalled' nothing else about the second lunch
with FLUMACH.

At this interview, KANE was questioned about a trip to the
Sherman Square Hotel which BLACK alleges he and HELLER made In 1939# KANE
said s^ie did not recall the date but knew that it was after BIACK had the
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indicate subversive or espionage activities on the part of HEU£R*~|

DAIAIIAN stated he met THOMAS L* BLACK through HELLER at Penn

State College* He said he does not believe he saw BLACK at all

1930»s, except possibly on one or two occasions at HELIER'S home in Rii^delphla,

and possibly on several occasions in New Tork City. He has not seen BLACK since

19li0- DALALIAN stated that BLACK* S conversations indicated that he also was a

Coranmnist sympathizer, but he had no knowledge of any espionage or subversive

activities on the part of BUCK and never had heard that BUCK

go to the Soviet Union. DAULIAN stated that he recalled both ^d BUCK

mentioning that they were acquainted with a chemist by the name of HA^ ^
but he said he did not remember anything else that they might have said about

GOLD. DAULIAN said he, himself, has never met GOLD.

BALAIXAN advised that in New York City, sometime between 1936 and

19l:;0, ho believed, HELIEK introduced himself to VESA KANE. DAULIAN said he

visited KANE* S Greenwich Village apartment on two occasions

that time. Later, when he lived in New York City from 19li0 to 19liU, DAUmN
said he visited KANE once or twice at her residence at the Sherman Square Hotels

He said he has not seen her since that time, but has received Christanas car^

from her. DAULIAN said he was unable to recall the names of any individuals

^om he had met at VERA KANE*S residence, but he did recall that on one occasion

KANE introduced him to an airplane pilot whose appearance and speech indicated

he was a foreigner.

A photo of GAIK^AKIMIAN was exhibited to DALALIAN and he said

he did not recall ever seeing that man.

DALALIAN said that either BUCK or HELIER, or both, once told him

that VERA KANE was connected with, or associated with in some way,

Communist Party, but that she had severed this relationship in about 1936. He

said that he always considered VERA KANE as a person who was Communlstically

inclined and he expressed the belief that she was more of a Communist than either

HELLER or BIACK. He said that he had no information indicating apy espionage

activities on the part of either KANE or BUCK. DAULIAN said that he believed

that BUCK, VERA KANE and HELIER all mentioned to him that they knew an Armenian

who was head of the Amtorg Trading Corporation, but he did not recap, whether

they said that they actually had met this individual. He also recalled that one

of them told him they would like to have him meet this individual since he
,

(DiULIAN) and this individual were both Armenians. DALALIAN said that the meetji

%

- 11 -
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New York?

LEADS

Lt New York, New York:
C

Will conduct invest^igation as requested by the Philadelphia
]

Field Office by letter to the Bureau dated June 29 ^ 1950.
|

Copies of this report are being designated for the Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Washington Field Offices, in accordance with Bureau instruction?
in cases relating to the HARHY GOLD case.

A copy of this report is being sent to the Newark Office because
of the investigation being conducted in that field office in regard to THOMAS L.
BLACK and the subject.

A copy of this report is being sent to the New Haven Office in
view of the lead set cut in the report of Special Agent HOWARD A. SEARL, dated
July 6, 1950 at Philadelphia, to interview RHEA STEIN about the identities of
AGNES, SILVU and DAVE.

- 15 -

/
/
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teletype

WASKJWGTON 1« FROM PHILADELPHIA 7-19-50

^ECpR^DEFERR^ ^ ’"ry^f ^
FEBWNAND PHILIF^ELLER WAS, FRED, FERN, FRED BERGER, ESI^ R. / _^

HEl-tER RESIDES ONE NINE NINE CHEW STREET, PHILA., EMPLOYED AS CHEMIST

A^ SALES REPRESENTATIVE BY AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT CO., AMBLER, PA.

SINCE NINETEEN THIRTY SEVEN. AS REPRESENTATIVE OF ACP TRAVELED EASTERN

US, DENIES BEING WEST OF DES MOINES, IOWA, HOWEVER HAS MADE TWO TRI^>

TO EUROPE IN PAST YEAR FOR ACP. SUBJECT INTERVIEWED AT PHILA ADMITTE )

PROVIDING INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES IN N INETEEN THIRTY^HREE TO GAIK^OVAKI ^

IAN., AMTORG OIFICIAL. HELLER INTRODUCED HARR^i^^LP, ESPIONAGE AGENT

TO THOMAS l\^BLACK IN THIRTY THREE, AND SECURED GOLD-S COOPERATION FOR

RUSSIANS. BLACK ADMITS INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE FOR USSR FROM HINTEEN

THIRTY THREE TO NINETEEN FORTY EIGHT. DETROIT REQUESTED TO INTERVIEI^

GEORG^WILLIAMSON, SIXTY THREE THIRTY F^VE E. PALMER AVET, DETROIT AM

ACP ASSOCIATE OF HELLER, IF ADVISABLE AFTER INDICES CHECK. SUTEL,

SUREP.

COPIES DESTROYEi .

R484 NOV 21 1960

CORNELIUS

DETROIT ADVISED
ftDED-32

PH'R 16 WA LMK
JUL 311950’'

34
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vtamiav romi NO. •« .

. , 0 ^ ^
Office ^ePWyaflduM • united states government

TO A* H* Be.

FROM C« B*

SUBJECT:

DATE: A*UgV0t 5> 1950

FERDmND PrHEIJ4ER,

BSPIOMLOE - R

PURPOSE

1. To recommend that Sylvl
^

—
California, and bkr husb^.^vi

regarding Heller* AiH!^ ^

Ccgnmonlst

iad, be intervleirecj

redbmmend that Agnes . ~

jiez, la CP memberj be'intervze

.Cc
[ensy, former CP member whos e pj^

background

recall, PerdlnaniPHeller. jia^ admitted that he introduced
he, von recall. Ferdinand'Heiieriiiae aamiT^uea wia<* ««

adniuersnvirt agent, to jhomn
-
f,y^clc.

Heller has admitted hia contacts ulth Soviet a^t Gai^vaklnii^

known Soviet agent and furnishing certain industrial information to the Soviets

in the early 1930 ’e*

men Ferdinand P. Heller was inWiewed iiiJMladelphta, he a^ised

\iat he had broken off relations with Ver^^^e and fS^^ack, during the

'10 Hudson Street,
riddle 1930*8 and had moved to 510 Hudson '^reet, New Y^k

.

shared an apartment with an unknown individual named, Agnes. ^elUr ^t(^
StTli^es^ a communist and held Communist Party meetings in her a^^ert,

but denied that he had ever attended any Communist Pa^
+MS address. Heller admitted that he was approached by Agnes to Join

;^^e^“L;^rii^fanrthat.he turned her
^ the party and the Government in his current situation at that time.

, Heller also stated «>at Agnes described him to ^Ivla (fresumably

Shniad) as a probable pervert because he had at no time attempted to tove
snnza j p ,.i_ +.hat thav were sharing the aM -e-shanng

^

I

apartment*

During his interviews, Heller said that he was very friendly with

Dave and Sylvia whose last name he could not recall#

BT

65-59234
Attachment
EFI/:eal/il^

fiECORDED - 122

m
AU6 a 1950

37



U. s, OErA:?Tr/Er»T of j‘j ^t-wE

COMMS'B.CAIlOiiS SECilOii

AUG '2 1950 \

teletype

WASHINGTON S FROM PHILA

IRECTOR URGENT

DANIEL:?^LiNE, WA. DANIEL LOUIŜ O'INFORMANT,

R. KLINE BELIEVED TO BE PRESENTLY EMPLOYED AS PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY,

YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN, CONN. NEW HAVEN CHECK EMPLOYMENT AND I

SUTEL RESULTS. IF NEW HAVEN VERIFIES EMPLOYMENT. BUREAU REQUESTED
j

TO AUTHORIZE INVESTIGATION OF KLINE AT YALE TO DETERMINE PRESENT /

ACTIVITIES. EOR INFO OF NEW HAVEN - KLINE
/O'-.-/ Am*-?

SEVENTEEN, PHlLA.. TO EMANUEL AND HEVTI^

N DEC. TWENTYFIVE,

PHILA REPORT BEING PREPARED. *^5

coRfELius mm. 41

Hotn 0
^ INDEXED.;47 ^

. AUG 161950
NEW HAVEN ADVISED £K-30 / , T".

,

‘^ '31/ ^ y AUG 161850

ALL INFORMATION CONTAttlED ^ y'

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , \.2 .

DATEj£_i:^BY3oiGpr^*'
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
n3Rnlft>.l
THt« CASE OniOIMATni AT MriADEIPm, PEJCISILVANIA vm

VAMsL KIiII7E> its CaoleX Loul^Kline
HARRT GOU), Informant ESPIOMAOE -

SYNOPSIS or rACTS:

V
'‘y'

/y

During search of residenca of HARRaf^LD, confessed
Soviet espionage agent, notes Here 'obtained indicating
that one DANIEL KUNE, a former employee of the
Philadelphia Navy ^ard, Phila*, Pa,, bad been approached
by QODD for purpose of recaruiting KUNE into Soviet .

.

espionage, GOLD states that reports concerning progress
in develc^jing KUNE submitted to Soviet superior; however,
contents of reports mostly false. Notes obtained during
search set cut and GQLD*s comments concerning same also
set out. iBBBBBMMWBBBBBWBWIBBWBBBBBHi

birth, 12/2^/17, at Phila.,.
verified. subject's father, vdio resides

*

at 1980 Sparks Stre^, Philadelphia, advised during
pretext telephone call that ItANIEL KUNE presgitly
employed as Professor of Chemistry at Yale University,
New Haven, Conn. Description set out.

DSTAIXS t '
/

This investigation is predicated on material obtained in a
search by consent of the residence of HARRY GOLD, admitted Soviet espionage agent

j

which search occurred on June 2 and 3, 1950.
"

.
. . ,, HEREIN IS unclassified

-
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UTTHODUCTION

HARRY GOLD, ot 6823 Kindred Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
on May 1950, advised Special Agents T* SCOTT MILLER and RICHARD E.

BRENNAN that he, was the individual to whom Dr. EMIL JULIUS KLAT^OUCI^
passed information concerning the Atomic Bomb for transomission to Russia.

On June 2 and 3, 1950, the residence of HARRY GOLD was^
searched and numerous items vrtiich Ydll be discussed hereinafter were
obtained pertaining .to one DANIEL KLINE*

On June l5, 1950 GOID was questioned concerning the items
pertaining to KLINE and he explained that he submitted this name when he
was being pressed by his Soviet contact for possible recruits to be used
in Soviet espionage* These items were rou^ draft notes which were subse-
quently made into final reports which were turned over to GOLD'S Soviet
contact. GOLD stated he had no idea at the time he submitted these reports
of recruiting DANIEL KLINE but merely handed these reports in as a delaying
action on GOID’s part until GOLD could get away to school in the fall of
1938.

j

GOIB remembered that during the time the reports concerning

;

KLINE were submitted, KLINE was enqployed at the Philadelphia Navy Yard,
i GOID also recalled that KUNE was a high school acquaintance of GOLD'S
brother, JOSEPH GOLD, having attended South Philadelphia High School during
the same years.

HACKGROyra

195Q Special^Jl-KontJAMES E. HE2J.iER contacted



On August 2> 1950> by means of a pretext telephone call
to the subject *8 father, EMAMUEL KUNE, 1980 Sparks Stroot, telephone
Livingstone 8-02;')?, it was ascertained that KUNE presently
employed as Professor of Cheanistry, Yale University, New /on, i

Connecticut* *

immiAL OBTAINED DURING SEARCH OF GOLD RESirENGE

On June 2- and 3i 19SO, during the afore-mentioned search
of CX)ID«s residence at 6623 Kindred Street, Philadelphia, the follovving
items were obtained* The items enmorated belcn/ are only those vdiich
pertain to HARRY GOLD* s association with DANIEL KUIJE; After each item
there appear various comments made by GOLD on June 1$, 19^0 at which time
he furnished detailed inforaation concerning the material obtained dirring
the search*
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0^
DAN

:

D.K* is about Z1 years of age and iras bon\ in Philadelphia* His father

«

is American bom and has been inY-he real estate business for
about 1|0 years and .was for years a well kncro figure in the section of
S.P, (Phil^ in which I lived* The elder fe>INE is a liberal who often
writes 'd^irters which are published in the readers* columns of the

newsp^jpicm. I know nothing of his mother*

DANNT graa^ted^rom N.S. with my younger brother about two years ago
and for a wWle worked at various odd jobs and took a nig^t course in
stenography and typing. Through this training he was able to pass the
examination for office boy in the Civil Service about seven months ago and
was to begin work in the supply department of the P.N* Yard. About a
month ago he passed another exam and was promoted to a file clerk in the

*

same departznent* KUNE Is a very ••••• and Intelligent young man but his
political »•*•••• although liberal are now negative as ho is more interested
in girls, dancing and ball games* He is as I have said really a friend of
ny brother’s but I can cultivate him though the process would be necessarily
slow* A helpful coincidence is the fact that I graduated from hi^ school t

with his brother JEROME (JERRY) in 1928, who is now vxorking in the Bureau ^
of Internal Revenue in the income Tax Department in New York*

0011>«s CamBeate

Concerning the above notes, GOID stated he remembered KLINE
having graduated from Normal School with his younger brother in approximately
1935* After viQ7/lng his notes, GOID filled in missing words as follows i

”KLINE is a very keen and intelligent young man but his political
philosophies, alt. ough liberal, are now negative, etc.” 6olD states that
all the information in the above notes is true to the best of his knowledge.

Item m (2)

DANIEL KLINE

I was ^successful in my efforts to see DANNY this week* As I did not wish
to seem to force ay friendship \xpovL young KUNE, I suggested to my brother
that he call him and that we all go to the baseball game together; this
was over the holidays when my brother was not working* Unfortunately KL*
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had already made arrangements to take an automobile trip so the plan fell
through* brother works till about 9 or 10 o< clock every night during
the week and was naturally unable to go anyvdiere and thought it would be
best not to call KL* personally# I shall tiy again this weekend*

G0I3)»8 Coamients

GOID claimed that it was hard to say whether the above was'
true or false. He stated that it was probably true# GOID added, however,
that ho did not expend as much effort to contact KUNE as these notes wotild
indicate*

Item #29 (3)

DAIHEL KLINE

I caUed KL, Monday afternoon (he is done work at U:30) and told him I had
passes for the prize fights at the Cambria outdoor arena that night and as
JOE (my brother) could not go, it would bo a shame to waste them. Actually
I had purchased the tickets in advance* He ixunped at the opportunity and
so we went to the fights* They were somev^at disappointdlng to me tut young
KL* appeared to enjoy himself*

When we were driving bomp - DANNY had called for me in his car - he had men-
tioned that he was very thankful but I told him it was nothing, that I had
often received passes from my friend, DOUGHERTY — this is actually so. He
said that he would like to return the fa^r and that he wanted me to go to
the Hedgerow Theatre in Moylan, Rose'vSley, near Philadelphia. This is a
famous organization bf'actors who lived all year round in this community of
their own and who have entirely built their own theatre and who have a
repertoire of over 100 plays which they produce themselves . I said that I
WQUld-b_e very glad to go and DANNY said he would call me a set the date
this week end*

00ID»g Comments

j

GOLD claimed that most of the above was false, particularly
the second paragraph*

Item ^29 (U)

D.K*

On Wednesday we listened to the Louis-Schmeling fight on the radio. Wb
were both pleased to see Schmeling beaten and agreed that it would be a
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tremendous blow to the uyth of Aryan supremacy* I went on from there to
point out the danger to the Jews in this Qountry on the spreading of the
very harmful propaganda by Hitler's emissaries and the great willingness
which many people here (especially those of non-Germanic ancestry) would
accept such a doctrine* He_said that he did^not think thejthr^at would
ever really amount to anything in this country, but I pointed out that
hxzier ana nrs^bi^own -shirts rl^t up until 1933, had been laughed at by
most Jews in Germany and that there was Just as great danger in refusing
to take this threat seriously*

My mother joined in and said that she knew udiat a gentle and law-abiding
people the Gennans had been when she was in Berlin and how they had been
changed by the combination of propaganda and brutality#

I saw K*L* Friday again* We went to the Robin Hood Dell in Fairmount Park
where the Philadelphia Orchestra gives outdoor concerts and opera performances
and famous soloists are presented all summer# firing the intermission I *

mentioned that the works of Mendelssohn were forbidden in Genaany* After
the performance we talked of how terrible it must be iiT Gemany with a
Minister of Culture to judge what music should'be played and by whom* This

point went home as DA>?NT is truly and passionately fond of good music*

We went to the Dell again Saturday as we both wanted to hear the orchestra
as conducted by Alfred Wallenstein and it was well worth it* I thought
it would be best to ease up on the pressure and mention nothing of the
subject of the persecution of the Jerfs* We talked of girls and DANNI said
that he felt he was too young to attach himself permanently to any one* He
wanted to be free to do as he pleased for some time yet. I agreed with him#

DANNY came over Monday in spite of the rain# He had brought the fellow who
had a half share .in his automobile and we played cards all e’/ening#
Wed* we played tennis.at some courts close to where DANNY liVss - it was the
first time in 2 years for me but I enjoyed it in spite of t, *rying my wei^t
oyer ’the court fox- two hours. We cooled off with a long i: afterward and
I told DANNY jbkirigly that if Fascism ever came to this couiitr:;- he would have
to give up tennis, as’ Jews woiad probably be barred from all places of

i amusement. He said quite seriously that he did not think it was such a Joke
'and I saw then that he was coming around to the proper viewpoint. I did not
press the point but let him do most of the talking#

I saw IJANNY again Thursday - by this time we had become so friendly that
we would call each other time we wanted and v/e went to the movies*
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Our talk was again on the ssune subject and I gave our friend actual
incidents which had occurred to people I knew showing the very open character

of anti-Semitisin# He said that I was right and wondered what could he done

about it» I told him that the question had often troubled me and we left it

at that*

QOID*s Comments

GOUJ stated that the above notes were all false.

Item m (5)

D.K.

I saw O. Saturday evening, (June) 9% It was yeiy hot, and we sought relief
by going to Boulevard Pool for a swim# We talked of the heat and how to
escape it. I said if he were rich he could go to Ilaine or Canada during
the summer and to Fla. or Bermuda during winter (crossed out); that it would
not be necessary for him to work in a stifling afternoon in the summer. He
said at that, we were better off than the poor people in the small crowded
streets of the altims who did not even have the facilities or the ZSf to go

to a pool* I replied that that was just the danger; that r/e of the so«-called

middle class were apt to be grateful for the small favors granted us and
consequently, forget that In a large sense, capitalism is as bad to the
white collar class as it is to the very poor. However, I told him that the
solution to this problem in the United States is a long way off*

We went swimming again Wednesday* 1 brought the conversation around to the
subject of the previous week, that of joining an organization and said that
I could see his point against such a move. He said that that was his only
objection to the step* Further, that he would be glad to m^e any small
contribution to hei.^ out. Altogether, I sensed that he see^oad anxious
to make amends; that he had an ashamed feeling for not entcv'ir^g wholeheartedly
into the matter after my arguments of the previous week*

(On back) I also mentdtaied briefly flight and the help extended to
him in Russia. (H.H* is probably HOWARD HUGHES.)

G0LD<3 Comments

GOID stated that the above notes were all false.
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Item #29 (6)

O.K.

D. was at my hcnzse Honday but spent most of the time with my brother
talking about a party that they and some other boys were going to give

for one of their gro\;5> who was graduating from Tetcple University* I did
arrange with our friend to go to the H* Theater on Thursday# Ify brother
was unable to go cai account of hia late hours#

Y.K. called Thursday and we enjoyed an excellent performance# The entire
theater (once a huge bam) and its make-cqp, are extremely interesting -
an excellent example of ai^ freed from commercialism# The drive was long,
one and one-half hours each vray, and we talked but mostly of baseball and
other sports# D# was over at the house Sunday but unfortunate3y I was in
Kemray, N.J#, however I called him tonight and we arranged to go to the
movies Wed.

GOLD <8 Comments

GOLD stated that the Theater” mentioned above was
probably the Hedgerovir Theater^ the ”Y#K#” was his abbreviation for ”Young
KUNE”, and Kemray, N#J#, was actually a misspelling of Kearny, N.J#
Concerning the contents of the above, GOLD states that all statements were
false#

Item #29 (7)

D.K#

I saw D# Tuesday and proceeded straight to the point* Firs-f I spoke of
the heroic work of the Int, Brigade in Spain and how they e ready to
die for a cause# Then asked him whether he was willing to further tho cause
of Democracy in its battle against Fascism, particularly X said it was
necessary to strengthen the Soviet Union as the only bulwark against the
encroaching horror and I reminded him that he several times mentioned he
was willing to aid# IJhat was he willing to do?

He said he really didn*t know but he would make contributions within his
means to# I told him that was good, but what was really wanted was
information on the N* Yd# of a sort that would be valuable# He said that

i

-u-

ti
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he could not do that under any circumstances and -was very dangerous and *

besides it was againH his principles* I told him he had the wrong idea,
he was not going to loot the whole Navy Yard* I continued and told him that
I knew for a fact that books and periodicals could be taken from the Naval
Library by any en5)loyee, and that the apprentices did so all the time to
aid them in their studies. A systeaiatic study of such periodicals mi^t
yield some facts of interest* Another thing of use were plans of the
various buildings and names of Naval Officers that he knew, "^hcre was ,

certainly nothing inimical to the U.S. in such info, and it would be a great
help in other places.

He continued to protest that he could not do such a thing. It was against
his ethics, that he still thought it was dangerous and any slight hint of
irregularity would be investigated. I said to remember that all the Fascist i ^
countries in the world Trcre lined up against the Soviet Union, that help in
the direction I had mentioned was very necessary. If Fascism conquered
he did not have to be told iidiat it meant to the Jews in the world. Pbrther,
I said that his mind was exaggerating the nature of the work to bo done.

DANNY continued obdurate and I saw that nothing could be done* I said in
such a case we could forget the whole (from here on - on back of page)
thing, tut I was sure that sooner or later ho would come to me and say that
was right. He seemed quite relieved and we parted on amicable terms.

I saw him again Thursday (August h) and ire went for a drive to escape the
heat* He appeared afraid that I would mention the subject again and he
made the conversation and spoke of everything else also sports, girls, the
heat, automobiles, etc. I tried to appear more friendly than usual and
talked of future plana for going places, so we are still good friends.

First I determined from EPSTEIN and from a pasiphlet used bv the N.Yd. that
their apprentice e-fste« for training artisans that D. had t told the
truth when he said no books or periodicals could be taken the Naval
Library. There iv^ a circ. Lib. of 1100 text books (both •. -m^tary and
specialissed) and 300 magazines (not all technical) and the iuen are
encouraged to study and advance themselves. The idea is to insure a
steady st^ply of skilled workers for the future*

G0I3)>8 Comments

M All the above statements, except possibly the information
f concerning the Naval Library, are false.

/f

•12-
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Item #29 (8)

D.K, 27

I saw KL* Monday, 25th, and cont*d. same general plan that had previously
been followed. We spoke of the Kansas minister, I tMnk was GESftiA^BINEOD,
Tdio was becoming a power In politics there by his advocacy of the p^nciples
of Hitler. D* said that he had never heard of him till lately. I replied
that this preacher of hatred had been unknown till he made a trip to ^
Germany in 1935 and on his return blossomed forth with a tremendous
propaganda machine. What was the source of the money for such a campaign?
P. said the answer was obvious* I enphasized that this menace of brutal

^ Fascism consequences must be fou^t and now, When we met again Tuesd^
I proceeded to cany out the proposed method on KUNE. We were speaking of
my work at the P.S, Co* and I mentioned my hopes for getting ahead in the
world and then said that he too should begin planning ri^t now for the future.
He said that all examinations in his line were closed to him for three years is

he had already had two premotions in less than a year, and I told him that
this sitting back was exactly the wrong attitude, that as long as he was in
the Civil Service he should cast about for a job requiring greater skill and

would naturally pay more; if he could combine his present administrative
knowledge with that of a more technical nature, he would be in an enviable
position as far as qualification for advancement went. D, said that most
jobs of this nature were filled by Naval officers. I said that from ^at he
had told me that these men did not exert themselves too greatly and the
active work was probably delegated to civilian enployees who would need a
similar knowledge to carry out their jobs. I said that we should begin at
once to survey the field and though that the best way to do this would be to
tell the commanding officer in his department of his aim and to ask him what
periodicals and books were available in the Naval library which would be of

^ aid. ^tth these ".to could make a thorough study of the mat-^cr and decide what ^

would be most suitp.ble for him. Further, I said that I cocLid be of great aid
to him in technical studies such as math, physics, and ens 'peering subjects*

^ D. thanked me for the offer but there was however, a growing reluctance on
his face. Here, I continued, was also an opportxuiity for him to aid the
cause of democracy and combat Fascism by strengthening the Soviet Unicn.
There mi^t possibly be in this literature some valuable bits of information
which we could note down for future use. DAJfilY said that he would make
inquiries the next day at work.

-13-
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When I saw* him Thtirsday, he said that he had found out that no periodicals
or books or laaterial of any kind from either the library or any of the
offices co\ild be taken out of the Yard - there was a rigid law to that
effect* I told him this was of no great moment and we could lay out a
plap of stud^ without it. At this he seemed obviously relieved. I then
detailed for his schedule^ the systematic study of higher mathematics and
showed him how, by setting aside certain definite hours each week, he could
easily master this beautiful science.

As regards his story about the regulations at the Wavy Yard, I do not
believe it, as the majority of the periodicals and texts are available at
the Public Library, In fact, I once conqoiled a list of such magazines for
our use. I think that he has sOTie vague idea that by letting me see any
material from the Yard, that he may oornpromise himself in some way. He had *

already tolxl me that his mind had no real trend toward scientific knowledge,

I

I am greatly disappointed but I do not believe that the matter should be
dropped. Our friend is young and much can yet be done toward forming his
conc^ts and ideals

«

G0IJ)»8 Conanents

All the above statanents are false with the exception of
the fact that OOLD at one time did con5)ile a list of magazines which are
available for public use at the Public Library idiich magazines dealt with
technical studies such as Mathematics, Physics, and Ehgineering, GOLD
coii5)iled this list and submitted it to his Soviet contact.

Item #29 (9)

D.K,

I saw D. Saturday oefore he left on his trip. We spoke of ^be bombing
British merchant :Q0n and freon there went on to Ihe discuss icjxi of a
governmental setup in Italy, I showed him the similarity in the dictator-
ships in Geimany, Italy and Japan, Against this I cited the brave stand
against oversdielming odds being made by Spain and China but I particularly ^

"

stressed the aid given these unfortunate countries by Russia, the only true
democracy in the world, and I contrasted this with the two-faced policy of
Britain, All this seemed quite a new attitude to D. He said it was true
but he had never thought of it before.

.11*.
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When we met again on Wednesday I began by a discussion ot the ^lIcNalr

investigation* I cited the searching tjuosticns of the Senator and the
strai^tforward answers of EARL BROWDHl. I showed how they dispelled many
of the popular illusions of the big bad bogy of Gc^cmiurdsm. BROWDER'S
answers revealed the real purpose of the Connminiat Party in America as the
preservation and the furtherance of real democracy* Against this I spoke
of the answers given by FRITZ KUHN, especially where he stated ttisX every
Jew was an enemy of the U* S. and I interjected here that Soviet Russia is
the only country in the world where anti-Semitism is a crime against the
State* said that this was new to him* I went on from there to talk of
the farewell dinner given Ambassador DAVIES in Moscow and of the address
of the Soviet Foreign Minister in Tdiich he spoke of the warm friendship
and in which he--con5Dared the similarity in ideals of his country and ours*
Ihis fact I said had long been understood by all thinking people* X >

digressed a little to flatter him as discreetly as I could* I said I
remembered how Intelligent his brother was* I spoke highly of his father's
letters to the various newspapers*

I said that in addition to furthering the friendship between the United
States and Russia, everything possible should be done to strengthen the
democracy in the USSR against attack* If the democracy in Russia were
wiped out, the odds against the United States would be too great* I said I
had, some time back, knovm of several organizations here for just that purpose
(of aiding Russia) and since last week, he had said he would like to do
something about the situation, I would look them up*

. Till now, he had agreed with me but here he suddenly stopped and said that
he would not join any group in any way connected or Tdiose aims Included any

[
other country as they were under very strict supervision at the Navy Yard;
he said that any hint of connection with an outside organization might
result in their discharge, Thou^ he did not mention the '*ecent Nazi spy
soare, I knew thir was what he meant. I tried to ridicul is suspicion of
the lard's suspicions and vigilance and their interest in e employees*
private affairs * I also attenpted to shame him into a sh of manhood but all
to no avail* I iinally dropped the matter as if I were no longer interested
and we talked of baseball the rest of the evening*

I (On back of page) I hate very much to say this but I think we have here
I to contend with what is knovm as a "parlor pink" - a person who is willing
I
to enjoy the fruits of a revolutionary struggle if he can first sit by and
discuss it abstractly*
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Incidentally 1 uncovered that he has charge of checking the receiving
office's reports of welding supplies against the orders for the sane to see if
the quantities correspond.

GOLD'S Coaments

OOID stated ihat all of the above information is false*

DESCRIPTION

A description of KLINE, as furnished by the Identification
Division, is as follows t

Colon
Sex I

Birthplace

I

Date of birthi
Heigbtt
Weight!
Hairt
I^es!
Oonplexlont
BUUdt
Citizenship I

Address!
Scars & marks!

White
Male
Riiladelphia, Pa*
December 25, 1917
5'6«

135 pounds
Brown
Brown
Ruddy
Uedium
USA
In 19l|2 • West Lafayette, Ind.
%ite patch on neck

Fingerprint Class t 12 M 27 W BH!
M 32 W IIM 21*

PENDING

a6-
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^ DANIEL KLINE, wa#, Daniel Louis KUne
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Examination requested by: Mew Haven (65-1353)

Date of reference communication: Let 8-31*^

Examination requested: Document

Date Received: 9-11-50

Result of Examination: Examination by:

Specimens submitted for examination

KDl A photostatic c<^ of the knosn handirriting of DANIEL KUNE.
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SUBJECT: DANISL T&JHB, i#a«« Daniel letils *iixie
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' s-;: ^::r:SUBJECT: DANMjjtLIHB, i#a«« Daniel leuls *’Hxie ^ '

HARSfcWLD, Infexttant

*
:. - Re report Of SA SJaVATOBE F/DOCIBELli, New Haven/

*-
' reflecting the status BDC on the first page and PENDINC 0Il-.;^^ f/S'

-. i pug^-2^ ->••''

correct status of this report ahouLd be Pending and it
^9 therefore, requested that the Biireau and offices receiving
copies of this letter msak their copies to reflect the status

'

f^jjjp^ of Pending rather than BUC on page ^
^ \

' ^ In view of the fact that 8id>ject is presently residi^ In Hew '

'
. Haven, Conn*, it is respectfully requested that the Bureau

designate the'New Haven office as Office of Origin and that / r
’ the Philadelphia office furnish to this office copies of
J .

pertinent serials i«(hich are not at present available to
*

v:. Haven.
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WL^iidoiiV ia ii^cot^An^ iratrnetlm bootai&«d In ref«reoc«l^^^
Borean Xett«r» reflActn no t^ormtlon of.ji d«t^>gatojy or

ec®e«rnJBg SLIMS, aad .ftoihar#j|iiieA there ii no^ljofoxnation of a
ml^A r^ern^ CLIXB a«d«. AtAlUblo

otflhA bj^ lhllad^FiiiA^1)ii^siozi other than the feet that HAHH|M0LD
considered KIJHK as a potsotlXl -eemtact and took sone UUnlted aireXiM
towards dereloping his as a eoixtaet, it is recoBnsended hy the 9ev Haven
Olvisloa that ILINS be isterriewed.
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U^JSL KLm, yf9^* JjaniiX I.avilk^
H^RKI 6QLL, Inf'orniant \

SYNOPSIS OF FACTSi

Professor lATOX KLINE, lale University, New Haven,
advised that ht can recall lae^^ting HAItHY OOIl* only on
occasion of two visits in 1938 and 19U0 which KLINE
made to JOai^ GOIl?, brother, at GOUj borne .

in PhiladeXl^a. KLX^I> said JOSEPH GOLD was high
school classmate and friend, ana that he never went
out with HAKEI GOIX and had no close association
with him* KLIHE states positively that HAHHI (KlUP
never approached him for espionage activity* KXJl^
questioned in detail re information contained in
ILAJiRT GOLD’S notes re KUNE* Results set forth*

DETAILSt This is a joint investigation of Sk JOH!^ W. POkiELL and the writer

REPUTi.TION & /^S0CL;TIQN5 At MEDICAL SCHOOL

to ffm )by ondaonot
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imwiim irm klike re ha.rry gold^s notes

On December 29 > 1950 > Professor DANIEL KLINE was interviewed at

his office at the Yale Medical School, New Haven, Connecticut.

At this time,KLINE was^^^affted to relate his knovrledge of and his

association with HARIS^O^LD. KLINE furnished the following

informations

KLINE stated that he attended South fhiladelphia High School in

the same class' vdth JOSEP^^GOLD, brother of HARRY GOLD, and that

JOSEPH GOLD was a member high school social group ’s^thJwhich

KLINE associated. JOSEPH GOLD and KLINE graduated from South

Philadelphia High School in 1931**

KLI?® related that during his high school years, he may have visited

JOSEPH GOLD at his home on one occasion, but that he had no specific

recollection of such a visit, and had no recollection of having ever
*

met HARRY GOLD at the GOID home during his high school years#

KLINE stated that after graduating from South Philadelphia High
School^ he continued to have occasional social and friendly contacts
with JOSEPH GOLD on such occasions as his high school reunions and
a yearly New Yearns party, which was generally attended by the
above mentioned high school group. He stated that after graduating

from high school, he did not have frequent contact with JOSEPH GOLD,
inasmuch as KLINE had moved from South Hiiladelphia to North Phila-
delphia upon graduation from high school.

^ _

%

KLINE advised that in about 1937 or 1938^ he visited JOSEPH GOLD at
'the GOID home, the location of which he could not recall, other than
stating that it was no longer the old GOLD residence in South
Philadelphia; KLINE said that at the tame of this visit he was
interested in going to college, and while visiting JOSEPH GOLD, he
entered into a conversation with H/iRRY GOLD relative to his interest
in going to college. KLINE stated that this was the first time that
he had ever met HARKY GOLD and recalled the occasion inasmuch as HARRf
GOLD had Indicated during this visit toat he had just graduated from
Xavier College in Cfelo summa cum laude.
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KLIIE related that a close friend of his, EUGEl'J^^ORMaN^ itho -was

a fellow file cleric with KLINE at the PhiladelphiX Navy yard and who
resided in the same neighborhood with him in Philadelphia, went with
KLINE to visit JOSEPH GOLD* KLINE related that he and FORi-lAN were
partners in the ownership of a Plymouth car and that they went around
a great deal together, ~

‘'75

KLINE related that upon the termination of this visit at the GOLD '

hone on the above occasion,. HARRY GOLD did not leave with KLI^E and
EUGENE FCRMAN. KLINE stated that H/iRRT GOLD exhibited Uttle interest
in KLINE, and that the only conversation he had with HARRY GOLD re-
lated to KLINE^s prospects of going to college*

KLII'E related that He had no recollection of any other visit after
the one mentioned above, and that he had no contact afterward with
either JOSEPH or H/HRY GOLD or any other member of the GOLD family*

KLINE stated that he had a brother, JEROjffl'i^INE , who had also attended
South Philadelphia High School, and who ma/^hve attended this high
school in the class vrith H/JRKI GOLD* He said that he had never heard
his brother mention . HARRY GOLD and had no other information that they
knew one another. He related that in the late 1930*s, JIROME KLINE
was with the Internal Revenue Service, stationed in Philadelphia,
and that he also served in New York for a while, but that he was
no longer with the Internal Revenue Service, and is now a practicing
accountant and realtor in Philadelphia.

KLINE stated that the above contact with HARRY GOLD was the only one
which he could recall definitely. He added that he may have met
HARRY GOLD at the GOLD residence on other occasions ythen he dropped
by to see JOSEPH GOLD, but that he had no specific recollection of
the same. He further stated that because of the passage of time,
he was unable to recall clearly any conversations that he had with
HARRY GOLD on the occasion of the visit that he could recall, as
well as any other visits which he could not recall specifically.
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On January 2, 1951 » KLINE was reinterviewed, and on this occasion
volunteered that he had been giving considerable thought to the
information which he had furnished on December 29, 1950, and that
in the intervening days he was able to recall the talk with HARRY
GOLD regarding his college plans had probably occurred in the summer

-19ii0 rather than in the summer of 1936

j

as he had stated previously#
KLI^ stated that he was not seriously interested in going to college
until about 1939 or I9it0 and pointed out that he went to Purdue Uni-
versity in the fall of I9I4O..

IQINE recalled that it ?ras about tiie time that he was seriously interested
in going to college that HARRY GOLD mentioned to him that he, GOLD, had
Just graduated from College. Hence, KLINE felt that the time of his
visit to JOSEPH GOLD, as mentioned on December 29, 1950, was probably
in the summer of 1910. It is to be noted that HARRY GOLD graduated from
Xavier College in June, 1910.

KLI^ also related at this time that he had a feeling that he probably
visited JOSEPH GOLD soraeUme in 1933 when the G0ID»s lived in South
Philadelphia, KLINE felt that on the occasion of this visit, HARRY
GOLD was also present, KLINE stated that his memory of this visit was
very vague, and that he was unable to recall any specific conversations
or data concerning the visit. He added that in any case, HARRY GOlD^s
presence at this time was coincidental and that nothing of any consequence

KLINE related that as far as he was concerned, his knowledge of HARRY GOLDms that of his being the brother of JOSEPH GOLD, who was a member of
KLINEts old high school "gang»t. kline reiterated that he could not
r^ember ever being out alone with HARRY GOLD or having ever taken HARRY
GOLD anywhere in his car<

He further added that he never ronembered thinking of HARRY GOID as a
person whom he knew, and hence he felt that HARRY GOLD would have no

^ person through whom information was supplied
to HARRY GOLD by his brother, JOSEPH GOLD.

- 7-
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After KLINE furnished the above general, information, he was questioned

in detail regarding the information set forth in the notes compiled by

HARRY GOLD, relating to DANIEL KLINE, It is to be noted that HARRY GOLD

has Indicated that these notes were compiled in the suimne-r of 1938*

These notes will not be repeated, but will be referred to by the same

designation as previously given.

Re Item No, 29 (1)
-

It is to be noted that GOLD, when interviewed, stated that all of the

information contained in these notes was true to the best of his knowledge#

KLINE was questioned specifically about each item listed in this note,

and stated that it was all substantially true, with the exception of

the fact that he had graduated from highschool in 193ii, which was four

years previous to the date indicated in the note*

Re Item 29 (2)

It is to be noted that HARRY GOLD*s comment on this item was that it

could be either true or false*
^

In the interview on December 29, 1950| relative to the information in
this item^ KLINE stated that he had made a trip from Philadelphia to

Washington, D. C, , with his friaid, GE^^K^ORMAN, and that this trip

might have been in the summer of 1938, said that he remembered

that they did make a trip to Washington, D,C., because he and FORMAN
took along their girl friends, and went with another couple who traveled
in another car# The cars becoine separated in Washington, L,c. KLINE
stated that he could not definitely place the date, but that it could
have been in the late spring of 193 He recalled that he also made
weekend trips to Atlantic City at about that time.

On January 2, 1951 j KLINE stated that he recalled that the above trip
from Philadelphia to Washington was not made in 191^0 because he recalled
that it was made in a Plymouth car which he and FCRMAN owned in partner-
ship » He noted that in 19U0 the car which he and FORMAN cwned was an

old Dodge*-

-8-
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It is to be noted that HA^Y GOLD'S conanent about this note was that

most of it was false^ ,

KUNE related that to the best of his recollection,' he worked,at the

Philadelphia Navy Yard from 8t30 to Ks30 and that he punched the clock

upon beginning and quitting work. He stated that he had no recollection

of HARRY GOIt's ever inviting him to attend a price fight with him*

KT.TWR stated that he had attended only one price fi^t in his life, and

that it was his recollection that ho attended with his brother* He

felt certain that neither HARRY or JOSEPH GOU; went to the fi#it with

him*

5LIHE related that he liked to attend summer stock plays at the Hedgerow

Theater on the outskirts of Philadelphia. He added, however, that he

had never invited HARRY GOLD to attend any production at the Hedgerow

Theater and that he had never been present at any performance there with

HARRY GOLL. KLINE added that he may have invited JOSEPH GOH^ to attend

^ems at this theater with him, but that JOSEPH GOID had never, in fact,

attended any with him.

Ro Item 29 (U)

Relative to this item, it is to be noted that EtHRY GOID has stated

that all the infoi^ticn contained therein was false.

KLINE related that he had listened to the LOUISr-SCrliSLLII'Ki fight on

the radio.

It is to be noted that this fight occurred on June 22, 1933,

KLI^IE stated that he was sure that he did not listen to this fight broad-

cast in the company of HARRY GOIDi inasmuch as in June, 1933, he was not

living near JOSEPH GOID and had no occasion to visit him, KLINL stated

that he did not recall where he heard the fight broadcast.
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Relati/e to having a discussion relating to the Mazi propagrjida oh
Aryan eapreinacy and anti-Semitism, KLINL stated that he and most of v'*

'

his Jewish friends would i»ve had many discussions on this point in .

193-3. He stated, however, that he did not recall ever having such a

discussion TTith GOLt or that HARHY GOLP ever mentioned anything

about it to him* KLINE further related that in 1933 he was ver^’- fond

of classical music and did attend concerts of the Philadelphia Orchestra

at the Robin Hood Itell in F-virmount Park, Philadelphia* KLII-IE stated,

however, that he never went to Robin Hood 3jell or any other concert

with a^iRHY CrOLL.

Relative to having ever played c-^ros with K;*RPi GOLt, iir't admitted

that he had pl?yed cards with one of his friends, probably GINK i’OR^lAN,

but he had no recollection of ever having played cards with GOLt.

KLI!ffi also r-dmr-tted that ne h-.d played tennis and stated that he used to

play at Fairmount Pnjdt and Eltin Park at Robin Hood tell. He stated

that these places were 2-i; miles from his home. KLINK stated that he

was to swear that he had never played tennis with HARRY GOLt.

KLINE also stated that he had never gone to aiy movies with HARRY GOLt
and reiterated that he had never become so friendly with HARRY GOLt
that he would call him, and that any conversation he had with him was
purely coincident to a visit with JOSEPH GOlt'*

Re Item 29 ($)

Relative to the inforaiation contained in this note, it is to be noted
that HARRY GOLt stated that these notes were all false.

K^I'-TL related that he had gone svfimming at pools in Philadelphia, includ-
ing the Boulevard Pool. :CLINL added that he never went swimming at night
2nd that he has always disliked swimming at ni^t. KLINL further stated
thr;t he never ’^ent swimning at all with HARRY GOLL.
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Relativt to the inforniatriori cont^ained in this note indicating

HARRY GOLD had discussed political and philosophical ideas with ^ ..

KLIHE stated that he had no recollecti on of HARRY GOLD ever having ::

expressed eny political or philosophical views to hlin* KLI^JE stated

that as far as he bpeir. In his limited contact with HARRY GOID, GGU^
. . .

was a "non poUtical figure”, iOINE further stated that he had no -
j

.

recoUecUon or knowledge that HARRY GOID was a radical or was regarded

as such.

KLINEr further related that he had never had any conversation with GOLD

in which the latter suggested to him that he join an orgi^nization or

make contributions to assist any cause, KLINE stated that if there had

been such an occasion, he felt sure he would remember iti

Re Item 29

It is to be noted that HARRY G0IXi*s comment on this note is that the

statements contained "therein were false#

Relative to the ini'ermation in this note , indicating that KLVTh did

visit JOSEPH GOilX’ and discussed leaving a party for one of their friends

idio was graduating from Temple University, KLIJE stated that he bad no

recollection of any one who had graduated from Temple University at that

time, cJid that he had no recollection of ever having a party at ai^ time

for a friend gradu^ating from Temple University,

KLI?IE further stated that he had no recollection of making a date to go

out to the Hedgerow Theater with HARRY GOLD, and reiterated that he had

never gone there with GOLD, He observed at this point that he usually

took a girlfriend with him v/hen he attended performances at the Hedgerow

Theater,

ICLINL fuller related that he has no recoll^xtion of having ever been in

the GOID residence in Philadelphia and learning that HARRY GOLD was away

at Keam^j, New Jersey. KLINE stated; however, that he had a vague

recollection of associating HARRY GOLD with Kearny, New Jersey, He stated

that he did not recall the association specifically and felt that it may

have been something _that JOSEPH GOLD him about^hts brother wo^^^
there,

'
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Rc Itea 29 (7 )

Relative to this item, GOLI; cocnitntGd that it was all false, with the

possible exception of tne infornation concerning the Naval Libr:^ry*

Relative to the infomation contained in this note, ineicatin^- that.

HAERT GOLD had talked with KLINE regarding the menace of anti-Sc^aitism

and FasciaTi and the need for fighting and assisting the growth of

IXnocracy as exe ipliiied in the Soviet Union, KdlNJi- stateo that he had

no recollection that HARRY G3LE ever spoke to him about these subjects

or the Soviet Union, and that he had never had GOLD nor any one else

approach him for obtaining infemation from or about the Philadelphia

Navy Yard.

KLI>^ further stated that he had never invited GOLD to take a ride in

his car and he never recalled being in a car or going for a drive vritla

GOIL.

SLI'JE further stated tioat he never had any knowledge that there was a

Library at the Philadelphia Navy Yard and hence had never used it in

any manner. He stated that as far as he was concerned, it was completely

new to him that a library did exist at the N.avy Yard. He also stated

his duties at the Navy Yard consisted merely of what might be termed

messenger work, in that it was his job to pick up files and transport

them from one -section to the other and that he had no reason to see* what

was In these files' or have am»- access to claseifaed or secret material.

Re Item 29 (8)

GOLD comntiited that all of the statements in this item regarding his

association with KLIT® were false.

KLIT^ stated that relative the information contained in this note,

he had nev|^ heard of GLRALI^BINROI), although he recalled hearing the

name GERAiSIlII^ROD in somewtSV the same connection. He added that he had

no recolltcubn of everhaving discussed with HARHf GOLD the subject of

anti-Semitism and that he had never had occasion to know that HARRY GOLD

-12-
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was interested in the subject. He further steted that he had no specific
recoXleotlon of HAftRf GOLD offering to help him in his studies or that
HAFuHr GOIX' suggested a cewse of. studSy for him. KLIHE recalled, however,
that after aeeting HWIRT GOIX as indicated above, and when KLINE expressed
his interest in and desire to go to college, he left HARHT GOLD’S hofat
with the iaipression that GOLD was a ^nicc fellcw". KLI^JE stated that
this feeling on his part was probably due to GOLD’S possible offer
to help hiTi witti his studies or expressing an interest in his desire to
go to college.

lOINE again reiterated that neither HAItRY GOIX' nor any one else had ever
approached him to obtain any information from the Philadelphia Navy Yard,

Re Item 29 (9)

GOLD’S comment in regard to this item was that it was all false.

KLINE stated that he had no recollection of any discussion with HARRY GOJX
about the Governmental set up in the Axis countries or political activities
of the Communist Party or Communist figures in the United States. He
stated in fact that he had no recollection of any taq^ression of political
opinion of any nature from HARRY GOLD.

ROative to the information indicating that GOLD had learned that KLIl^&i
had "charge of chc9king the receiving office reports of welding supplies
against the orders for the same to see if the quantities correspond",
KLINE claimed that he' never had any such position and that his wowj was
mostly of a messenger and fUe clerk nature, and that he did no checking
or compiling of data while at the miade-lphia Navy Yard.

XLIML further related that during the summer of 1936, he attended Strayer
-ousiness College in Philadelphia at night, where he studied stenography
and stenotypy about three nights a week. KLINE stated that his interest
at this time was his girlfriends and that he could not have seen GOIX as
often as the above it©ns indicated. KLIJJE ivaa of the impression that he
attended the above business college on Monday, ^.-ednesday and Friday nights,
and felt that his record of attendance at this school could be- verified
?.t same.
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He reli^.tod that it was at this school that he met GLKL who, he

stated, ncffl resides at 8h3t Vrillirjns Avenue, HiilAdeiphia, He advised that

he usually went to Strayer upon finishing his work at the Wavy Yard, and

that he and GE>S usually went home together on the subway He observed

that they did not take their car to work or to school*

KLXWL r<a.ters.ted that while at the Philadelphia Navy Yard, he was not

aware that there was a Horary at the Navy Yard and that he would state

positively that he never took any books or periodicals for study or other-

wise from the Navy Yard#

-PEWE’ING-
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AD AINISTRATIVE PAGE

It is to be noted that tklTlU. KLINE was questioned in detail regarding

the pertinent notes ox HAiliCf GQLL at his office in the Yale iledical School

for approxi'-’dately 2 hrs* 15 minutes on 12/29/50* He was interviewed for

approximately 20 ndnutes on January 2, 1951 It is to be further noted

that the HA.URY GOLL notes mentioned in instant report are set forth
verbatum in the referenced report of Sk RALPH Jf T* C/-RTLR, Jr,, at

Fniladelphia dated August 2U, 1950, and therefore are not being repeated

in instant report^

KLI??E stated during the interview that the only other members of the high

school social group T^ora he could recall, along with JOSEPH GOLD, are

BjSiAjBTbt.iSON and DAVIB^OTIS, who lived in the section of South Philadelphia

n6a?^ie residence of J^LPH GOLL at the time they were students at South

Piiiladelphia High Schoolt

No leads are being stt out to interview the above named associates or

JERO^Jl KLINE, brother of lAMILL KLINE, inasmuch as it Is felt that
KLINE'S statements can best be collaborated by H^JRPiY GOLD and EUGEI^E

fOBlSl.}!,
c.anof

Under date of September Hi, 1950, a report of the FBI Laboratory reflects
that the known handwriting specimen furnished to the Laboratory by the

New Haven office had been compared with appropriate sections of the
National Security File, and that no identification was effected.

is
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PHILriLELPHIA IlVISIOa

At Philadelphia!

^ bv infoimation Xurnished

^/i
KLI*IE in instant report. This interview should be conciucted

(A ^th a view tewsrd corroborating the statements made by KLINE regarding
' association with GOIX and further to ascertain how R-ihliY GOLL was
/j£7 aole to oDtain so much background information regarding KLDfJE^s activitiesand personal life during this period*

Tm PhiladtlpMa (^iice will octain bureau authority to interview GOLL
^ su^ authority is necessary. The Philadelphia Office will also referthis lead to the appropriate office with pertinent serials if GOIL is^w incarc^ted in a federal penitentiary outside of the Philadelphia

interview EUGE!® FOPdt'.w of aiilO 'iiilliaiis Avenue, Philadelphia,bearing in mind that PAMIEi lUNE has reported that FOBaj;.}; y/as In KLIffi'scompany an the occasion of 10,1®; 's visit to JOSiU-H GOII- in 191*0 when KLI’Ewscussed ^th H/MT GOIi his interest in going to college. It ahouldbe notea that worked at the Philadelphia Mavy Yard and was ayeiy close fricno of KLIIS, during this pertinent period, and can furnishimomation regarding KLIJE's activities,
iumisn

-li-
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DATK wnoM
j

rmoo worn which »«ao«

NEW . j
1/29^31/51. .JQSEPH 4^.: WALSH^

cHAAAcmitor CAm ' \ s

failNEi wa Daniel Louis^^ine . , ESPIONAGE
rOLD, Lnformant^'

SYNOPSISor FACTS*

c

Q 6tTAILS

GOLD B^ys BulDJed t * s statement s are
accurate as to his association with :

him (gold); that he learned.of

<

subject’s hackgroiind throxigh his brother
JOSEPH GOLD .yN-v- / -^r;- .

- Ruc - ;
G. 1. R. -?

HARRY GOLD was interviewed by the reporting
agent in the Tombs {New York -City Prison) on -

January 29 and 31# 1951 concerning instant case

j GOLD corroborated KLINE'S statements to the
n effect that KLINE and his brother, JOSEPii^JIOLD, were friends
Vi when both were attending South Philadelphia High School In the

^

4 early Thirties and that KLINE was an occasional visitor; at the
GOLD home. GOLD stated that he actually had very little contact

J with KLINE and does recall the incident of KLINE visiting :

^ their home sometime ln.l9i|-0 and his conversation with KLINEf /
33 relative to JOjIHE's prospects of going to college# ^

*

‘

’ 1' " Concerning KLINE’S background as compiled by
GOLD in his notes, GOLD explained that such facts were obtained
from his brother, JOSEPH, . in his "desperate" attempts at
sectiring some material for a possible recruitment to, to
his Soviet superior*;; fwW..

. f
•

‘

lIXJtrArnTYtr:

«5OTiaBitf=“
55?55) - K!

65-1353) rn
a ( 65-4343 )-?®

-65-15324)

INDEXED '45
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Office ^Aemorimdum • 3UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO :

SUBJECT;

Director, FBI

SAC, New Haven
<3E'

DANIEL KLINE,
Wa Daniel Louis Kline

Informant
ESPIONAGE - R
(Bufile 65-59255)

DATE- February^ 28, 1951'

V

Reference is made to Philadelphia letter to the Bureau
dated l/20/5l> in which the Philadelphia Office advised
that it would handle interview of EUGENE PORI^AN and re-
quested that the New York Office interview HARRY GOLD.

It would be appreciated if both the Philadelphia and
New York Offices would expedite these interviews and
furnish the results to the Bureau and the New Haven
Office so that the New Haven Office can make the
determination as to whether or not laiNE should be re-
interviewed and if not, to suggest to the Bureau that
the case be closed.

00

:

New York (65-1541).7)
Philadelphia (65-lj.343)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS)
HEREIN 13 INCLASSlFIEDi
DATEii>:51

JPS: rs
65-1353

^^MAR9^
/95J

ii£D0RDED-58

INE]»IED -58
MAR 5 t9<f!
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/lil.,19/51 RALPH J. T. CARTER, iJH,
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DANIEL KLINE, wa#^ Daniel Louis Kline,
HARRY GOLD, Informant ‘ ESPIONAGE - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

ALL INFORMATION CONTA^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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Fti^ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOH

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMilKiCATIONS SECTION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED «I6 10 i^o

HEREIN IS UNCLASSiFIEDv
lATF t#. 'h ‘VT BYac^gjiOll&fELETYPE

CONF >^STNS

WASHINGTON

'^u/ClRECTOR/AND/SAC URGENT ^/p I,^ y / ’

y uwMC£%xQmiM^£BmsiiL&^^

f/ nfMPgTirp^AMF. ESP-R., SUBJECT INJERVIEWED AUGUST PROM

i SEVEN TWENTY PM TO NINE THIRTY PM. KANE FAILED TO IDENTIFY PHOTO*

,.^ GRAPH OF HARRY GOLD AS INDIVIDUAL WHO VISITED HER APARTMENT AT THREE

THREE FIVE WEST ELEVENTH STREET, NYC, NINETEEN THIRTYTHREE, THIRTY

FOUR AND THIRTYFIVE. SHE STATED THAT GOLD-S FACE .LOOKED FAMILIAR

AND SHE ASSOCIATED THE NAME COLD AS HAVING SOME CONNECTION WITH BLACK

f AND HELLER BUT COULD NOt REMEMBER EVER MEETING HIM. SHE DENIED SHE J

EVER TOLD GOLD WHERE HE COULD GET PHOTOSTATING WORK DONE NOR DID ^
V SHE^^ALL TELLING HELLER AND BLACK TO STAY AWAY FROM GOLD. KANE ^

^ STATED THAT WHILE SHE LIVED AT THE ELEVENTH STREET ADDRESS, SHE TYPED

REAMS OF MATERIAL FOR BLACK AND HELLER IN THIRTYTHREE TO THIRTYFIVE.

S
H SHE STATED THAT, BLACK AND HELLER WERE EXTREMELY ACTIVE IN OBTAINING

fi FORMULAE AND PROCESSING PERTAINING TO CHEMISTRY AND SHE WOULD TYPE

TKFI® NOTES INTO REPORTS. SHE STATED SHE DID NOT KNOW WHERE THESE *

8 • PROCESSES AND FORMULAE WERE OBTAINED NOR DID SHE KNOW THEIR

Z»D OF F«GE ONE
{tSU C(>' ^

56AUG8fllgi^,
^

PHILA. FROM NEW YORK

URGENT
iF

10 P-At-P

END OF PAGE ONE

dSAueas:
U'**' -
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PAGE SIX

IS BEING SENT AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY TO PHILA. THE PHILA. OPPICE

IS REQUESTED TO DISPLAY PHOTOGRAPH OF SUBJECT TO HA£E3(j^LD TO

ASCERTAIN WHETHER SUBJECT WAS THE INDIVIDUAL WHOM GOLD KNEW IN NYC

IN THIRTYTHREE DASH THIRTYFIVE. BUFFALO IS REQUESTED TO INTERVIEVP

SUBJECT-S HUSBAND, JOHN DEMPSTER KANE, MANAGER, FLOWER CITY TISSUE

KILL, ROCHESTER, NY, CONCERNING ANY KNOWLEDGE ON HIS PART OF COM-

MUNIST OR ESPIONAGE ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT TOGETHER WITH PERTINENT

BACKGROUND INFO RE SUBJECT. ALBANY REQUESTED TO VERIFY SUBJECT-S

BIRTH AT RENSSALAER, NY, ON DECEMBER SIXTEEN, NAUGHT FIVE. ALSO

VERIFY SUBJECT-S ATTENDANCE AT STATE COLLEGE, ALBANY, NY, AND

SYRACUSE UNIV., AND REPORT ALL PERTINENT INFO. FOR INFO OF BUFFALO

THOMAS L^^ ArK
f AN ADMITTED FORMER ESP. AGENT, ADVISED KANE TYPED

REPORTS FOR HIM THAT WERE DESTINED FOR SOVIETS. HE STATED KANE

WAS AWARE OF HIS ACTIVITIES AND KNEW GAIK OVAKIMIAK ONE OF BLACK-S

PRINCIPALS. HARRY GOLD ADVISED THAT KANE TOLD HIM WHERE HE COULD

%

1

GET PHOTOSTATING WORK DONE WITHOUT AROUSING SUSPICION. KANE WILL

BE REINTERVIEWED AS IT IS FELT THAT SHE IS WITHHOLDING INFO CONC

1 HER KNOWLEDGE OF SOVIET ESP. ACTIVITIES,

:

SCHEIDT

ALBANY AND BUFFALO A]^VISED _

PH ACK AND DISC PLS^ WA RFC 'htr

PH NY R 7 PH PBC

</X
iJ
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ims CASE ORIGINATED AT
NEW rORK

UKEAU OF INVESTIGATION

niENo.
5^is35j^NT ADV

I
BEPCWrr MADS AT

• HEff lORK

DATE WHEN

9/i9/^
>D FOR WHICH MAE^

20j23,2i^,2558/U,

CHANGED
30/50

‘ vsatx was;
VeronlcalHolene Batcheller^ Veiygtca Helene

m
I

sTOOPfiscbvUscrsMrs.
Kane, Mrs. John

John Dempster kane, 'drs jaciic

Waldo

REPORT MADE BY

ROBERT W. COHOLAN

CHAR^nrER OF CASE

ESPIONAGE - R

Subject disclaims any knowledge of espionage 1
<... » « wi- V 3 r '

T>T .i r<v I

%
activity on part of self, THOMAS L. BLACK and

FEHDINitND P. H}iLLER* Subject denies ever meeting

or knowing HARRY GOLD. Also denies knowing

GAIK OVaKBIIAN, CIAHEHCE haTfiAWAY or any members

of the National Committee, CP, USa. K/vNE states

Htq considerable typing for BLACK and HELLER,

but was not aware that tney were furnishing

informaticn to the Soviets. Subject advises she

held a box for HELLER and BLACK for approximately

ten years and then destroyed it* She stated she

was not aware of the contents of this box. KANE

enployed by LOUIS DciaN SPEIR from 1928 to 1918#

Presently employed by General ROY P* MONAliAN,

39 WaU Street, LTC.

Oh

U I

'"fV^
h

- p -

DlTaILSs

The title of tiriis case is being changed to reflect the]

rvaneg VERONICA HELENE BACHBUEB which pibject states is her true, birth name ^
and also the name Mrs. JCHN WiOiDO under which she is presently registered VS
at the Madison Square Hotel, New Yoric, New York,

r ' * ’

k'i •;

VEIU ' KHTS- was"' int'erviewe(fl.n the New York Office

on August 9, 1950 , by SA FRANCIS’ W. 2ANGIE and the writer. At the outset.My

'V'

i Biopeoa

2 ' iObary COPIftS D8STB0ySJ|

1 Los Angeles
2 Newark
2 Philadelphia

Frs^cisc^ (Info.)
, fCopies Coni*d.)

enclosure WRITE IN THESE SPA

isU SIS, RECORDED >117

PROPERTY OF FjBI.— report and its contents are loaned to you by the FBI and are not
distributed outside of agency to which loaned. 1#—«iM(hI f. >. •ovnaMUr ptiNTia* «



NT 65-1536U

KAHE stated that she desired to cooperate to the fullest extent and Trould

furnish all Infonaatioi in he/ possession to the CSovernment. KAWE

sho'wn a photograph of -and asked if she ever knew this individual*

KAhE stated that GOIiD*S faoe looked very familiar, and she associated the

TtnTnp. gold as having some connection with BLACK and HELLER, hut could not

remember meeting him* She further stated she couid not recall telling

GOLD where he could get photostating work done. She also stated that she

could not recall advising BUCK and HELLER to stay away from GOLD. She

added that she told BUCK and HELLSR to stay away from numerous people,

mostly women, whom she felt coild get them into trouble.

Subject stated that while she lived at 335 West 11th Street,

New York City, she typed reams of material for BLACK and HELLE31 during

the period 1933 to 193$. She e^^jlained that at that time BLACK and HELLER

were extremely active in obtaining formulae and processes pei*taining to

chemistry; and since she was their friend, she gladly did their typing

for them. She stated that she had no idea idiere they obtained their

material nor did she know its intended use, and she did not inquire from

them their reasons for obtaining aH this information.

KANE failed to identify a photograph of and denied

that he was ever in her apartment while she was present. She further

denied that OVAKQOAN ever took any unfinished reports away from BLACK and

heller in her preseMe. Subject further stated that she knew of no individ\ml

by the name of PAl^^SfERSEN.

KANE denied discussing with BIACK and HEILER the possibility

of their going to Russia' to obtain work as chemists. She denied that they

ever told her they went to the Soviet Bnbassy to make inquiries concerning

their contemplated trip to Russia. She stated that they often discussed

the hope of their taking a trip around the world, and Russia may have been

mentioned as one of the countries that they would like to visit, but she

never heard BLACK or HELLER specifically mention that they would like to go

to Russia and work there.

Copies Continued

1 Washington Field (Info,)

3 New York
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not a regularly enrolled student and more or less attended classes at

her convenience and consequently there would be no record of her enrollment

there. Subject was told that this procedure was not practiced at Columbia

as any student attending any class would have to register, but she insisted

that she was able to attend classes without Columbia University having any

knowledge of her presence,

It will be noted that MRRT GOLD has identified a photogr^ ^
of subject as being the individual vdion he knew in 1935 while he was

employed at Peruisylvania Sugar Company, and vdio told him where he could

get photostating work dene without arousing suspicion.

KANE was reinterviewed at the New York Office on ’August 17,

19?0, KANE denied that she knew HARRY GOLD or had ever given him advice

concerning photostating work. Subject stated that on one occasion while ^

she was typing chemical formulae for BLACK and HiilLSR at her West 11th

Street apartment she became suspicious and asked them if they had a legal

right to the formulae. KANE stai^d that It was ai^ferJFCO formulae she was

typing at that time, and BLACK assured her that hewaFTegaily entitled

to reproduce it. liANE was asked why in a prior interview she denied

knowing where the formulae came from and also why she denied that she had

ever asked BLACK or HELLER where they were obtaining their material. She

stated that it was an oversight on her part, and she did not mention it

previously because she did not recall it at that time. However, she

specifically stated that these were the only fornrulae that she typed the

origin of which was known to her.

Subject further stated that BLACK seemed to have considerable

knowledge of a confidential nature concerning Communism. By way of an

example, she stated that BL/iCK told her on one occasion that Soviet

terroism extended beyond the borders of Russia and that an editor of a

large newspaper or magazins in the United States was in mortal fear of the

Soviets. KANE stated that although she does not recall when BLACK told

her this it was a long time prior to iYHTTTAKERj;^i^<^ERS* publicity in the

newspaper. KAlffi stated that she believed BLACK was referring to CHAifflERS,

and she did not mention it to the interviewing agents previously because

she felt it was of no in5)ortance. She added that she had no knowledge

of wtere BIACK obtained this information.

Subject denied having any relations with FERDINANB*^lSLliER tintil

it was pointed out to her that she took a trip to Canada with him in 1933*

Subject stated that ^e had an affair with HELLER from 1933 to 1935 wid had!
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LEADS

ATJiAHI OFFICE
At grgicott. New York

WiU interview CUFFOHD L. HEVENOR, Endicott Johnson Shoe Company,

ocmceming any knowledge on his part of subject's Communist or espionage

activities

.

At Albamrt New York

Will identify and interview J. C. BACHELIER, l80 State Street,

Albany, New York, for pertinent background information on subject*

BUFFALO OFFICE
at Rochester > Mew York

Will at 32 Clarrisa Street, ascertain whether J* BRIAN MC KINNEI

is deceased. It will be noted that subject stated MC KINNEI^S Parents

Svenrtte abovrSdress. In the event MC KI. MEI is not deceased, his

present whereabouts should be ascertained and a

him concerning subject, BLACK, GOLD and HELI£R. Will also asoerta^ ^
32 Clarrisa Street the present whereabouts of ESTELLE

be noted subject advised MC HNNEI'S parents adopted ESTELLE BRUDELDIS.

NEWARK OFFICE
At Harrison, New Jersey

Will interview FRANCIS J. LICATA, Chief Chemist, Metas^ C^cal
Cosmany, for any information he may have V®
esoionage activity. It will be noted that subject has advised that she

barred LICATA from her apartment at 335 West Uth Street because he was a

"Red."

At Belleville. New Jersey

Will locate and interview IRENE GRAVES also known as HEaffiE GRAVES

for any knowledge she may have concerning subject's Communist ^tivitlM.

nwm S noted that IRENE GRAVES married J. K. STEVENS in 1932, and her

t 22 -
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Mr^^ohn Deiqjater Kane,

#iarym 65-1*356 erg

i3?iota.GE - R

vm KM3 reported bom 12/25/99»

N^Xork, as VSROHia BfcTCHEXLER (not verified).

T?emftr+«i to have graduated from Barnard College

Renorted well-versed in law and was he«id of he

Utigation' Department of Frazier,

and Kidder, of T^all Street, New York. KANE'

described as brilliant and

have many unusual acquaintances. Reported to

bri*^vSntance of CURESCE fTHiWW,

Editor of the "Daily Worker" ^d
meobers of the National Conndttee of thd

Party. In 1931* assisted THOtliS U
^ionage agent of the 1930 period, and^1^
pf^HiaSlR, BUCK'S associate, ^
data for subsequent turnover to Amtorg

^rporation in New Yoric. In

ty^ foniuUe and processes

iS55f4TrSS
thmed over to BUCK'S SovUt superior JAOC.

A.GSociates set forth.
_

- RUC -

cw^pS’S

/
<»» f 1

y' / com* or

^5>reau-
“Mos Angeles (Inf.)

2-Newark (Inf.)

2-T/ashington Field.^Inf.)

2 - San Francisco (1 -ygg~r

'

2L :.

1-M.tbfsbur^i rf'^ €^nW
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DETAHSi

This is a Joint report of the writer and Special Agent
TTTXiLXAM B* WELTH^ <7R«

U BASI3 FOR INVESTIGATICH

THC»iAS L. BUCK and FERDIMAND P, HELIEH have said that
VERA KANE on October 23 and 2U, lP3lt typed reports containing industrial
formulae r/hich were then to be given to Amtorg Trading Corporation of New
York City. KSELER said these reports were given by him to an unidentified
person named TETEHSEN, who said he was a friend of GADT^VAKBUAN of Amtorg*
BLACK has ad'i’lsed KAt®, in 1939> typed into report form fomulae and processes
of the "Thermoil Granodine process” of the American Chemical Paint Cou^any*
This process was a variation of a Parkerizing process for rust-proofing of
metals which had been converted to treatment of bearing surfaces to shorten

'

the break-in period# BUCK said KANE was aware that this information was to
be given to BUCK*s Soviet superior in 1939*

Persons 'who 'vvill be mentioned herein by reason of their
espionage contacts are identified as follows:

HARRY GOID, 6823 Kindred Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
on lilay 22, 1950, told Special Agents T. SCOTT IULLDR, JR. and RICHARD E. BRENNAN
that he was the individual to whom Dr* EEIL JULIUS KUU3 ?F0CHS passed informa-
tion concerning the atomic bomb, for transmission to Russia#
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Sew-rwrfc. She told nTyr?ti,f*®.h v
living somerrtiere on the East Side of

was ^ ** 60 into hiding and ia5)Uod that she
st«^ ^ enforc«»ent agencies but ahe% n^Slargr® toe

and himself irfiat aihe^c^/do^to b^of^^ KHDmu® P. HEU£R

^ had some confS:nU^'i^o^UoS mL a^b?r^\''"^T*by whom she was ei^jlaycd reeardinc Allied ^ *’®*’ '^°“Sb the law firm
p^es. BLACK stated that (WilKBUAN was in VESA Kfmt

l^go steel com-
193U while BLACK was toere and that OtoKTmr^.4

^™
processes.

^ OVAKBII/JJ had cone to pick up BUCK'S Nopco

193l« to 1938, requested him^to^93?^to*fnrr!^o?*^u?^' Soviet superior from
KAME. buck knew th^suto ^eteW

furnish a biographical sketch of VESA
were considerSrsierp^L for recrStoent^“^ °f ^^e Sorieto
certain occasions VERA fJIE may have been tecM

BUCK felt that on

VER,'. KANE hla asign^„rtSlKrJS discussing with
VERA KANE advised S^to report ms mtter^t^+i” recalled that
arrangements for him to do it BL'Pi' +v, 4

.^?° that she would malce
offer, beUevlng that it weSdnK t e® suspicious of th^
if he desired to discuss it wito the v^®

arrangements
He felt that she may haveW soundi™ M* e

could have done toe same.
^e possibiUty ofreporti^ to^the

^ '‘® considering _
that GOLD was latere^ ^he knew in 1933
certain that VERA fJl^was '^id not know tor
suspected that toe was aware activities, but he
Cf occasions told THCBAa^BUCK that HARRY norn^£^

and 19Ut VERA KANE on a number
to associate with and toatlt wS^ve^‘^n^S “d BUCK.«"•• "*• ^
M.^ sriS’L*s 2“ ."SSaJ^

t s
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played tickets dated September II4, 193U that indicated he and VERA K/ilE had at-
tended a performance of "Tobacco Road" at the U8th Street Theatre in New York
City* He further advised that VERA had taken a two or three vreck vacation to
visit her father in Albany, New York, at about this same time*

Concerning HELLER’S residence with VERA KilNE in 1933 and

1931*5 HELLER provided a list of associates which is similar to that provided ‘

by TH0iM/.S L* BL^CK mentioned previously in this report* He adds the following
information or connients concerning these individuals:

al» "ChvicJ:." HEULER stated that
NEHER was a graduate/^r'tTfiitman College at T/alla

TTalla, T/ashington, and was a chemist. liis parents
were farmers near Walla Walla In the period 1932
or I93I** He described NEHER as a "liberal" and a
"pink," HELLER advised that as far as he knew
NEHER was never an actual membor of the Comniunist

Party*

BUD COOK* HELLER described COOK as a cowboy and
truck driver who was politically uneducated as
conpared with NEHER and the other members of the
ICdE circle* HELLER stated that COOK’S father
owned a ranch near Walla Walla*

Dr. JOSEPH SKILTON. HELLER described SKILTON as
one of his closest friends since high school days,
who visited a few times at VERA KANE’s apartment
while other members of the group were present*
(SKILTON is a dentist practicing in Kiiladelphia
and has been interviewed. Details will be set
forth later in this report*)

J. BYRON McKINNEY. HELLER described McKINNEX as -

a Communist Party member, a heavy drinker, and a
longshoreman or seaman. HELLER has not received
any information concerning UcKH^NEY since aj^roxi-
mately 193li.

HELLER stated that HARRY GOLD was never a regular
visitor to VERA K**NE’s apartment during the time
that HELLER resided with VEftl* HELLER stated GOLD
may have been in IL'JJE’s apartment on one or two
occasions during parties, but he has no recollections
of such visits.

- 12
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Concerning the identity of to

P^OH. THCM.iS L BUCK ^o\“
a man who was then PCTi7.BSEiiL.and GOID knew him as

tor. BUCK knew this r"®4|sKbt as to whether the^
.Lttu although GOLD later said„J^^®,^^GOI^have independently furnish^

descriptions do not in
®"y Athene is no reason to Believe that the

si;.Scr:i5fis s«i.. "port.. OP »-•>« -
. ._j a -!4 ^.

.vcw.

on November 1, 193U

-r^rSefonSSl- rrsS^H
S^^r! thT^Xoniber 1
ZZ^ foSnd to,"- ^SS;ki5 ctnsSSriy. accused BUCK and^
UNE and inasmuch as he had

face as ho recalled, and he loft

of being extremely close. K..IIE siappea n ,
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stated, that she told SA»S 2ANGLE and WIRTH that she was a good friend

of his mother as she felt that if the real relationship was revealed,

she would not be able to have WALDO com Itted to a State hospital in

the event he had another nervous breakdown. Subject further stated

that it was her understanding that JOHN WALDO was used as an interpreter

by the United States Amy#

The subject stated that she has devoted considerable

time consulting her diaries and has not been able to find any refereroe

to HARRY GOLD or to any activity that would indicate FERDINAND HELLER

and THOMAS BLACK were engaged in espionage. She again emphatic^ly

denied knowing HARRY GOLD or being aware of any espionage activity

on the part of HELLHR and BLACK#
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Subject intervievjed on 1/6/51, at vhlcE
|tim she furnished nei^spaper clipping

dated May 6, 1941 concerning arrest of
GAIK OVAKIMIAN, Subject denied Imowing
OVAKIMIAN, and believed BLACK may have
gent her the clipping. On January 10,
1941, Subject volmtarily furnished state-f
ment concerning her attitude on
Co.mmunisin. Stateraent set forth in ...

entirety. HARRY GOLD advised on 1/17/51
that he met Subject on numerous occasions
fx»om 1933 tol936, both at her apartment
in Grecnv;lch Village, Kevj Yorh Cit3r, and
at the apartment of THOMAS BLACK in
Nevjark. GOLD advised that he and Subject
were good friends, and is certain that
Subject still remembers him.

i
'1

k

p. % .1.

4

I

Details: VERA KAHE v:as interviewed on January 6,
1951 at the office of her employer. General
ROY P. MONAHAN, 1600 Wall Street,
New York City, by SA Robert L. Stevenson
and the reporting Agent.

I
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Si^Ject stated that she had been consulting
her diaries^ but had been unable to find any reference

to HARRY/^LD. She stated that she had been going through

her per^al effects and had found a nev/spaper clipping
pertaining to the arrest of GAIK^OVAKIMIAN,

She furnished a clipping of the "Nev? York World

Telegram** (Nevi York City nev:spaper) dated May 6, 1941#
concerning the arrest of OVAKIMIAN.. The folloi^ing is the

text of this clipping:

’*REP AGENT PREEP ON $25 >000 Bail

’’FBI Men Crqv/d Court at Hearing

’’GAIK BADALOVITC^VAKIMIAN, Soviet agent, vias

arraigned today before ^Federal Judge Mu»ay Hulbert and

after an earnest and revealing plea by his covinsel,

Cl-IARIES^ECHT , for lovjer bail, the Court adjourned his

formal Hearing until May 13*

"Judge Hulbert listened patiently, but
refused to reduce bail of $25 >000.

'* But, Your Honor,* exclaimed Mr. RECHT, ‘look, we

have $20,000 in cash.*

tNo,* said the court. *I must take the
government * 8 case 5.nto consideration. The United States

Attorney has asked high bail and he may have soine other

charge In mind.* Hov^ever, Judge Hulbert said as the

case developed, he would entertain a re-introduction of

the motion to reduce.

"After a short wait, Mr. RECHT obtained the additional

$5,000 and, with the total of $25,000 deposited,
OAKAMTNIAN departed with his counsel.

"OVAKIMIAN was arrested yesterday by Federal Bureau
of Investigation agents for alleged violation of a World
War I act as amended last year reqitiring registration of

foreign agents \flth the State Department. He resisted

t and v/as manacled before removal to the Federal House of

Detention follovring failure to supply bail.

- 2 -



"its defense, or Its commercial enterprises. I
have always believed he vxas a native-born citizen,
and that he was proud of thatcltizenship and patriotic
in the usual sense. 1 have been told that he is a
confessed spy; I can only say that I am astounded.

"I have knoirti FERDINAND PHILiXhelI£R for many
years. I have not heard from him either, for a
considerable time. He was, to the best of my
Imowledse, a close friend of TASSO.

%

”1 do not recall bavins met HARRY GOLD, I
may have, but I do not recall it. Some time ago, ^d
I believe shortly after GOLD’S arrest, large pictures
of him appeared on the front page of the tabloids.
He looked vaguely familiar. I tried to follow the
newspapers to look at more pictures of him, but
the later pictures seemed less familiar than the
first pictures I noticed. I concluded he resembled
some person I had met, but that I had not met him;
if so, I do not remember it. I am still, by various
means, endeavoring to find out if I met this person,
and should I discover that I have, it will be a
great comfort to me to be able to let I^r. COHOLAN
Icnovr about it.

"Since the Bureau’s questions have all been
concerned vrlth sympathy for communism and the will
to aid the Soviet Union, I should appreciate the
opportunity of s 'eating ray vievis of communism.
They may be more developed now than they were tvienty
years ago, but they do not essentially differ.

"CoiTununlsm Is a philosophy of living, based on
a perverted concept of economics. It believes that
one should do as little work as possible for the
highest obtainable return in money and/or money’s
worth; that the individual is of no Importance,
that only the group is Important; that individual
integrity should be discouraged; that there should
be no personal initiative or conviction, these
should be merged in group activity and mass opinion.
It believes that all actions and endeavors should
be done by direction and not from inner inspiration.

5
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"Communists believe anyone ’;iho Is consistently
^

vTorth so much as a thousand dollars is a menace to the
commvinlty and should IrS^e that competence tal^en away
from him or her; it is not important whence
the spoils go, it is only important that there should
be no such person.

"Communists are convinced that everything should
be done en masse — and preferably by force, even
violence. Thus by fear, they rule their adherents
and silence non-sympathizers. They believe they
should not accept direction from the constituted
Government of our country which exists by the will of
the overwhelming majority of American citizens, but
only direction from the U.S.S.R., or In fee Jargon of
the times, Moscow, to whlchail conmiunists look for
direction and guidance. They know that the Interests
of the Moscovite government are adverse to those of
the United States of America.

"I promised to limit this statement to one
page, but was told it made no difference if it extended
beyond a page. I do not wish to add to the voliimlnous

files in this case, and thank the Bureau for giving
this space. No lav/yer has been told that I was going
to make a statement; no lawyer has read this. I

speak only English and believe I can use it sufficiently
well to state a fact so anyone spealclng English can
mderstand it; there seemed no need to consult
counsel.

"Respectfully,

"(Signed) VERA KANE"

HARRY GOLD, self-admitted former Soviet
espionage agent, was interviex^ed on January 17, 1950 by
the iTTiter, at which time he stated he first met Subject
in 1933 at her Greenwich Village apartment through an
introduction by THOMAS BLACK. GOLD further stated that
he and KANE became good friends, and he visited her
'apartment numerous times during the period 1933 to
1936.
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He added that usually her apartment was very
ns She had a ulde selection of friends » and he

recalls

’

eRNES^SEGESSEMAN, "doc" McKl^y, and FT^raAND

HEIIER as being some of the Individuals who assembled

there.

He stated that at that time KANE was

In the Mool communist", and there Is no question In his

Snd but that KANE still remembers him, a®.

closely associated «lth each other during the above

mentioned period. He recalled that KANE had told him

that he had a face "llto a madonna'

.

He also recalled that In June, 1935 or 193^,

Subject took him and THOMAS BLACK to see CLIE^ .

V ODETS' play "Waiting for Lefty . He stated that K^
^^ve him the ticket stubs for this play, and he had them

In his possession for a good many years, and only

destroyed them within the past two years.

He stated that ODETS' play Impressed them

very much, and they had a long discussion about

Communism Immediately after It. GOLD

remembered making a statement to <^He effect that the

Communist Party, USA had a large number of Jev/s as TOm^rs,

Indicated that this situation was ^eslrable, as

it could cause antl-Semltlsra In the
f

He stated that BLACK and KANE severely up^alded h^ for

this attitiade and accused him of Toeing chauvinistic

•

rootO further stated that he recalled standing

a party in THOMAS BLACK’S apartment in Newark sonjetlme

ln^l93^. at which time EHNEST SEOESSE^
present. He stated that KANE reading aloud

from ti» magazine ’’The New Yorker’* that were highly

critical of the Banctlty the home and tj» duty

childx^n owe their parents* GOLD stated that he had

violently objected to this ridicule and

argu^nt, SEOESSEMAN and BLACK took the side of the

Subject » and stated in effect that the family was of

little consequence

•

GOLD further stated that SEOESSEMAN J^ter

applogized to him for taking this attit^e.and Jold him

{Gold} that he believed that GOLD was right In his opinion

** 7 -
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GOLD Stated that due to this Incident, he
received the impression that Subject had only contempt
for the normal way of life that society generally
reco©ilze8«

OOU) further stated that in Christmas of

1935, he again met KANE at BLACK'S apartment in Newark,
New Jersey, at which time KANE gave BLACK a pair of
slippers for Christmas.

He recalls KANE telling him at this time that
she was very^ friendly with one of the officials at the

Amtorg Trading Corporation. She described this individual
as a Russian who was very viell educated. GOLD stated
that she mentioned this individual 'e name and he believes
it ended in "ian", ahtough it did not sound like
OVAKINIAN or VARTANIAN.

GOLD further stated that based on conversations

he had with BLACK, it was his impression that Subject had
somehow introduced this Amtorg official to BLACK.

HARRY GOLD further stated that about 1935#
while he was employed by the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY,
KANE told him where he could got photostating work done
without arousing suspicion. He stated KANE had
suggested the HUDSON BLUEPRINTING COI^ANY.

GOLD stated that this meeting took place in
KANE'S apartment in Greenwich Village# New York
City, and THOMAS BLACK vias present. He stated that KANE
was aware of the fact that he intended to fxarntsh the

Soviet Government with this information.

The records of the Board of Elections,
Borough of Manhattan, reflected the following information
regarding Subject's registrations at the addresses
indicated:

^ion
Ob

I

r

8
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ADMINISTRATIVE

It Will toe noted that when KANE was interviewed

January 6, 1^1, she readily consented to furnish a
signed statement to the interviewing Agents.- Hoover,
when toeing fot^mally advised of her constitutional rl^te
iti this regard, she stated that she would prefer to

write out the statement herself and mall it to this

office. She advised that her statement would be

"comprehensive", and that in it, she would deny any

knowledge on her part of the espionage activities of

THOMAS BLACK, HARRY QOID and FERDINAND HELIER.

advised
Confidential Informant T*l. of known rellatoility.

In connection v;ith J. evroiKmckinney ("CQC”

ccorcingiye a Jieaa is~ toeing set forth for the Buffalo

Office to locate and interview J* BVRON McKINI'IEye

It will be noted that McKINNEY has been
described as a confirmed Communist by TH014AS BLACK,

axid the Subject#

11 -
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BUPFAIiO

LEADS

At Rochester, New Yorlc:

Will at 32 Clarrisa Street, ascertain
the present whereabouts of J, BYRON McKINNEY.

McKlNNE
It should be noted that Subject stated that

In the event MCKINNEY'S whereabouts are

ascertained, he should be interviewed concerning the

Subject, THOMAS BLACK, HARRY GOLD and FERDTBAITO

HELLER.

NEW YORK

Will interview ERNEST SEOESSEMAN at his place of
employment, the PINE ORGANICS COrJlPANY, 211 East lyth

Street, New York City, concerning any knovjledge on his

part of the relationship between HARRY GOLD and VERA
KANE. ~

Will interview HARRY GOLD for any additional

information he may have in his possession concerning

the Subject.
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It is to “be notf'd that on August 30^ 1950 Vii,BA KANh advised SAs

FRANCIS W. ZAN0l4fc and JAMAS H# HIGL^N, JR* that in 1930, according to her diary

she received a letter from J* ^YRoli^MC KINIOT and that in Ihis letter KC EINNaY

indicated his disgust with .the Commulhist Party and wished to resign as he con-

sidered himself an activist and could not go aloi^ with the Party leadership*

KANa furnished the mentioned agents with the following excerpt from this lettert

^ACKSoN# a fat chemist (Party name), and myself have con-

ceivea the hrllltant idea of fighting the Party’s lethargy in
avoiding controversial and religious questions of importance

because they do not appeal to the masses. I told him we would
have to be careful or we would be ostraoized and charged with
witchcraft."

EANA stated that this letter was dated prior to thf time that she]

knew nIACK, to whom' she believed MC KIHNaY was referring* ^
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her Greenwich Village apartment through an introduction by THOMAS BI**CK«

GOLD stated that he and 10*NE becaiae good friends, and he visited her apart-

ment numerous times during the period 1933 to 1936, He added that usually,

her apartment was very crowded, as she had a wide selection of friends.

He recalls that IMEST SEGE5SEM<^NN, «D0C« MC KINHET and nmm.m HSLLEK
were some of the individuals who assembled in Jt'*NS»s apai*tment.

GOLD further advised SA COHOLAN that he recalled attending a party
in THOiiiAS BLACK* s ajpartment in Newark, New Jersey some time in 193U> at which
time ERNEST SEGESS^INN and lOlNB were present. He stated that iC’vNS was
reading aloud articles from the magazine **The New Yorker** that were highly
•irltical of the sanctity of the home and the duty children owe their parents.

CX)!!) stated he had violently objected to this ridicule and in the ensuing
argument SEGCSSQl'iNN and BLACK took the side of VLR/. KANE and stated in
effect that the family was of little consequence# GOLD further stated that
SEGESSEMNK later apologized to him for taking this attitude and told him
that he believed GOLD was right in his opinion.

In addition, GOD advised that in Christinas of 193$ he again met
KiiNE at BLACK* s apartment in Newark, New Jersey, at which time fCiNE gave

BLACK a pair of slippers for Christmas# GOD also advised that at that

time told hLa that she was very friendly with one of the officials at the

Amtorg Trading Corporation. She described this individual as a Russian 1^0
was very well educated# GOD continued that Ki'Jffi mentioned this individual*

s

name, and GOD believed that the name ended in **ian#**

\


